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ABSTRACT 

 

Figures from Skillset show that a much higher percentage of males join the video games industry 

then females, in fact only 4% of the industry is female (Skillset, 2009).  There are anecdotal 

reasons put forward for this, yet specific quantifiable reasons, at all stages from Further Education 

(FE) to career, have not yet been fully explored.  This investigation chose FE as the area to study 

as this is the beginning of „choice‟ for most students, after having completed a heavily 
prescribed school curriculum; further this is an area which has not previously been fully explored.   

 

The key findings related to the gendered use of language to justify enjoyment, potential links 

between the playing of video/ computer games and a career in the industry and terminology in 

relation to being a „gamer‟.  By adopting a subjective approach the results from this study 

showed a gender difference in „enjoyment‟, girls had a more emotive view such as „likes‟ and 

„fun‟ whereas boys tended to have a more serious response linking enjoyment to quantifiable 

reasons such as career.  A pattern was also discernable between those who play games as a 

hobby and those who would be interested in a career in the games industry.  It was found that 

terminology in relation to games needs to be reconsidered; as the present term of „gamer‟ does 
not allow for gendered differentiation when considering the different genres of games. 

 

From the findings further research is suggested in several main areas for development.  To begin 

with additional discussions with females on Games courses, as well as courses generally, at both 

Further Education and Higher Education levels to discern how they „feel‟ about their course and 

if the difference in language is indicative of gendered differences or external pressures such as 

society.  At a wider level this study suggests Games courses need re-evaluating to link to how 

females learn such as in group activities (Walkerdine, 2007) and developing strategies to include 

women who can become a marginalised group due to their small number, approximately 5% 

(HESA, 2010).  Finally research in creating a specific terminology linked to gaming to facilitate 

wider participation and to update the outdated use and definitions of „gamer‟ which could be 
excluding females. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 

Traditionally, women have not been involved within the games industry to the same extent as 

men.  As Jane Pinkard, Organiser of Game Developers Conference, states: ―the industry itself is 

dominated by men, and games are suffering as a result‖ (McCabe, 2007).  In this research, it is 

considered whether the concept of institutionalised gender-stereotyping has helped create an 

unequal balance within the video (console) and computer (PC) games industry and the effect 

this is having on  females in relation to playing games, studying courses or pursuing a career. 

 

Linked to this argument is an evaluation of male and masculine, female and feminine, how 

these are perceived and what these labels mean in the context of work.  This discussion will draw 

from the selected concepts of academics in the area such as West and Zimmerman (2009) and 

Judith Butler (2006) and be discussed in relation to the video/ computer games industry to 

consider whether a system is needed which defines sexual category versus role while 

considering stereotyping within society.  Further, it will propose, using relevant theories and 

statistics, whether there is a need for a reinvention of the arguably outdated and incongruous 

ideological views that society still maintains, where patriarchal views are seen as dominant, even 

to the detriment of men.  As highlighted by male organisation Men-to-Men, whose tenants 

include „realistic masculinity‟:  

“those involved came to realise that many problems affecting men are caused 

by men. As many women argue - our society is still largely patriarchal” (Men to 

Men, no date).   

Has the belief of how a man and woman are supposed to act caused issues within society?   
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Gender-stereotyping within IT and video/ computer games is a topic that has been analysed by 

studying both school children (such as Castell and Jenson, 2005 and 2008; Walkerdine, 2007) 

and adults (such as Fisher and Margolis, 2002).  However an area which has not been fully 

explored is Further Education (FE) at level 3 (A-levels or equivalent) where the participants no 

longer follow a prescribed choice of education and are given the freedom as young adults to 

choose their own academic path based on their aptitude and personal preference; yet can be 

influenced by others such as peers, teachers, parents and careers guidance.  This is important as 

this level of education then leads to degrees at Higher Education (where specific qualifications 

are required to follow each different pathway).  This means the FE students (usually aged 16 or 

17) need to choose a course which will then lead to either the degree (or a career directly).  This 

is the area which this study will focus with questions asked which will include career choices, 

hobbies and decisions and try to discern any patterns which differentiate between boys and 

girls.  Many of the students asked will have either come straight from, or have recently 

completed, education at school (level 2) and as a precursor to FE the questions shall be partly 

focused on their perceptions.  As the study is specifically looking to answer questioning in relation 

to the video/ computer games industry, there will be questions with this focus, with queries 

relating to both the industry as a career choice, in general and to the different careers 

themselves within the industry.  The sample asked shall only be from 1 college, with the possibility 

to extend this to a larger study in the future based on the results. 

 

After the Introduction, the work will be grounded by considering stereotyping, how gender is 

perceived within society and discussing theorists in Chapter 2.  This shall then be taken into 

context in Chapter 3, the figures showing how many women are in the games industry in the UK, 

as well as data from A-levels and games course at degree level and finally the video/computer 

games market by considering avatars and looking at games and gameplay.  Chapter 4 will 

consider the methodological framework being used in the study as well as other methods of 

research to triangulate the results obtained.  Then the data from the FE research shall be 

analysed in Chapter 5 alongside the results from other research to triangulate the data; which 

shall be interviews and a focus group at Higher Education (Level 4-6 including University) and 

case studies from professionals from the games industry.  To complete in Chapter 6 with a 

conclusion where the results found from the study and preceding chapters shall be discussed, 

ending with suggestions which could be used for further study. 
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW  

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

To understand the reasoning behind career choices and the construction of male and female in 

society it is important to understand the issues relating to this.  The main issue to consider when 

researching stereotyping is „gender‟ and how this term is perceived, applied and used within 

society.  Then in this chapter stereotyping shall be looked at and its effect on video/ computer 

games and careers.  This shall continue by looking at the main literature and theorists; both in 

video/computer games and gender analysing the differences between masculine and feminine 

and then considering both children and career.  Finally, this section will summarise the main 

points concluded from this investigation. 

 

2.1 WHAT IS GENDER 

 

“―gender‖- by which I mean the deeply entrenched institutionalization of sexual 

difference – still permeates our society” (Okin, 1989, p6) 

 

One of the main issues attributed to gender within Liberal Feminism is the concept of 'separate 

spheres' (Beauvoir, 1997; Oakley, 1974), wherein the distinction between what is appropriate for 

each gender is ascribed. If it is to be accepted that gender and biological sex are different 

concepts, then it must also be accepted that separating careers on this basis is inappropriate, 

as sexual category then becomes a social identifier.  As a result the ground upon which these 

classifications, such as 'Woman's work' and a 'Man's job', are based must be reconsidered.  

“When the relevant ‖culture‖ that ―constructs‖ gender is understood in terms of 

such a law or set of laws, then it seems that gender is as determined and fixed as 

it was under the biology-is-destiny formulation.  In such a case, not biology, but 
culture, becomes destiny” (Butler, 2006, p11). 
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Betty Friedan‟s well known book The Feminine Mystique (1963) looked at the view of women as 

wife and mother; therefore the title of „woman‟ being a domestic rather than a biological fact.  

This view placed the „sphere‟ of woman into the roles such as housewife and fulltime mother as 

a „fact‟ of gender.  This is still pertinent today as according to the Shriver Report (2009) almost 

twice as many women as men looked after the children and household therefore showing a 

bias towards woman participating in unpaid housework and parental responsibilities.  It needs to 

be considered whether this has a detrimental effect on women‟s career choices and also has 

caused women to hold a double responsibility of home and work. 

“Women start to enter the workforce, and the influences of socialisation and 

employment experience at first push in different directions: socialisation tending 

to maintain traditional female responsibilities for unpaid work, but the time-use 

consequences of the women‘s job leading to a ‗dual burden‘” (Gershuny, 
Godwin and Jones, 1994, p186). 

 

When considering career paths the main issue at hand is not whether a woman would want to 

follow a certain career; but whether the woman is given a choice to.  In education, this is 

whether, at school, girls are given the same options as boys during careers advice.  This is 

integral to the issue of segregation and echoes back to suffragettes and woman‟s struggle to be 

allowed the opportunity to vote.  However, unlike these earlier struggles against rules in an 

obvious externalised battle, this is a battle that is hidden; embedded into the very structure of 

society (Etzkowitz, Kemelgor and Uzzi, 2000).  Legally speaking such overt discrimination is not an 

option, however, legal intervention cannot and does not change societal „norms‟ thereby the 

question remains not whether a woman can, but whether women realise they can, choose 

certain careers.  If a woman is socialised to follow specific careers for women then it would not 

be unusual to follow those paths; so not what the woman chooses more what she is taught to 

choose.  It could be that women still prefer traditionally „feminine‟ courses and men traditionally 

„masculine‟ courses if given unbiased choices; however until those labels are removed then 

barriers, even invisible ones such as social pressure, are inherent and will help force decisions.   

“As long as women and men see themselves as different kinds of people, then 

women will be unlikely to compare their life options to those of men.  Therein lies 

the power of gender. In a world where sexual anatomy is used to dichotomize 

human beings into types, the differentiation itself diffuses both claims to and 

expectations for gender equality. The social structure is not experienced as 

oppressive if men and women do not see themselves as similarly situated”  
(Risman, 2004, p432).   
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2.2 STEREOTYPING 

 

Stereotyping is seen throughout society from careers to the personal (Gill, 2007).  Men and 

women are expected to follow the „separate spheres‟ (Beauvoir, 1997; Oakley, 1974) of gender 

and society has a view of how this should be achieved.  Women are seen to study hair and 

beauty and men study construction so any deviance from this „norm‟ is seen as an oddity (Burr, 

2003; Greer, 1970).  Therefore society sets certain limitations in its language, popular media and 

culture and stereotyping becomes an insidious and effective tool by the casual everyday use of 

terms and expectations of who and what society is, simply by gender (McNamee, 1998).  In the 

following section stereotyping shall be considered in relation to video/ computer games and 

gender dominated careers. 

 

VIDEO/ COMPUTER GAMES 

 

The western view of a male video/ computer game character, as discussed in Men and 

Videogames, has one of the main male portrayals in games as the „Macho‟ man:  

“In machismo, masculine attributes are stressed through physical courage, virility, 

domination of women, aggression, and an expression of dominance through 

confrontation, but these attributes are also coupled with a diminishing of 

―negative‖ feminine traits such as the expression of emotion, fear, and docility”  
(Monnens, 2006, pp4-5).   

An example of such a character is the main protagonist in Konami‟s Metal Gear Solid series- 

Solid Snake (fig. 1).  This type of character is likely a war veteran, includes scars and although 

could be traditionally called „handsome‟, their facial features are not an important element.  

This type of central character has the body type of characters such as those created by Arnold 

Schwarzenegger in Terminator 2 (1991) and Commando (1985) and „masculine‟ weaponry such 

as assault rifles and handguns.   These characters are very strongly heterosexual with female 

romantic partners (many submissive) being a key element to the plot of the games. 
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FIGURE 1: COVER OF METAL GEAR SOLID 2: SONS OF LIBERTY VIDEOGAME (KONAMI, 2001)   

 

In contrast in eastern portrayals of men in popular culture, which includes video/ computer 

games, there is the „bishounen‟ – an aesthetically beautiful man who is almost feminine in 

appearance.  In the east this is an accepted image of masculinity, which is slowly becoming a 

part of western popular culture including gaming due to games such as Square Enix‟s Final 

Fantasy series (fig. 2), which is an animated series based on the Japanese style of drawing 

(anime).  In anime an example of the use of „bishounen‟ being the series Tactics (2004) where 

the male protagonist Kantarou Ichinomiya (fig. 3 on the left) is extremely feminine in 

appearance and in one episode pretends to be a woman as a subterfuge.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 2: COVER OF FINAL FANTASY XII  VIDEOGAME (SQUARE ENIX, 2006)   
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FIGURE 3: COVER OF TACTICS  DVD (MANGA ENTERTAINMENT, 2008)   

 

However, in the west, the „bishounen‟ frequently has connotations of homosexuality associated 

with it due to the apparent femininity of the characters, which does not fit within the western 

„norms‟ of masculinity.  The concern in video/computer games being that the male player may 

themselves be seen, or take part, in homoerotic play. 

“Can the assumed male heterosexual player successfully identify with a feminized 

male character, without perhaps coming to care for or even desire the character 
too much?‖ (Consalvo, 2003, p178) 

Games such as Final Fantasy (fig. 2) therefore include a heterosexual relationship such as an 

“erotic triangle, comprising two men and one woman‖ (Consalvo, 2003, p178).  Consalvo 

considers Eve Sedgwick‟s studies and perceives the woman being in place to prove the male 

character as being heterosexual.  However with the concern of a character‟s sexuality, while 

these games are gaining popularity in the UK, many games created in the west still follow the 

Schwarzenegger template such as John Marston in Rockstar Games‟ Red Dead Redemption 

(2010).   
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In the west appreciation of the male protagonist is for his fighting skills and moves which are 

described as „idealised stereotypes‟ (Monnens, 2006).   However whereas the male protagonists 

are idealised for men‟s perceptions; the women are also idealised for a male audience.  A male 

playing games may choose to play as a muscle-bound action hero; however female characters 

can be extremely „hypersexualized‟ and have more in common with a male sexual fantasy than 

a character an everyday girl or woman would aspire to (Ray, 2004).   Whereas the male 

alternatives show „youth and virility‟ they do not “display anything that indicates sexual 

receptiveness” (Ray, 2004, p104).  These male characters are representative of what the males 

wish to be themselves and the females are modelled for the male- “young, fertile and always 

ready for sex” (Ray, 2004, p104).  An important point is mentioned here as women are expected 

to play characters which represent them as sexually available, yet to suggest a male character 

be modelled in this manner, or a male play this character, would not only not be considered, it 

would be met with derision and possibly horror (Consalvo, 2003) yet in these terms women are 

expected to accept and embrace these characters as a representation of themselves and also 

of how female characters are now readily available as a choice in a game such as Lara Croft in 

Eidos‟ Tomb Raider (1996).  This shows not only the use of stereotypes but also a male dominated 

view within the arena of video/computer games (Cogburn and Silcox, 2009).  This mirrors back to 

the splitting of male and female into „separate spheres‟ (Beauvoir, 1997; Oakley, 1974). 
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As discussed, Lara Croft in the Eidos Tomb Raider (1996) franchise, an independent and strong 

lead female protagonist, unusual in video/ computer games, was created for a male audience. 

“But is this target audience—the young men who take on the character of Lara in 

order to play—primarily being invited to take sexual pleasure from looking at her? 

Or to enjoy the pleasures of being her? We know that there are certainly 

masculine pleasures to ‗being‘ Lara, even with her unprecedentedly feminine 

body. The violence in Tomb Raider is understood to be desirable for men‖  

(Mikula, 2003, p80). 

Similarly, although in eastern games an almost feminine male is accepted, female characters 

are often over-sexualised and seem to mimic an almost „school-girl‟ fantasy appearance such 

as Galaxy Angel (2001), (fig. 4), this would suggest that although eastern anime/ games are 

accepting of feminine males, females are still seen as sexual objects. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 4: COVER OF GALAXY ANGEL  VIDEOGAME (BROCCOLI CO. LTD., 2002)   
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CAREERS 

 

“Gender stereotyping not only limits individual opportunity to progress and access 

the best life chances, it also limits employers' recruitment pools and contributes to 

ongoing skills gaps in sectors such as engineering, ICT and caring” (EHRC, 2007, 
p17).   

When looking at stereotyping in society it is not just whether it is happening; it is how it is 

happening.  If a man or woman believes that a certain career is gender specific, for example 

the prospect of a woman working in a games development company, then they may not 

consider this career even as a possibility.  Therefore even if positive action is placed so that all 

women are given priority for interviews for vacancies in the games industry, if no women apply, 

this policy is meaningless and so the practical application is non-existent.  Before the lack of 

women in certain industries can be determined then the reason for that absence must be 

confirmed.  To start both genders need to understand the full scope of careers; this needs to 

begin in education and become integrated into teaching.  This is the area the study looked at 

specifically, Further Education. 

“The seeds of occupational segregation can often be sown during the early years 

of an individual‘s life. Girls (and boys) must be allowed to learn without absorbing 

gender-stereotyped messages about men and women‘s capabilities”   (CLG, 
2007, p18).   

 

The gendered stereotyping of careers can also be seen to reflect into the personal in that a man 

pursuing hair, beauty or nursing in many instances is automatically assumed to be homosexual; 

as is a woman studying a predominantly male occupation (Butler, 2006).  Therefore society 

returns the status quo by fitting these individuals out of the categories it expects; allowing a 

homosexual male to be „feminine‟ and a homosexual woman to be „masculine‟ due to their 

sexual preference.  This echoes back to video/ computer games and the view of the „feminised‟ 

male.  Therefore choices of career become linked with gender. 

“Gender also becomes effectively salient in contexts that are gender typed in 

that the stereotypic traits and abilities of one gender or the other are culturally 

linked to the activities that are central to the context”  (Ridgeway and Correll, 
2004, p517).   
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Looking at another male dominated area, a study of female engineers, it was found women 

had to „be one of the boys‟ or accept certain discrimination to be able to remain in a 

„masculine‟ perceived profession (Bagilhole, Dainty and Powell, 2009, p413).  This changing of 

self mirrors what happened in Walkerdine‟s studies of girls playing computer games (Walkerdine, 

2007); the girls tried to retain their femininity and show an almost „incompetence‟ to justify their 

taking part (This shall be described in further detail in section 2.3).  Similarly women had to 

become an almost „faux‟ man and hide their femininity or else be marginalized in engineering:  

“Often when a woman gains acceptance by men, and when her work is valued, 

forms of communication normally exclusive to men are extended to include her 
as well” (Bagilhole, Dainty and Powell, 2009, p413).   

 

In areas such as science, careers are labelled as „masculine‟ and therefore society links these to 

males.  This gendering of career signposts who should be following them and creates 

expectations without considering aptitude or the individual.  This creates artificial stigma for 

women wanting to join a career deemed „masculine‟ as she must cross the gender divide into a 

„sphere‟ opposing that which she has been schooled and socialised to follow.   

“The strong effect of culturally defined gender roles persists in science and other 
traditionally male professions through the social meanings attached to gender” 

(Etzkowitz, Kemelgor and Uzzi, 2000, p31). 
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2.3 THEORISTS 

 

This section begins by looking at theorists such as Butler (2006) and West and Zimmerman (2009) 

and how they view gender.  Then it explores theory in relation to children and gender, primarily 

looking at studies of children and video/ computer games.  Therefore this section analyses what 

has been theorised, before placing it into context of this particular study, relating to gender and 

video/ computer games. 

 

GENDER 

 

Judith Butler (2006) postulates that sexual identity, like gender, is „constructed‟.  If this theory is 

taken to its conclusion then any career based on a sexual identifier is not appropriate.  If male 

and female are only products of society then equality itself is a fallacy.  Butler links this to the 

heterosexual „norms‟ and how society follows a specific set of rules and these are linked in to the 

view that heterosexuality is the formula to be followed. This links back to how feminised male 

characters in video/ computer games were given a female romantic partner to show their 

ingrained heterosexuality (Consalvo, 2003).   
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West and Zimmerman, consider the „doing‟ rather than the „being‟ of gender (2009, p113-114) 

and discuss the differences between gender and sexual „categorization‟.  They argue whether 

society itself creates a difference in gender and other areas such as class and race.  Further, 

that these differences are not „natural‟ or „normal‟ as one might presume but are social 

constructs and therefore any subjugation linked to these classifications are falsely justified by 

society,  

“as long as members of U.S. society believed that ―girls are no good at math‖ 

(i.e., it‘s not in their nature), schools could counsel white middle-class girls against 
advanced math classes‖ (West and Zimmerman, 2009, p115).   

This splitting of „doing‟ and „being‟ creates a distinct consideration, how can a person „do‟ 

gender if they themselves are told what gender is.  This shows how the use of titles such as 

„gender‟ creates artificial constraints which produce unnecessary problems and biases.   

 

Where Butler deviates from West and Zimmerman is in her view of sexual identity also being a 

mechanism for bias.  Whereas West and Zimmerman seek to split gender from male and female, 

Butler seeks to integrate these then discard both as inappropriate.  Butler‟s view is that even 

using the word „female‟ is wrong as this automatically allows society the freedom to subjugate 

as then you must have „male‟ and males are seen as dominant to females in a male hierarchy.  

This shows the power of language and how stereotyping can be as simple as one word. 

“Precisely because ―female‖ no longer appears to be a stable notion, its 

meaning is as troubled and unfixed as ―woman,‖ and because both terms gain 

their troubled significations only as relational terms, this inquiry takes as its focus 
gender and the relational analysis it suggests‖ (Butler, 2006, p xxxi). 
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Barbara Risman suggests that gender is socially created as a means to differentiate between 

men and women.  By considering previous theorists Risman describes this as “creation of 

difference is the very foundation on which inequality rests” (Risman, 2004, p431).  Considering this 

view she looks to pose the question- why do we need gender?   What happens if we take away 

sexual difference which can be ascribed as biological; what is left within gender that is not 

socially constructed?  We are left with gender as a constructed segregation similar to racial 

segregation; but based upon gender rather than race.  This divide is much more surreptitious 

because unlike other divides such as race and money, society divides itself by following 

stereotypes. 

“Not only are women and men coerced into differential social roles; they often 
choose their gendered paths” (Risman, 2004, p431).   

 

In her later studies Risman (2009, pp83-84) discusses a possible „just‟ world where „sex category‟ 

would not matter apart from in „reproduction‟.  However as West and Zimmerman rightly point 

out (West and Zimmerman, 2009, p117), this does then force reproduction as a fact, rather than 

a choice and so would seem to include some of the issues inherent with the gender divide.  This 

does, as they discuss, seem to create another box:  

“this implies that members of particular sex categories are accountable to 
(unspecified) reproductive issues. For us, this is a shift in accountability: Gender is 
not undone so much as redone‖ (West and Zimmerman, 2009, pp117-118).   
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 CHILDREN 

 

In Children, Gender, Video games Walkerdine discusses gameplay as „performing‟ masculinity, 

while girls also „perform‟ femininity; therefore girls have the duality of trying to play a 

video/computer game while remaining feminine.  This appears similar to the „dual burden‟ 

(Gershuny, Godwin and Jones, 1994) of being a woman discussed in 2.1 and how women have 

to balance both a career and house/ family.  

“demands of contemporary femininity which blend together traditional 

masculinity and femininity‘”(Walkerdine, 2007, p50).   

There seems to be a dichotomy highlighted by Walkerdine‟s work where the girls enjoy and are 

„excited‟ by killing and competition then deny this; again keeping their femininity by being 

passive while active at the same time.  This suggests that the girls are hiding their true nature to 

remain in what society sees as a „norm‟.  Therefore the girls deny the „masculine‟ emotions of 

aggression and competition by retaining a passive veneer.  Walkerdine suggests that a  

“feminine positioning necessitates ….passive/covert negotiation of power, 

especially in terms of a relation of coercion and resistance” (Walkerdine, 2007, 
p55).   

 

The girls are trying to play, follow the dictates of the game, following their own wishes, while also 

following the wishes and expectations of society.  As the video/computer game involves a 

„violent‟ aspect then the girls balance this with a response which is acceptable within feminine 

parameters, perhaps boys playing a game which had nurturing aspects would feel the need to 

include a certain amount of bravado (Pollack, 2008) and retain so called masculine traits.  

Thereby this is forcing what could be seen as an overt action such as competition in boys to a 

subversive action in girls, where they cannot be seen to want to win so use their only method to 

achieve, while remaining in the restrictive limits of the expectations of society.  Walkerdine 

considers it  

“is the consistent engagement with both competition and co-operation that is 

striking, together with what looks like attempts to hide the desire to win” 
(Walkerdine, 2007, p49).   
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Walkerdine discusses „passive construction‟ from her study quoting a girl who states “remember 

not to die” (Walkerdine, 2007, p47) to her friend; so it is about „not dying‟ rather than „killing‟.  This 

is a key example of how girls try to fit in to a „masculine‟ pastime without giving up their 

femininity.  The  

“passive voice is reminiscent of that ascribed to femininity, with the active voice 
ascribed to masculinity, to action on and in the world” (Walkerdine, 2007, p48).   

Castell and Jenson (2008) coin the term „benevolent competition‟ which describes when girls 

take part competitively while also supporting others.  This shows links with Walkerdine:  

 

“Boys have to try to win but girls wanting to win risk losing their designation as 

feminine by coming too far onto the side of masculinity” (Walkerdine, 2007, p51).   

 

Pollack (2008) discusses „boy crisis phenomenon‟ and one of the factors it examines is „social 

complexity of gender‟, this looks at how being male or female affects the person by linking into 

specific masculine and feminine behaviour.  It shows how success is linked to attitude at school, 

how boys are not as „connected‟ as girls.  This „disconnection‟, Pollack asserts, shows how 

masculinity itself could be self destructive.  It is the „boy code‟:  

“Society gives boys messages that they should be stoic, they should not share 

feelings of sadness and pain and they should not depend on others” (Pollack, 
2008, p45).   
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The fact of boys „not depending‟ on others (Pollack, 2008) is focal as looking at the study of girls 

(Walkerdine, 2007), girls prefer working and learning with others and this is seen as a positive 

female attribute.  There is a definite divide from femininity in boys; this can be seen as a closing 

of emotions, but also can be seen in the hobbies expected of children.   

“Performance which was praised by teachers in boys met with pejorative 
comments when displayed by girls” (Walkerdine, 2007, p51).   

Pollack‟s (2008) study looked at girls preferring books whereas boys preferred video games and 

sports; which were much more physical/ aggressive pursuits, allowed without the boys 

appearing „soft‟ or feminine.   

―Boys necessarily always already perform masculinity and girls perform and 
practice femininity‖ (Castell and Jenson, 2008, p5). 

Certain video/computer games can be seen as almost a battleground for the „winner‟ with the 

„survival of the fittest‟ seeming to mirror a need for power (Foucault, 1998); an attitude which is 

promoted in boys and seen as masculine and correct; yet in girls is seen as defeminising and so 

forcing girls to add a feminine layer to a perceived male dominion (Walkerdine, 2007).  Consider 

the difference in gameplay: “girls want to make things not destroy them” (Fisher and Margolis, 

2002), p45); whereas boys have “cultural practices marshalled for masculinity” (Walkerdine, 

2007, p49).   

 

Castell and Jenson (2005) suggest that the reason girls play video/computer games with boys 

rather than individually is so that they can remain in the „norm‟.  They avoid having to transgress 

„stereotyped feminine identity‟ (Castell and Jenson, 2005) and so by playing with male 

counterparts, family such as a brother for example, they can deny that they are stepping into 

the „masculine culture‟ of video games.  In this view girls lack confidence in their game play, 

calling themselves „inadequate‟ and „less competitive‟ without being able to explain why.  

Castell and Jenson describe this as a „magical realism‟, whereby when faced with their 

„masculine‟ counterparts girls withdraw from the video game so as not to be seen in a „gender-

inappropriate engagement‟ (Castell and Jenson, 2005); Walkerdine describes this as the 

“habitual ‗feminine‘ position of incompetence” (Walkerdine, 2007, p55). 
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It is interesting how each study shows how girls must hide certain facets of their personality; 

whether this is the need to win, enjoyment whilst „killing‟ within video/computer games or the use 

of methods other than „passive‟ for coercion.  Therefore this hints to the possibility not that girls 

are less aggressive than boys, more that they are socialised to hide and deflect those traits.  

Also, as discussed, girls are taught and encouraged to co-operate with one another therefore 

while competing they are also ―supporting, encouraging and even helping‖ (Castell and Jenson 

2008, p17).  Castell and Jenson discuss how this means girls can play in a way which is socially 

accepted; they still keep their gender identity while being able to „compete‟.   

 

“They are playing competitively in the ways enabled and supported for girls” 

(Castell and Jenson, 2008, p17). 
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CONCLUSION 

 

In this chapter gender, stereotyping and the theorists in these areas have been analysed and 

linked to video/computer games.  The „separate spheres‟ (Beauvoir, 1997; Oakley, 1974) of 

masculine and feminine have been explored, and the „dual burden‟ (Gershuny, Godwin and 

Jones, 1994) of womanhood from both home and work, which showed a divide which could be 

causing a separation of responsibilities and career aspirations.  This led to stereotyping and how 

heterosexual „norms‟ created an expectation and society accepted view of both the male and 

female characters within video/computer games.  In careers this stereotyping looked at how 

careers were being separated by the aforementioned „spheres‟.   

 

Next theorists of both gender and children were explored, either linking to video/computer 

games or studies involving children playing video/computer games.  The study of gender 

considered that that use of „gender‟ itself was a label which could be detrimental and self-

defeating as society used words such as „female‟ to cause an artificial divide in society between 

male and female.  This led to a view and belief of the socialisation of children and how they 

should behave while playing a „masculine‟ pastime.  This looked at the view that girls may not 

be less competitive and aggressive then boys and more that they are socialised to behave and 

to follow certain „feminised‟ paths.   

 

These studies lead to the next chapter where the context of gender and video/ computer 

games shall be explored.  This shall be done by exploring education, industry and finally the 

avatars and playing of the games themselves.  This shall then be followed by the chapter 

describing the methodology for the research conducted and then the research itself. 
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3 CONTEXT 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

In the previous section gender, stereotypes and the theorists in these areas were discussed.  In 

this section gender and video/computer (console and PC) shall be discussed in context of 

games as an industry, the courses available in education and finally the games themselves. 

 

This will begin by looking at Skillset (the leading organisation for the study of Media) and their 

figures on those working in both „Computer games‟ and other Media related careers.  Then 

video/ computer games development company Blitz will be considered in relation to the 

findings from Skillset and the industry.  Choices of level 3 qualifications will then be discussed and 

linked to the number of those joining Computer Games courses by gender.  The chapter will 

then be completed with the final section on video/ computer games and a look at female 

protagonists/avatars, what percentage of the games market are female and how they are 

portrayed in marketing/ advertisements.  This will then connect on to the next chapter which 

analyses the methodology used for the study which took place in relation to gender, 

stereotyping and the video/ computer games industry and then the study itself. 
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3.1 INDUSTRY DATA  

 

This section looks at Skillset data and traditional media vs. e-media, it then mirrors this to games 

company Blitz and uses this as an example of how the Skillset figures reflect within an actual 

company.  Skillset has an important role as the leading organisation supporting the media 

industries from education to careers. 

 

SKILLSET CENSUS DATA 

 

The Skillset Census (fig 5) looked at careers in the media industries; this included division into 

gender and race.  The latest data, from 2009, compared results to 2006 figures and showed only 

„4%‟ of the „Computer Games‟ industry was staffed by women.  This figure was especially 

startling when you realise that in 2006 only‟12%‟ of the industry were women, so it already 

showed a heavy slant towards men.  This trend followed through in „Online Content‟ (31% down 

to 6%) and „Offline Multimedia‟ (37% down to 5%) unlike traditional media where the figures 

were much higher for women: „Terrestrial Broadcast‟ (50% down to 48%), „Cable and Satellite‟ 

(38% down to 36%) and „Broadcast Radio‟ (48% down to 47%).  So although traditional media 

was also showing a decrease in women from 2006 to 2009, it was not to the same extent as e-

media and the figures were much higher; therefore showing e-media occupations including 

computer games lacked women throughout the sector.  This lack of women in computer games 

was a trend which was mirrored in games development courses (Higher Education Statistics 

Agency (HESA)) and University of Huddersfield data which is shown in section 3.3) with only a 

small percentage of those taking the courses being female.   
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FIGURE 5: REPRESENTA TION OF WOMEN IN THE INDUSTRY IN EACH SECTOR, 2006 AND 2009 (SKILLSET, 2009, P16)  
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FIGURES FROM BLITZ 

 

To reflect the Skillset figures, previous section, in a working environment, an employee of Blitz (a 

games development company) was questioned re the percentage of women working in their 

company.  This information shows how the results from Skillset are shown within an actual 

development company. 

 

―As regards gender, of 193 developers we have a total of 12 women: 

QA: 2 women 

Art: 4 women 

Game Design: 2 women 

Programming: 2 women 

Project Management: 2 women 

I have to say it‘s only very recently we have had any female programmers; in all 
my 15 years in the industry I have known of only about 6‖  

(personal communication from an employee of Blitz via email. 31 July 2009). 

 

Which was then described as average for the number of women working for a games 

development company, if not slightly lower than average.  However it was postulated that 

perhaps some companies include „non development staff‟- 

―for example, our Admin, HR, PR and Finance teams are all female which would 
hugely alter the percentage”.  

(personal communication from an employee of Blitz via email. 31 July 2009). 
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If the figures from Blitz are taken as an example of how the results from Skillset are shown in a real 

company then it shows that the 4% of females in the games industry could include a fairly high 

percentage of administration staff.  If this possibility is considered this means that women are 

almost as rare in games development companies in development roles as they were in the 

1970s and 80s.  As an example the first woman game developer was Dona Bailey, who created 

Centipede (Atari) in 1980, one of the first games to include A.I. 

―the first female games programmer, Donna Bailey, created Centipede for 

Atari/Midway in 1980, a title which attracted both boys and girls to the arcades, 

and not just because it was coloured in pastels. The game encouraged lateral 

thinking and featured a completely new design‖ (Krotoski, 2004, p6). 

However the first arcade video game, Computer Space (Nutting Associates), was created by 

Nolan Bushnell and Ted Dabney in 1971 and the successful and well known game Pong (Atari 

Inc.) in 1972.   Therefore there were 9 years between the beginning of commercial video games 

and a woman developer.  In fact Centipede (Atari, 1980) was a popular game and introduced 

the idea of women working in a previously male dominated area, yet 39 years later and looking 

at the figures development roles are still highly dominated by males.  Is this is a choice based 

upon interest and ability or is this due to an invisible barrier being placed on careers for girls and 

careers for boys?   

“Gender stereotypes in relation to at least some aspects of technology can have 

a significant impact on girls‘ attitudes towards ICT.  These stereotypes begin at an 

early age with parents and are reinforced by peers, the media and, in some 

instances, teachers as girls get older.  The idea that ICT is the domain of boys is 
particularly strong in relation to games and programming” (Becta, 2008, p4). 
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3.2 A-LEVEL FIGURES 

 

Until level 3 education (A-level or equivalent) there is little choice for students at level 2 (GCSE or 

equivalent) at school; the majority of subjects are compulsory and students need to study a 

wide range, therefore they cannot target one area in specific.  However when it comes to A-

levels, choices followed can be linked to career aspirations:  

“One of the consequences of assumptions about men‘s and women‘s job roles is 

that women tend to study different subjects to men at higher levels. The National 

Curriculum has narrowed the range of choices at GCSE so girls and boys now 

study similar subjects at this level. But there is a clear difference between their 

subject choices at A level. Some subjects attract more than twice the number of 
entries from girls compared to boys, and vice versa” (WWC, 2006, p11).   

 

Below are listed a selection of A-levels results from 2009 (JCQ) split into gender.  This is important 

to show the gender divide, as well as to give grounding to the research which looked at level 3.  

The figures (fig. 6) show that gender still plays an important role in the choice of subjects studied.  

Males chose A-levels such as Computing, Mathematics, ICT and Science to a much higher 

extent than females, yet females chose Art and Design, Drama, English and Communication. 

 

FIGURE 6: PROVISIONAL GCE A LEVEL RESULTS (ALL UK CANDIDATES) (JCQ, 2009, PP3-7)  
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What is significant about the findings above is that if A-levels are gendered, level 3 is the first 

stage towards a career path and so this hints at a trend towards stereotyped careers.  The 

subjects are chosen by the student, however inevitably their age and lack of experience means 

they seek guidance from peers, parents, teachers and careers advisors.  This is important 

because the advice given can influence the subjects the students choose at college.  If this 

advice is tailored towards a certain gender it can lead to the student choosing a subject due to 

social pressure (Chapter 2).  To counterbalance any gendered influence, careers advice needs 

to show all that is available, so that advice given is non-stereotypical.   

“Young people still tend to opt for traditionally gender-stereotyped courses and 

jobs. Whilst girls and boys study similar subjects at GCSE level, there are clearer 

distinctions in the choice of A Level subjects, with more young women choosing 

arts subjects and the biological sciences and many young men choosing physical 
sciences and mathematics”. (CLG, 2007, p19) 
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3.3 UNIVERSITY FIGURES  

 

 “Women are under-represented at university in subjects including engineering, 

computer science, physics and mathematics, and are then under-represented in 

the occupations for which these subjects are important entry qualifications”  
(CLG, 2007, p19).   

 

University tends to be the final stage before career and so is important in relation to what subject 

is chosen linked to the career roles which will be subsequently followed.  Looking at the figures 

(fig. 7) from HESA it is easily seen that the percentage of females is approximately 5% or less of 

males. Although the amount of women has more than tripled from 2004 to 2009 whereas males 

are nearer double the intake from 2004, therefore more women by percentage are joining 

computer games courses, overall this shows how few women are studying computer games 

courses in the UK.  Taking this into account a single University (Huddersfield) will now be studied 

by specific computer games courses available, therefore taking the results in general to show 

how these reflect in a single establishment in the same way Skillset figures were reflected at Blitz 

earlier in this chapter.  

 

FIGURE 7: HESA RECORDS OF UNDERGRADUATES STUDYING COMPUTER GAME COURSES IN UK (HESA, 2010) 
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FIGURES FROM UNIVERSITY OF HUDDERSFIELD 2008-2009  

 

Figures for 2008-2009 of computer games courses from University of Huddersfield (2009) were 

analysed which included the 1st, 2nd and 4th years only (as the 3rd year is a placement year for 

those students who choose it) for degrees and the two years of Foundation degrees (figs. 8-12).  

It was broken down into how many started the year and ended it and by the gender of the 

student.   

 

According to the data, the BSc and FdSc are less popular than the BA and FdA to women, this is 

interesting as the BSc and FdSc are more technical subjects and the BA and FdA (which also 

includes a multimedia route) are more creative.  This is important as it seems to tally with the 

results on the types of A-levels chosen by gender in Section 3.2.  Overall, though, the 

overwhelming majority of students are male in the same way the games industry is 

predominantly male. This data is taken from one University but mirrors an overall trend seen by 

the HESA (2010) figures where Computer Games courses are highly dominated by males.  There 

are studies which involve children (Walkerdine, 2007) and their relationship with video/ computer 

games and this study looks to focus on level 3 students, the stage before they attend University, 

as this is the area where students can choose subjects, but are young enough that career paths 

are still being formulated. 
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FIGURE 8: UNIVERSITY OF HUDDERSFIELD STUDENTS ON BSC COMPUTER GAMES PROGRAMMING 2008/09 BY GENDER 

(UNIVERSITY OF HUDDERSFIELD, 2009) 

 

FIGURE 9: UNIVERSITY OF HUDDERSFIELD STUDENTS ON BA COMPUTER GAMES DESIGN 2008/09  BY GENDER (UNIVERSITY 

OF HUDDERSFIELD, 2009)  
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FIGURE 10: UNIVERSITY OF HUDDERSFIELD STUDENTS ON FDA DIGITAL ARTS PRACTICE- GAMES ART 2008/09 BY GENDER 

(UNIVERSITY OF HUDDERSFIELD, 2009) 

 

FIGURE 11: UNIVERSITY OF HUDDERSFIELD STUDENTS ON FDA DIGITAL ARTS PRACTICE- MULTIMEDIA DESIGN 2008/09 BY 

GENDER (UNIVERSITY OF HUDDERSFIELD, 2009) 
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FIGURE 12: UNIVERSITY OF HUDDERSFIELD STUDENTS ON FDSC COMPUTER GAMES TECHN OLOGY 2008/09 BY GENDER 

(UNIVERSITY OF HUDDERSFIELD, 2009) 
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3.4 VIDEO/ COMPUTER GAME MARKET  

 

In this section video/computer games shall be considered in relation to females in both their 

portrayal in games, how many play the games and how video/ computer games are advertised 

and marketed to females.  This shall begin with a look at female protagonists in games since 

1986 linking to female avatars, next the official figures shall be considered to see how much of 

the games market females comprise and to complete this section how females are portrayed 

within marketing. 

 

WOMEN IN VIDEO/COMPUTER GAMES (AVATARS) 

 

In the history of women and video/computer games Metroid (Nintendo, 1986) is notable as 

having one of the first female protagonists, Samus Aran, in a videogame (NES).  The game was 

shocking to audiences of the time as it was unknown the main protagonist was female until the 

final scene due to the character‟s asexual body armour and was referred to in the manual as a 

„he‟.  In 1984 Roberta Williams created the King‟s Quest series alongside her husband Ken 

Williams.  This series is significant as it included the ―first female protagonist‖ (Krotoski, 2004, p6) in 

a PC adventure game in King‘s Quest IV: The Perils of Rosella (Sierra Entertainment, 1988), unlike 

Metroid, King‘s Quest‘s protagonist was obviously feminine both from the storyline and the 

imagery.  Note the difference in packaging (fig. 13) Metroid has an asexual character and it is 

unclear whether the character is human so gender is irrelevant whereas King‘s Quest IV has the 

image of a beautiful princess artistically portrayed and similar to the cover of a book.   
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FIGURE 13: COVERS OF METROID  (NINTENDO, 1986) AND KING’S QUEST IV: THE  PERILS OF ROSELLA  (SIERRA 

ENTERTAINMENT, 1988) 

 

Avatars are important as they are a visual representation of the player whether it be integral to 

a game or simply an icon.  Of the avatars chosen by girls in a study by Walkerdine nearly all 

showed an  

“absence of, or ambiguous, masculinity....The girls operate as though they will be 

more able to cope with the male avatars if these are brought down to size, 

rendered less macho.  This positions them very clearly as mothering and caring, 

gaining power by looking after an emasculated cuddly male avatar” 
(Walkerdine, 2007, pp.52-53).   

This corresponds with the findings in Chapter 2 of how girls were socialised to be „passive‟ rather 

than „active‟ (Walkerdine, 2007) and the consideration of masculine and feminine.  For a girl to 

feel comfortable in a „masculine‟ activity she needs to feel she is retaining her femininity, also 

the male avatar could be intimidating as they can be „macho‟ (Monnens, 2006) and therefore 

feminine traits are seen to hold less power (Foucault, 1998).  A male who does not represent this 

traditional view of a masculine hero is safe and gives the girl back the power which she loses in 

gameplay by being female, a “cuddly male avatar is rendered powerless and the girl powerful.” 

(Walkerdine, 2007, p53) The girl, therefore, is allowed to be in control and not feel forced to be 

„passive‟ by the male hegemony, the dichotomy of „cute‟ and „powerful‟ and this helps decide 

the “contradiction of femininity and masculinity” (Walkerdine, 2007, p53).  
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Looking at the covers (fig. 14) of video/computer games which portray key female avatars in 

video/computer games through the last 24 years (fig. 15), Samas Aran, as discussed, was only 

revealed to be female at the end of the first Metroid (Nintendo, 1986) game.  In contrast Lara 

Croft was visibly female from the beginning of the Tomb Raider franchise (Eidos, 1996).  

Anecdotally both characters were originally planned to be male but changed during the 

creations of the games.  Cate Archer from No One Lives Forever (Fox Interactive, 2000) displays 

skin-tight voluptuous clothing; however the game is set in the 1960s and so is appropriate for the 

setting.  Jade from Beyond Good and Evil (Ubisoft, 2003), Faith from Mirror‘s Edge (EA, 2008) and 

Bayonetta (Sega, 2009) from the game of the same name wear clothing which are unisex and 

although the characters are female, their clothing would not be out of place on a male 

protagonist.  Nariko from Heavenly Sword (SCEE, 2007) wears short and provocative clothing 

which mirrors back to female anime characters discussed in Chapter 2.  These games were 

chosen as each of these characters were strong leads and the games reside in „action‟ rather 

than „passive‟ genres (Walkerdine, 2007). 

 

 
 

 

FIGURE 14: FEMALE AVATARS PORTRAYED ON THE COVERS OF METROID  (NINTENDO, 1986), TOMB RAIDER  (EIDOS, 

1996), NO ONE LIVES FOREVER  (FOX INTERACTIVE, 2000), BEYOND GOOD AND EVIL  (UBISOFT, 2003), HEAVENLY 

SWORD  (SCEE, 2007) , MIRROR’S EDGE  (EA, 2008) AND BAYONETTA (SEGA, 2009). 
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1986  Metroid (Nintendo) 

(character: Samus Aran) 

 

1996  Tomb Raider (Eidos)   

(character: Lara Croft) 

 

2000  No One Lives Forever (Fox Interactive) 

(character: Cate Archer 

 

2003  Beyond Good and Evil (Ubisoft) 

(character: Jade) 

 

2007  Heavenly Sword (SCEE) 

(character: Nariko) 

 

2008  Mirror’s Edge (EA) 

(character: Faith) 

 

2009  Bayonetta (Sega) 

(character: Bayonetta) 

 

 

FIGURE 15: TIMELINE OF VIDEO/COMPUTER GAMES WHICH INCLUDE A FEMALE PROTAGONIST  

 

 

Ray (2004) discussed the „pyramid of power‟ which stated that the reason males may not mind 

playing a female, but a female is uncomfortable playing a male, is due to the power structure in 

society (Ray, 2004, p95) where males are higher in society then females.  This corresponds back 

to the structure of society: “majority of dominant, gender- based societal structures in the world 

today are patriarchal in nature” (Ray, 2004, p96).  Therefore as males are dominant; females feel 

uncomfortable playing a male.  Once again considering the „macho‟ man (Monnens, 2006), 

and how this is placed within context of the masculine and feminine roles (Chapter 2).  This links 

to theorists such as Butler (2006) and their view that gender itself creates a stereotype, therefore 

male hegemony having caused females to distance themselves from video/ computer games 

with male leads. 
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To summarise a female may not want to play a man in a video/computer game because of the 

hierarchal structures set in place by society; gender itself causing a barrier to gameplay for 

women.  Alternatively (linked to Chapter 2) many female characters are inappropriate, due to 

their sexual representation and lack of clothing and this understandably could make a woman 

uncomfortable as the character is a representation of them and a woman may not want to see 

a sexualised view of themselves in the same way a man may not want to be represented as 

sexual (Ray, 2004); so a middle ground is needed where the character is perhaps female but 

without the sexual element.  Several more modern games such as Mirror‘s Edge (EA, 2008) and 

Bayonetta (Sega, 2009) include characters which would appear to show such a character who 

is strong, female, but not a sexual object; however these games are still in the minority.  In 

contrast for children „cuddly‟ and „cute‟ characters are especially sought after by girls when 

choosing an avatar (Walkerdine, 2007); could this be a way ahead, to include a character 

which perhaps has these traits, but is also female?   
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THE PERCENTAGE OF WOMEN WHO PLAY VIDEO/COMPUTER GAMES 

 

Despite evidence to show that women study computer games degrees far less than men, this 

should not preclude them from entering the games industry as a career, however the data 

suggests that this is also the case.  Therefore it is not simply that girls do not pick games courses, 

as shown in the previous section, women do not choose games as a career either so it appears 

not to be a matter of girls choosing a certain course for their pathway but not choosing the 

pathway altogether.  Which leads to computer games themselves, if women are not choosing 

either the courses or the career, are they playing the games? 

 

According to ELSPA (2006) 51.2% of British men (Fig. 16) and 25.1% of British women (Fig. 17) aged 

10-35 play games regularly.  In a Nielsen study in 2008 for Europe, in the UK, 48% of males were 

active gamers vs. 29% of females (Nielson Games, 2008, p5).  Looking at these figures, 

approximately half of men compared to a quarter of women were playing games regularly.  

According to BBC (Pratchett, 2005) there was a „fairly‟ even „split‟ between boys and girls and 

looking at figures from ESA 40% of players were women (ESA, 2009).  Part of the difference in 

these studies could be what is considered a game and consequently a „gamer‟, which is 

discussed later in this section.  Though whether the figure is 29% (Neilson, 2008) or nearer 50% 

(Pratchett, 2005) when you compare this to the games industry only 4% are women and 

approximately 5% percentage of those joining games courses in 2008-2009 were female.   This 

shows that the number of women playing games is not being converted into those wanting to 

create and be a part of the video/ computer games industry. 
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FIGURE 16: BRITISH MEN WHO PLAY GAMES REGULARLY (ELSPA, 2006)  

 

 

FIGURE 17: BRITISH WOMEN WHO PLAY GAMES REGULARLY (ELSPA, 2006)  
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The question apparently appears to be- who is a „gamer‟?  Is a gamer someone who plays 

consoles or someone who plays computer games and what type of games- recreational such 

as Wii Sport (Nintendo, 2006) and Wii Fit (Nintendo, 2007) or video/ computer games such as 

Activision‟s Call of Duty (2003) or MMORPG (Massively Multiplayer Online Role-Playing Game) 

games such as Blizzard‟s World of Warcraft (2004)?  This question becomes relevant when you 

compare the results from the BBC (Pratchett, 2005) with results from industry organisations such 

as ELSPA (2006).  According to ELSPA (2006) only a quarter of those who play games are women, 

yet according to BBC (Pratchett, 2005) there is no real difference between males and females.   

“Women can no longer be considered to be on the periphery of the industry. 

Although avid gamers are skewed significantly towards men, women are at least 

the equal of men when it comes to occasional, social or potential gamers” 

(Mintel Oxygen, 2008, p2). 

The one defining factor between these sets of data is by looking at what is defined as a „gamer‟ 

and whether gamer should be split into subsets by genre of game.  Castell and Jenson discuss 

this as: “a slippery discursive shift which constructs women who play card games as ―female 

gamers‖ (2005, p3).  Perhaps before it can be truly confirmed who is a gamer it needs to be 

confirmed definitively what is a gamer or at the very least differences in types of games and 

types of „gamers‟ be confirmed.  
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To begin looking at the BBC data (Pratchett, 2005) both male and females are „fairly‟ evenly 

„split‟ across all ages, females never game more than males, but there is not a large difference, 

“the stereotype of a large gender gap in gamers - in any age group - is untrue” (Pratchett, 2005, 

p23).  At first glance this would appear to be a startling find, however, as discussed earlier, it is 

important to look at what is considered a „gamer‟.  If you take the BBC studies at face value 

then the gender split is fairly even and both males and females are equally gamers.  However 

looking at the BBC study what is interesting is- what counts as a game.  “Females and males do 

however display some different preferences in gaming categories” (Pratchett, 2005, p23); action 

adventure and first person shooter have an extremely higher percentage of males playing.  

Whereas girls play puzzles/ board games/ quizzes; do these games tend to be linked more to a 

PC than a console?  Both play MMOG (Massively Multiplayer Online Game) and simulations 

have a high percentage of both genders.   

“Females then show strong approval for Music/Dance, Puzzles/Board/Quiz, and 

Classic games. Males show strong approval for Action-Adventure, Racing, Sports, 
and First Person Shooters” (Pratchett, 2005, p23).    

However what is not clear is what type of „Simulations‟ and MMOGs as these can vary.   Males 

and females could be playing different varieties of these video/ computer games, “Simulations 

and MMOGs seem to be key to attracting audiences of both genders equally” (Pratchett, 2005, 

p23).   

 

According the BBC study 12% of females are playing more „violent‟ games such as First Person 

Shooters.  This would seem to link to Chapter 2 where it appeared not that girls are less violent 

than boys, but socialised to behave as such.  Therefore perhaps girls are now beginning to feel 

less of a need to hide this facet of their personality?  

“Sports and Shooting category games generally hold the lowest appeal for 

females, although it should be noted that this doesn‘t mean they have no 
appeal: 12% of females play First Person Shooters” (Pratchett, 2005, p23).   

This could perhaps show that more girls are following a non-gender perceived path when 

choosing video/ computer games.  This would seem to link with the fact that although still a 

small amount, more women are joining what are perceived as „masculine‟ areas and the 

„separate spheres‟ (Beauvoir, 1997; Oakley, 1974) are becoming less so.   
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Another angle to consider is how we consider board games/ puzzles as video/ computer 

games; if we promote these as linked to the industry could these be a career prospect seen as 

more acceptably „feminine‟?  If we „feminise‟ the industry by not simply focusing on the action 

games but on other equally valid yet non-console games: such as Sims (EA, 2000), online and 

other games which females play to a high degree (Gee and Hayes, 2010).   

“There is no evidence to suggest that ICT intrinsically suits boys better than girls; 

there is, however, compelling evidence that the competitive, skill-based, non-

collaborative nature of many computer games (even educational ones) is de-
motivating for girls” (Becta, 2008, p3).   

For example of those who worked on Sims 3 (EA Play, 2009) many were female as they knew this 

would be a game which would be popular with girls.   

“The Sims 3‘s associate producer Grant Rodiek has stated that the game‘s 

development team deliberately houses more females than you‘d normally find in 
such a group” (MCV, 2009).   

 

 

 

FIGURE 18: GENERATION M:  MEDIA IN THE LIVES OF 8-18 YEAR-OLDS- WHO OWNS VIDEO AND H AND-HELD CONSOLES BY 

GENDER (KFF, 2005, P14)  
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Looking at „Generation M:  Media in the Lives of 8-18 Year-olds‟ (KFF, 2005) which looked at 2,000 

students in America, 63% of boys had a video console compared to 33% of girls; 63% of boys had 

hand-held consoles compared to 48% girls (fig. 18).  Interestingly computer and video games 

were divided into 2 separate entities, when you consider the figures of those playing video 

games: once again boys (63%) are much likely to play then girls (40%) and so seem to mirror the 

Neilson (2008) type of study which showed boys played more than girls rather than the BBC study 

(Pratchett, 2005) that showed girls played almost equal the amount, therefore as this is relating 

to video games only this considers once again what games are the girls playing and 

consequently what is a „gamer‟? 

 

31% of boys play more than an hour daily whereas only 11% of girls do (almost 3 times more than 

girls (1: 12 vs. 0: 25)).  For consoles only 27% of girls which is half of that as boys at 55%; whereas 

for handhelds 40% for boys and 30% for girls (fig. 19).    Boys spend three times the time on 

consoles but only double that on handhelds (KFF, 2005, p32).  This shows that while boys play to a 

much higher extent than girls, on handhelds the gap is closing.  Are handhelds a way to attract 

more females into gaming, perhaps by creating more games such as the Sims (EA, 2000) for 

these handheld consoles such as the Nintendo DS or Sony PSP? 

 

FIGURE 19: GENERATION M:  MEDIA IN THE LIVES OF 8-18 YEAR-OLDS- WHO PLAYS VIDEO AND HAND -HELD CONSOLES BY 

GENDER (KFF, 2005, P32)  
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Thereby it is seen that as far as video games are concerned it is still a male dominated area but 

that handhelds are an area to be watched as many more girls play these than consoles.  

Perhaps these can be seen as more socially acceptable, with pink handhelds and traditionally 

„girly‟ accessories, could this be a way for girls to retain their femininity and yet pursue a 

masculine pursuit (Walkerdine, 2007) or possibly that girls prefer a more flexible type of gaming 

where their console is portable.  Finally, boys spend 13% of their budget on video games and 

girls spend 5% (KFF, 2005).  This is perhaps linked to the figures that show boys play more action 

games which tend to be more expensive; these games also have a violent element, an attitude 

which is seen as acceptable for a boy, as this attitude is taken into sports and seen as spirit, 

whereas, in a girl it could be seen as unfeminine (Pollack, 2008; Walkerdine, 2007).   
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ADVERTISEMENTS/ MARKETING 

 

 

FIGURE 20: ADVERTISEMENTS FROM ‘GENDERADS’ WHICH DEPICT WOMEN (LUKAS, 2002)  

 

Above are a selection of actual advertisements; they are taken from Genderads (Lukas, 2002), a 

website that specifically collects adverts linked to gender.  What is perhaps surprising is that 

advertisements like these are not unusual; as an example opposite to these types of 

advertisements Nintendo create „family friendly‟ advertisements.  These are notable due to 

opposing this „traditional‟ view of advertisements for video/ computer games and it is remarked 

upon due to the involvement of different genders, ages and a family atmosphere.  

"Our consumers and business partners appreciate the "positive ethos" that 

Nintendo imparts in creating products for fun family entertainment, putting safety 
and ethical values first" (Takemura, 2008).  

This is an example of how gendered views can become a trend (Chapter 2) and how 

conventions become ingrained within society and are treated as a „norm‟.  How else are video/ 

computer games to be seen as anything but a boys‟ club, similarly how are girls to be 

comfortable, in an arena where females within games marketing equals to an exploitative 

sexuality of women?  This mirrors back to the sexualised view of female avatars and how these 

could be losing the female audience (Ray, 2004). 
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Even looking at advertisements for children genders are divided.  Images for girls are shown with 

pink (fig. 21) and include games about ponies and cooking; whereas boys with a blue colour 

(fig. 22) are shown with items relating to sports such as football or action man type figures; be this 

games or an advertisement for fast food.   

"Female-friendly" is a well-intentioned but faintly gruesome marketing phrase 

that's come to be perceived as shorthand for "let's make everything pink so 
women will buy it" (Alexander, 2009). 

 

 

FIGURE 21 : A ‘GIRLS’ PAGE-  PINK, MADE FOR A ‘PRINCESS’  (TARGET, 2009) 

 

 

FIGURE 22 : A ‘BOYS’ PAGE - BLUE,  FOR ‘YOUNG DUDES’  (TARGET, 2009)  
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These are only an example of marketing which is widespread; so as children girls are shown what 

toys are appropriate and perhaps that they should not take the same hobbies as boys seriously 

(Walkerdine, 2007), on the other side boys are shown what they are expected to „like‟ (Pollack, 

2008).  Then as girls grow up they are shown as sexualised (Ray, 2004; Chapter 2) and men are 

shown images through the media of women in these positions (Lukas, 2002).  Therefore is society 

at fault for allowing these stereotypes to remain?  An area which could be explored in the future 

could be to find the genders of those in marketing and how this relates.   
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CONCLUSION 

 

It is shown that girls do not favour ―competitive, skill-based, non-collaborative‖ games (Becta, 

2008, p3), this links back to Chapter 2 and how girls prefer to work in teams then alone.  

However, although this may be true for video/ computer games, the games industry is a 

separate entity to the games and yet there is a lack of females in both the career and in courses 

related to the games industry.  What is interesting, though, is that girls choose Art at A-level and 

yet appear not (from the figures from University of Huddersfield) to pick a subject such as Game 

Art, which would seem to be a course that is more suited to the areas females choose.  

Therefore are the games themselves as a hobby and the career being linked; could this be a 

reason for the lack of females or are women simply not interested in games courses or the 

games industry as a career?  If the games are the reason girls are not looking at the games 

development courses and games industry, then would it not follow that the games themselves 

should change?  Women are approximately half of the population; if they are not choosing 

games as a career, then a potential skill set is not being utilised.   

 

From the figures (ESA, 2009; ELSPA, 2006; KFF, 2005; Neilson, 2008; and Pratchett, 2005) discussed 

earlier, it seems girls account for a much higher percentage of the gaming market than the 

figures for women working in the games industry would seem to suggest, yet whether they are 

truly „gamers‟ is an issue which needs further exploration.  This is interesting as it would seem to 

suggest that girls should be accounted for alongside the boys, yet there appears to be an 

unequal weighting within the video/ computer games market which falls heavily to the boys.  

There does seem to be an opening for games which are shown to be played by girls such as 

Sims (2000) on consoles.  An issue highlighted is a view of women which is extremely sexualised 

(Ray, 2004) and stereotyped and this would seem to give a negative view to females (both 

children and adults) wanting to be involved with games.  In the next chapter the methodology 

used in the research shall be discussed and it shall be considered what the research aimed to 

discover. 
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4 METHODOLOGY 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

In previous chapters the literature surrounding gender and video/ computer games has been 

analysed and the context of the games industry, computer games courses and video/ 

computer games and how many women play them.  In this chapter the framework of 

methodology used to design the research shall be discussed.  This will begin with a theoretical 

model which will link to the epistemology and how the specific research methods chosen were 

utilised for the main study.  This analysis then looks at the methods used for triangulation and 

shows the stages the investigation followed.  This preparation leads to the next chapter which 

analyses the results found. 

 

4.1 METHODOLOGICAL MODEL 

 

The research was based on a model which looked at 3 important junctures for choice when 

deciding on a future path linked to the computer games industry.  The junctures were: Further 

Education (FE) when students‟ first get to choose the subject/s of their choice as an overall 

curriculum (e.g. students can choose only computing or design rather than many subjects), 

Higher Education (HE) where students, normally using the subjects studied at FE, choose a 

specific area of the subject chosen and thirdly Career- where a final decision about career is 

made (sometimes based on prior education or on previous experience/knowledge).  For this 

study Career looked at those already in the games industry.   
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The area which this study focused on was FE.  „Choice‟ is an important word here as prior to FE 

students had to study most of the subjects taught and „choices‟ were limited both in those 

subjects and how much time each class was taught for (this links back to context and the study 

of A-level results). HE and Career were used to triangulate the results from FE.  The 3 junctures 

created the aforementioned model (fig. 23) which represented the three possible stages 

towards entering the games industry. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 23 : ‘STEPS TO ENTERING  THE GAMES INDUSTRY’  
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4.2 MAIN STUDY 

 

The main area looked at was Further Education (FE).  In this instance it specifically looked at level 

3 (such as A-levels or equivalent), this is those students who have usually finished level 2 (GCSEs 

or equivalent) previously to choosing this course or relevant experience to warrant entry into a 

level 3 course.  This is the point where students have decided the topic they wish to pursue, 

rather than previously, where the majority of subjects were compulsory and as discussed 

„choice‟ was limited.  Subjects at school were „bite size‟ (short and lacking depth) and FE is 

where the course which would help determine their future tends to be chosen.  It is important to 

remember that student‟s choices could be dictated by subjects they had at school (how well 

they did), an area which interested them or other factors such as parental, peer or educational 

pressure (discussed in Chapter 3).  At this point and in higher levels at education subjects can be 

seen more as something to progress towards work rather than simply subjects within themselves 

(as can be seen as each subject discusses steps leading towards career choices during 

interview).  

 

This research aimed to find patterns from questioning Further Education students which might 

explain their course choice and give an indication of how this links into school career advice 

and their own expectations of a profession.  The main targeted areas of information the study 

looked to find was, when analysed by gender, what careers were suggested and their own 

decisions towards careers.  A study of one college was decided for this study, this equated to 

approximately 180 students who took part.  The sample group was given a questionnaire which 

included questions aimed to answer the above issues when analysed (fig. 24).  As the study was 

completed successfully there is a possibility this could be used as a template to be expanded in 

the future. 
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FIGURE 24: THE 'PATH'  TO FE RESULTS  

 

The questions which the research of Further Education aimed to answer were: 

 

 What are students‟ views on the games industry  

 Are students‟ career advice stereotyped by gender 

 Why participants chose subject and career choices 

 

The questions in the questionnaire were chosen because they a) could give labels for sorting 

(such as age and gender), b) because they asked questions linked to the aims of the study such 

as career or c) because they aimed to find information linked to the study indirectly (such as 

how gender was relevant to choices without directly asking this question).  The answers were 

then separated into gender, to be analysed via the actual data rather than asking specific 

gender led questions.  A pilot study was not completed as a) a certain amount of data was 

needed to correctly interpret if successful and b) the timeframe to collect and analyse data 

precluded the collection of two sets of data in this way. The questionnaire was completed a 

department (such as computing, business) at a time with the data checked to see if the results 

were usable.  (Therefore an „unofficial‟ pilot study was completed).   
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All the answers were anonymous and the ages of participants were 16 and over.  It was a 

qualitative research but with some quantitative questions, especially questions such as the 

participants gender as this was integral to the study, therefore a multi-methodological approach 

was followed to incorporate qualitative and quantitative data.  For sections of the data 

statistical mathematical approaches could be appropriate in a larger scale, however within this 

study it would not be appropriate due to the small scale of the research and the high portion of 

qualitative data.  The students were asked what subject area they were studying rather than the 

specific qualification (although all were level 3); thereby trying to get a view of the answers via 

subject.  The sample chosen was one college and therefore results were limited to 

interpretations of the data to create suppositions and suggestions for any future study:  

“As you seek to reveal patterns within your data and to recognise relationships 

between categories, you will be able to develop hypotheses in order to test 
these” (Lewis, Saunders and Thornhill, 2007, p482).   

The researcher had access to level 3 students as a Lecturer at the establishment, so the 

managers of each department were asked for approval for each section and each class was 

approached and requested to take part (participation being optional).  Each class was given 

an introduction either by the researcher or another Lecturer (who was fully briefed).  This 

involved explaining that the research was to be used via the University of Huddersfield, the 

anonymity and how it was linked to the computer games industry.  The students were asked to 

be as honest as possible and did not have to answer every question.   

 

The questionnaire was available via a Virtual Learning Environment (VLE) which was accessed 

using the Internet as this was the most appropriate way for the participants to access the data 

and also for the researcher to obtain afterwards.  All participants logged in as a guest and so did 

not give details such as name/ username.  As this was an electronic questionnaire most 

questions needed to be answered to proceed, however the question could be answered „.‟ or 

similar if the participant did not wish to answer and all participants were made aware of this.  A 

copy of the questionnaire is included in the appendix (the subject areas cannot be seen but are 

in a chart in Chapter 5).  If any participants included any personal information such as name this 

was removed and also any inappropriate language which was not linked to any answer.   
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4.3 METHODOLOGY 

 

The study completed was a sample and this was purposive sampling as it looked at a pre-

determined set of variables; therefore it was not about the whole population such as quota but 

instead looked at a specific area.  The sample was also convenience as the specific college 

was chosen because the researcher had available access to the sample and permission and 

time were not the issues they would have been elsewhere.  However the study was purposive 

alongside convenience sampling due to the fact that a college was needed for the first sample 

and although more convenient for the researcher in terms of access, the research itself was not 

chosen due to this; any college would have been appropriate. 

“Purposive sampling allows us to choose a case because it illustrates some 
feature or process in which we are interested” (Silverman, 2005, p129).  

In specific a „homogeneous‟ study was chosen which covers “a narrow range or single value of 

a particular variable or variables” (Robson, 1993, p142) and  

“focuses on one particular subgroup in which all the sample members are similar” 
(Lewis, Saunders and Thornhill, 2007, p232).   

 

Considering philosophies, objectivism (such as realism and positivism) was not appropriate as 

these are grounded in actual physical evidence and this study was about interpretation linked 

to social experience.  The philosophy chosen as appropriate was subjectivism, looking in specific 

at social constructivism which looks at people, described as „social actors‟ rather than objects. 

“it is necessary to explore the subjective meanings motivating the actions of 

social actors in order for the researcher to be able to understand these actions” 
(Lewis, Saunders and Thornhill, 2007, p108)  
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The epistemology studied was constructivism; the philosophy being social constructionism where 

reality is socially constructed, for this study Liberal Feminism (the „separate spheres‟ discussed in 

Chapter 2) was the chosen strand, so gender was seen as a social „construct‟ (Butler, 2006) with 

the resulting behaviour dictated by society. 

“When they used the metaphor of separate spheres, historians referred, often 
interchangeably, to an ideology imposed on women, a culture created by 

women, a set of boundaries expected to be observed by women” (Kerber, 1997, 

p170) 

Having decided on the main philosophy the methodology was narrowed down to the specific 

methods of gaining this data, this is similar to the „Research „Onion‟‟ (Lewis, Saunders and 

Thornhill, 2007, p102) in that it began with the „outer layer‟ Epistemology/ Philosophies and 

worked towards the centre which was the collection of data.  In relation to the Further 

Education study this meant the „inner core‟ was the results from the questionnaire which were 

then sorted and led to the outer layer which was analysing the results in terms of philosophy, in 

this case subjectivity and interpreting the meanings from the answers given in the questionnaire. 

 

Linked to social constructionism, masculine and feminine as „separate spheres‟ Beauvoir, 1997; 

Oakley, 1974), were considered as being forced within the dictates of society, therefore the 

research looked to find out the differing attitudes of gender to career.  It was considered 

whether males and females made different choices and looked to find trends in the data which 

could suggest reasons for differing career choices.  Also it questioned participants on the games 

industry to analyse views on this industry and whether there were gendered answers.  It was 

known by figures (Skillset, 2009) that fewer women joined the games industry and also that a 

small number of girls joined games development courses at Higher Education (HESA, 2010), 

therefore this was already in place in society and so in some ways this research was 

„deconstructing‟ what was already in place by considering the use of language used by the 

participants.  

“Language is not a transparent medium for conveying thought, but actually 

constructs the world and the self through the course of its use” (Wetherell & 
Maybin, 1996, p220). 
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The methodology was structured which would seem to have hinted at deductive, however a 

large amount of open questions also made the study partly phenomenological, which made it 

more inductive as the data collected would suggest patterns which could be developed upon.  

The main research was the online questionnaire given to Further Education level 3 students.  This 

attempted to answer the overall question of stereotyping in career choice and decisions by 

answering these and inter-related questions.   The questions included open ended „why‟, 

„please clarify‟ type questions to try to gain open and complete answers.  This questionnaire did 

not mention gender specifically so that any answers given were indicative rather then forced so 

that bias was not involved, therefore the study of feminism was not involved explicitly.  Although 

the research looked at an inequality in careers, this specific study did not presuppose an 

unequal balance of choice, but worked to find out why there are fewer women choosing 

certain careers.  It did, however, consider in specific Liberal Feminism, as this study looked at the 

„separate domains‟ Beauvoir, 1997; Oakley, 1974) of gender by splitting results into male and 

female and how the language utilised was linked to identity. 

 

The method used to analyse the data was template analysis which took the data and created a 

„template‟ by coding the information into themes depending on the results and the study.  The 

qualitative data was taken from each of the questionnaires and treated as interviews, the 

quantitative data was used to sort the data (by gender, age and course studying) and the 

remaining quantitative questions were analysed separately but linked back to the „interviews‟.  

The reason to sort the data was to discern any patterns due to gender and subject; age was 

included to analyse the age range of the participants.    This began with several a priori themes/ 

codes such as „career‟ and „enjoyment‟ which were linked to the questions asked and the aims 

of the study such as career as previously discussed in section 4.2.  A template was created using 

a subset of 10 and after the first 10 a template was created and this was then used on a further 

10 interviews and relabelled as required.  As the remaining interviews were analysed using this 

template, it was similarly modified to reflect the data.  Of the codes created the ones linked to 

the research questions were analysed by themes (in the appendix) and subthemes (analysed in 

chapter 5).  
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As discussed the method used for the Further Education (FE) data was sampling, the main 

research being the questionnaire given to FE students.  Triangulation (discussed in the next 

section) was utilised to verify the results from FE and to look at the 2nd stage of the „Steps to 

Entering the Games Industry‟ model (fig. 23) with interviews from Higher Education students (3 

females and a focus group that was open to all students within the area of media, e-media and 

games development to gage their responses).  The second method of triangulation was the 3rd 

level of the „Steps to Entering the Games Industry‟ model (fig. 23) which looked at career.   This 

consisted of 5 games industry professional case studies (mixed gender), to show trends and to 

create suppositions.  Therefore this research looked to formulate and define the areas which 

needed to be targeted and also set a baseline which could be developed in a future study. 
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4.4 TRIANGULATION 

 

Once the data from Further Education (FE) was completed, information which utilised the same 

themes and areas linked to careers and choices were gained through Higher Education and 

games industry professionals.  This was then used to triangulate the FE results and show any 

patterns through the „Steps to Entering the Games Industry‟ model (fig. 23), 

 

HIGHER EDUCATION 

 

The research at Higher Education was 3 interviews and a focus group to find out how academic 

choices were made and to consider this in relation to the answers at Further Education.  These 

results were looking for ties both into FE and the case studies of industry professionals (mentioned 

next).  All participants were asked to sign consent forms before participation so they were fully 

aware of what they are participating in and were willing for their data to be used.   The 

interviews discussed questions related to choice, subject and career and so continued the 

theme which was begun at FE level. 
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CAREER 

 

To cover „career‟ 5 case studies from games industry professionals were used and in specific 

these looked at the participant‟s educational background and how they chose the career 

within the games industry.  Similar to Higher Education (HE) each of the participants were asked 

to sign a consent form, however they were also specifically requested for their company and 

role to be used within the study as this showed the different roles and types of company the 

participants worked for.  This meant the participants gained approval from their companies 

before answering the questions.  Similarly to the interviews at HE, the themes looked at were 

choice, subject and careers and looked at any correlation between Further Education, HE and 

careers. 
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CONCLUSION 

 

In this section the different methodology of the study was analysed in relation to a model looking 

at the games industry (fig. 23), how the study was designed and implemented and how the 

data expanded from the main study at Further Education to include studies at Higher Education 

and the games industry and placed within context to the reason for the study and what it 

looked to achieve.  The two main considerations from this were: 1) Social constructivism and its 

place as a defining element of the methodology for the study and 2) Choice and it‟s inter-

relation with the methodology, how this was affected by society (direct or indirect).  The 

previous chapters have given a context in relation to the subject of both gender and the games 

industry.  This chapter has created a theoretical framework based on both the material already 

available and what the study looked to find.  In the next chapter the data will be analysed and 

this will lead to the conclusion in Chapter 6. 
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5 ANALYSIS OF DATA 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Using the background knowledge from both literature and the context of the video/ computer 

games industry as well as how methodology is used within this study, this section looks at the 

results from the main research, the Further Education questionnaire.  As this is a sample any 

results show trends which can possibly be explored in a larger study rather than final „answers‟.  

This section analyses the data collected and sorted, the qualitative results are coded by themes 

(placed in the appendix), and the quantitative answers are shown as both a benchmark for the 

qualitative data and in relation to those findings.  The questions are included in the appendix. 

 

The results are triangulated by looking at findings from both Higher Education (HE) studies 

including interviews and a focus group in section 5.2 and case studies from games industry 

professionals in section 5.3.  This data is analysed in terms of statements from interviews and 

considers the themes developed in the main study.  These results will then lead to the final 

chapter, the conclusion, and how the results from these studies reflect alongside the results from 

both the literature and context chapters.  
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5.1 FE- QUESTIONNAIRE   

 

Firstly are included the questions which were used to sort the data, these were gender (fig. 25 

and fig. 27) and subject (fig. 28) of the participants.  Age was also included (fig. 26 and fig. 27) 

as it shows the range of the sample.  Next the qualitative answers were combined and analysed 

as individual interviews per participant (in appendix) and the subthemes were discussed 

alongside the answers from the quantitative questions with a section analysing each subtheme. 

 

GENERAL QUANTITATIVE DATA 

 

Question 1:  

 

FIGURE 25: THE GENDER OF THE PARTICIPANTS 
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Question 2:  

 

FIGURE 26: THE AGE OF THE PARTICIPANTS 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 27: THE AGE AND GENDER OF THE PARTICIPANTS  
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Question 3:  

 

 

FIGURE 28: THE SUBJECT THE PARTICIPANTS ARE STUDYING BY GENDER  
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Analysis 

Questions 1-3: There was a reasonably even split between male and females who participated 

in the study, enough to be able to analyse the results by gender.  Most students were 18 or 19 

and over, a low amount were 16 and a reasonable amount (about 2/3 compared to the older 

groups) were 17, this tallies with the age students leave school, usually 16 and the research 

being carried out about half-way through the academic year.  The questions were asked to 

students on a wide variety of level 3 subjects however they all were on a primary course such as 

Accounting or Business.  One thing to note is that there was a large amount of Games 

Development students (the majority of whom were male); however this was due to this course 

having at least 50% more students than most courses.  The researcher is a Lecturer in the Games 

Development section and this may also have contributed to the high response rate. 

 

A decision had to be made regarding the areas for subjects, as these could have combined to 

create larger areas, however the sample size would mean some areas would be left with very 

few participants and also there would be the issue of how these would be defined.  As an 

example Games Development is listed under Media within the official awarding body listings but 

is taught in a Computing department; unlike Interactive Media which is a similar subject to 

Games Development, is also listed under Media, but is taught in the Arts section.  Would these 

go in Media, Computing or Arts?  The result being that the sections were included separately.  

This would need to be re-evaluated in a larger study. 
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MULTI- METHODOLOGICAL RESULTS 

 

As previously discussed the qualitative answers for each participant were divided into separate 

interviews.  Therefore the qualitative data was taken as a whole for each interview.  Each 

interview was then sorted by coded themes which were based on both the area the research 

looked at and the specific results while coding (the data coded by themes is included in the 

appendix).  Once the template was complete and the interviews were coded by themes, these 

needed to be divided into subthemes.  These subthemes were chosen based on where the most 

appropriate information was found within the data.  These are represented by models below 

(fig. 28, fig. 29 and fig. 30) and are then analysed.  Due to the research being primarily on 

gender, the gender is included for each participant and used when analysing the data to 

compare the answers from both a male and female perspective and consider, if any, 

differences in the results.  The quantitative results are studied alongside the main body of the 

research which was qualitative. 
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FIGURE 29: ENJOYMENT AS A THEME AND THE RESULTING SUBTHEMES  
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FIGURE 30: COMPETENCE AS A THEM E AND THE RESULTING SUBTHEMES  

 

 

 

FIGURE 31: AMBITION AS A THEME AND THE RESULTING SUBTHEMES 
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Enjoyment (fig. 29): 

Analysis 

When the subthemes of „enjoyment‟ were analysed, males generally appeared more serious 

than females and their reasoning was linked to concrete justifications.  Words were linked to 

„interest‟ and males tended to sound less emotional and justify an interest or like. 

„because I was interested in this‟ (participant 63, male) 

„what you find interesting and if you would like doing the job‟ (participant 80, male) 

When females answered in relation to „enjoyment‟ they seemed much more emotive and to 

focus on words such as „like‟, „enjoy‟, „love‟ and „interest‟ and unlike males without the concrete 

reasons linked to this. 

„it‟ll be fun‟ (participant 11, female) 

„something you love and enjoy‟ (participant 160, female) 

Even when terms such as „want‟ and „love‟ were used in the other gender‟s answers it was not 

to the same degree and not in the same manner.  A male may like the „practical‟ element of a 

course; however a female tended to „like‟ the subject.  It appeared much more practical/ 

serious for the males, whereas more light-hearted and „fun‟ for the females.  This could link back 

to Walkerdine (2007; Chapter 2) and the difference between „passive‟ and „active‟; do girls feel 

the need to belittle their own choices? 
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When asked to choose which of a specified number of topics had held an interest (fig. 32 and 

fig. 33), there did seem to be a marked difference in choice by gender, with males choosing 3D 

design and digital animation and females choosing music videos and digital images.  Males 

preferred computer games design at 24%, with 3D design at 17%, digital animation, music videos 

at 12% and web design at 11%.  Females preferred music videos at 20%, with digital camera at 

14%, digital images at 13% and „No‟ at a much higher rate at 15%.  However it must be 

considered that there were a high percentage of Games Development students who took part 

in the study, the majority of whom were male, although females did choose computer game 

design at 8%.  This could link in to the study in Chapters 2 and 3 which considered that girls 

choose hobbies which are acceptable as „feminine‟; those subjects chosen by females being 

less technical and not overly „masculine‟ (Walkedine, 2007), also looking at Chapter 2 and how 

important society makes feminine and masculine.  This could be an interesting trend and show a 

possible difference in hobbies between the genders, whether this is due to the „doing‟ or „being‟ 

(West and Zimmerman, 2009) can only be left to supposition.  However this would be a trend to 

consider at a larger scale with a wider range of participants.   
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Question 19 

 

FIGURE 32: TOPICS MALES ARE INTERESTED IN BY PERCENTAGE 

 

 

FIGURE 33: TOPICS FEMALES ARE  INTERESTED IN BY PERCENTAGE  
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Competence (fig. 31): 

Question 4:  What reason did you pick the subject you are studying?  (Pick a maximum of 3 

answers) 

 Male Female 

Creative 34 37 

Technical 17 2 

Interesting 60 38 

Career 69 50 

Hobby 23 12 

Fun 26 18 

Other 6 3 

FIGURE 34: THE REASON SUBJECTS WERE CHOSEN  

 

FIGURE 35: PERCENTAGE OF RESULTS FOR WHY A SUBJECT WAS CHOSEN  
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Analysis 

When analysing why a subject was chosen, generally the results were evenly matched (fig. 34 

and fig. 35).  The only exception was „technical‟ which had a much higher male to female ratio.  

This could link back to „enjoyment‟ and the males tending to be more serious with a specific 

reason linked to their enjoyment.  This could be explored further by studying the use of 

„technical‟ in males and females in a larger study.  Both males and females showed career was 

the most important reason for choosing a subject. 

 

The most significant result in „competence‟ looking at the data was that females replied in the 

negatively differently to males.  When answering „no‟ males tended to answer definitively and 

have a positive reason, whereas females tended to give more of a derogatory reason/ be 

hesitant about saying no.  There were several statements from females that stated „no‟ but then 

went on to give a reason which almost disputed this, so they were almost apologetic when 

answering, perhaps a need to show „incompetence‟ (Walkerdine, 2007). 

 „No only if i dont get into uni beacuse that will be a big set back!‟ (participant 

158, female) 

„No nothing can. wel i hop they is nothing. i hop i become what i want to 

become.‟ (participant 170, female) 

 

Whereas when males said no and gave a reason, it was why they would succeed: 

„No i think if i keep progressing forward with my studies, i will eventually reach my 

objectives in my career life‟. (participant 19, male) 

„Not really no, I have already got a full plan of action, and am  achieving my 

personal goals and grades with high performance‘ (participant 77, male) 
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Ambition (fig. 31): 

Analysis 

Most of the participants seemed to know what career they were aiming for linked to the 

previous question (fig. 35) where „career‟ was the highest choice of why subjects were chosen.  

There did seem to be a split where males were looking for more technical occupations (IT/ 

networking), whereas females were looking for more admin/ creative (Admin/ Designers).   

“Further education is also heavily gender stereotyped. Young women are far 

more likely to study subjects allied to medicine, the social sciences or creative arts 

whereas young men are more likely to study mathematical sciences, agriculture, 

engineering or technology. Youth training and Modern Apprenticeships also 
display gender stereotyping of occupation” (EOC, 1998, p1).   

However this could be due to the students questioned and not indicative of an overall trend as 

there was a strong link on careers and level 3 courses being studied.  Both genders were looking 

to become „Managers‟ so the results do show that both genders were looking for professional 

careers.  Both males and females were generally interested in following a degree (fig. 36) and 

there was no discernable difference between male and female.  As the majority of degrees 

were linked to the subject of the level 3 course, this did show that the level 3 course had been 

chosen as a step to progress to degrees. 

 

Questions 10:  Do you plan to take a degree?   

 

FIGURE 36: PERCENTAGE OF PARTICIPANTS WHO PLAN TO TAKE A DEGREE BY GENDER  
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QUESTIONS SPECIFICALLY LINKED TO THE VIDEO/ COMPUTER GAMES INDUSTRY   

 

Question 12: 

 

FIGURE 37: PERCENTAGE OF PARTICIPANTS WHO HAVE CONSIDERED THE GAMES INDUSTRY AS A CAREER BY GENDER  

Question 14: 

 

FIGURE 38: THE CAREER IN THE VIDEO/COMPUTER GAMES  INDUSTRY WHICH INTERESTS THE PARTICIPANTS THE MOST BY 
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Analysis: 

When considering questions linked to the video/ computer games industry to begin was 

question 12; have you ever considered the video/ computer games industry as a career?  The 

overwhelming reason both females and males did not consider the video/ computer games 

industry (fig. 37) was because they were not interested. 

„NO INTEREST! dont know what its about‟(participant 58, female) 

„I don't have an interest in computer games and video games so i don't think i 

would consider it as a career‟ (participant 14, female) 

„Doesn't interest me‟ (participant 53, male) 

„Not interested in computer games.‟ (participant 68, male) 

 

However what is interesting is the results from those who said „yes‟; overwhelmingly those who 

said „yes‟ many were male and also said they enjoyed playing video/ computer games.  It 

seems as though being involved as a player of games as a hobby is key to gaining an interest in 

the industry; which would refer back to earlier chapters where it was considered that gameplay 

is linked to an interest in the industry as a career not simply a hobby.  This would seem to suggest 

that gaining more females who play games or at least see themselves as a „gamer‟ would in 

turn gain more women with an interest in the industry, although this would need to be tested.    

 

In question 14 (fig. 38) there was no noticeable difference in the specific games industry career 

chosen, however the feedback during the study seemed to indicate the careers were at times 

being chosen at random and not due to the actual interest (there had been links for each role 

to pages which described each career).  There was an issue with the Virtual Learning 

Environment (VLE) which meant not all participants were able to answer this question.   
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5.2 TRIANGULATION- DATA FROM HIGHER EDUCATION 

 

The data from Higher Education came from several sources.  To begin there were 3 interviews 

from 2 University students and 1 Open University student; then a focus group from another 

University.  To protect their anonymity the participants are noted simply by a letter of the 

alphabet. 

 

 

A- A FEMALE DISTANCE LEARNING UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT  

 

The first participant was female, 48 and also a Lecturer; she was a mature student who was 

studying games development via distance learning at the Open University.   She will be referred 

to as „A‟ and was interviewed by email.  The subjects A enjoyed at school were: „English and 

Biology‘.  The course she was completing was online and from her personal experience about a 

third of students she had interacted online with were female „From the students who have used 

the forum, there appears to be 23 students, 9 of who are female‘.  A‟s experience of video/ 

computer games was positive:  

„I've always enjoyed playing them, from the Spectrum ZX, Playstation, Amiga, I 

used to play Space Invaders when it first came out.  Before that, I loved playing 

PinBall in the Arcades at the seaside.  This is still one of my favourite games on the 

PC‘ 

Therefore A‟s own relationship with playing video/computer games appears to fit in to the 

pattern from the Further Education study (section 5.1) where those who „enjoyed‟ playing 

games were more likely to then want to work in the games industry; in this case A followed a 

Higher Education course.  Although A doesn‟t plan to go into the games industry, she does want 

to work in a „Technology area‟.  It is interesting that when asked she said she had studied a wide 

variety of courses over the years from IT to photography to „even plumbing‟.  Thereby crossing 

the supposed gender divide in careers expected linked to gender.   
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The following is an answer which seemed to speak for her choice in course: 

What is it about games that interested you?   

„I've always wanted to know what Programming Codes were used and how you 

can get the images to move and how the scoring works‘ 

In this one statement A discussed Programming, an area still highly dominated by men (Fisher 

and Margolis, 2002), yet there was no hesitation or deference to the fact A was female, she was 

someone who could be a good role model for the younger generation of women.  Perhaps it is 

women such as A who could help make a change involving women joining games courses. 
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FOCUS GROUP- ALL MALE FROM GAMES/ MEDIA RELATED UNDERGRADUATE DEGREE 

COURSES 

 

This was a focus group which involved media, e-media and games students available which 

resulted in an all male group.  When asked about women and a discussion on women not 

joining the games industry the following statements seemed to „sum up‟ their views:  

„All the way through time...„Oh we cant do that job...but they can‟  

„Their choice...If women were to take that step‟ 

The view was that women could have a job in the games industry if they could realise it was a 

possibility.  So if women were given the games industry as a possible career choice at school this 

potentially could lead to more women joining the courses and eventually the industry.  This 

seems to link with the findings from Chapter 3 and how part of the issue was education on what 

the games industry is.  It is interesting from the Further Education study that those who said they 

played games were more likely to want to work in the games industry when you considered the 

higher percentage of boys playing games regularly.  One of the focus group said 

‗I hope a lot more girls get into games‟ 

and this seemed to show that the males would not be adverse to females joining the games 

industry, this appeared an honest statement from the researcher‟s view and one which the other 

participants actively taking part in the focus group seemed to share. 
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The focus group were asked how women could be helped with that „step‟, therefore how could 

women overcome that initial barrier (see earlier comments from focus group).  The views 

pointed to gaming being still a „new‟ technology,  

„Gaming‘s not that old..  its still in its infancy technically‟  

and the industry working towards inclusion although not having yet achieved this:  

„don‘t think its progressed so much as to go lets take anybody and anyone…but 

it is getting to that stage…working towards it‟  

and possibly the onus being on the industry itself:  

„ some sort of scheme and plan they come up with‟.  

 

Interestingly the answers pointed to video/ computer games courses seeking inclusion (although 

whether for diversity or attaining numbers on a course was not clear),  

„Courses like this‘  

‗they want as many people to apply as possible- male, female whatever‘  

but as to women being on the courses the replies were:  

„only for good‘  

‗more females along the line‘.   

This suggests that male students do not have an issue with women joining the courses, however 

although the participants appeared genuine and comments were thought out, it must be noted 

the researcher was female.  However from the view of this focus group it suggested that male 

students see the courses progressing to include more female students and this being a positive 

progression.   
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Next the focus group made some suggestions.    To begin, their view was that the video/ 

computer game industry was not marketed for both genders:  

„Not being advertised enough that it is like a multi-gendered industry‘  

and how games themselves were perceived:  

‗Not just guys messing about‘  

‗A lot of things aimed towards guys‘ 

which links to the look at advertisement in Chapter 3 and how avatars are portrayed for a 

masculine audience and can be off-putting to females (Ray, 2004).  They pointed out  

‗The only games what are aimed towards girls are Nintendo‘  

‗Nintendo has a .. softer edge‘ 

‗That‘s the trouble.. Nintendo is a good console it‘s a good thing but its just not 

easily aimed towards girls who are on pc and 360 and PlayStation 3 because do 

that more girls would get interested in it‘ 

the idea from this statement being that games for „girls‟ need to be targeted for consoles other 

than the Nintendo Wii such as the Sony PlayStation and Microsoft Xbox 360 so to open up a 

wider market aimed for females and their interest in games.  Finally,  

‗If girls start to see that other girls are making games they might think about it a lot 

more‘ 

this links into publicity and how the games industry is seen externally.  If girls could see successful 

women in the industry (mentor/ role model) this could perhaps lead to more girls seeing this as a 

career. 
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The focus group discussed new games aimed for women:   

‗attractive male leads‘  

linking to the study of „bishounen‟ (Monnens, 2006) in Chapter 2 they discussed the comparison 

with Lara Croft from the Tomb Raider (Eidos, 1996) franchise being targeted for men (Mikula, 

2003), that these games with attractive male protagonists were being targeted for women:  

‗targeted at raising girl gamer type‘.   

However,  

‗Very few publishers have picked up on it‘,  

but that they had  

‗been very successful‘  

 ‗Devil May Cry has spawned 4 sequels‘   

as an example of a game with an attractive male lead.  This linked to avatars (Chapter 3) which 

was an important factor in the discussion:   

‗Brings you back to….interactivity‘ 

‗more willing to play around with the character or whatever if you like the look of 

them..  then you would be if they were another zombie…‘  

‗I think that‘s why halo was so successful‘  

‗it was a masked character, it could have been anyone you wanted it to 

be‘[Halo].   

This shows reflections of Metroid (Nintendo, 1986) as discussed in Chapter 3 and how the gender 

of the character was not obvious from the asexual suit.  They described the characters as a 

possibility to cross gender barriers,  

‗a guy who wants to be a girl and girl who wants to be a boy‘  
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Finally the group discussed attributes of games such as Sims (EA, 2000),  

‗nod to reality‘   

‗able to raise a family, able to have children‘  

As predominantly PC games such as Sims (EA, 2000) are popular with females (Gee and Hayes, 

2010), could this possibly be a way to attract females by incorporating this into console games 

as discussed in Chapter 3? 
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B AND C- 2 UNDERGRADUATE FEMALE UNIVERSITY STUDENTS 

 

The following participants were both female and I have listed them as B and C to preserve their 

anonymity.  I interviewed them together with their tutor (who was also female) but who did not 

include any comments herself.  They were both University students, B was a 3rd year student and 

C was a 1st year student and both were studying the same Computer Games course.  B is 

highlighted in blue and C in yellow to easily differentiate between them in the text. 

 

To link to the study at Further Education (FE) the first question asked was: What subjects did you 

enjoy at school? 

B answered ‗it were a mixture for me,  I enjoyed kinda the drama subjects and the more 

creative subjects  but I  did really enjoy  maths as well   which I know is probably quite an usual 

thing to  kind of enjoy two completely different subjects bit I did get enjoyment out of both‘ and 

C answered  ‗I just loved doing my english and my art at school‘. 

Their Level 3 courses were „NDs [BTEC National Diploma] and they were in performing art and 

art‘ for B and ‗2 years on a games design course‘ for C.  These appealed to the participants 

because, from B, ‘performing arts appealed because I‘d danced since the age of 3 erm so its 

what my life had been about up until then erm and I‘d done that for years so it was just kind of 

the next step for me. Erm I knew although I wasn‘t specifically sure what I wanted to do with my 

career at that point I knew I wanted to go into something in the creative, in the creative media‘ 

and  C, ‘I think really for why I went in to my course it was a case of I wanted to get in to the 

games industry and I was looking in prospectuses and found one close to home and I thought 

well if this is going to help me get on to the games course well into the games industry I may as 

well have a go and see if I can do it and as it turns out I was one of 6 girls on that course for 2 

years‘.  In reply to this B answered, ‘when I was at college  games design although its been 

around for so long when I was at college it still wasn‘t one of those things that was readily 

available as well so saying I wanted to get in the creative industry erm it was also what was 

available for me at that time as well‘ so this showed that B was limited on the paths available for 

her to follow in education. C showed a serious career minded view when choosing her course 

and this linked more to how males answered in the FE study (section 5.1) 
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When asked how they found the degree course, B ‟had been looking at universities around.  I 

knew I wanted to stay local erm and I had been looking for courses around creative media and 

I was actually on the creative media course before the games course. When that started there 

were elements of it that I enjoyed but I found that I was naturally more attracted to the 

animation and the games design modules so it was a bit of experimentation for me as I say I  

started off with something else and kinda was drawn more to the games course once I‘d started 

here‘ and for C she‟d ‘gone through UCAS in my   2nd year of my last course and erm I‘d gone to 

games animation festivals for the past 2 years and they‘d been saying how great [removed] is 

and how you‘ve got a good chance of getting on to the games industry here well I thought its 

close to home its not too far if anything happens and I can go home so I thought I‘d come 

here‘. 

 

Once again similar to level 3, B followed the traditional art route and then followed animation 

into the Games course.  This is interesting as animation is an area in media that crosses over both 

traditional and e-media.  However C carried on to a Games degree and so is one of the 

minority (fig. 7) following the Games specific courses, also looking to enter the games industry 

which has, as discussed in Chapter 3 only 4% females (Skillset, 2009).   B had also been interested 

in ‗forensic science and stuff like that. marine biology and all that kind of area I was interested I 

that but…not as interested and as passionate as I am for what I‘m doing now‘.  Therefore 

showing an emotive response for remaining on the Games degree which links back to 

„enjoyment‟ and „love‟ in the FE study (section 5.1); this tallies with the female responses which 

were more emotional than males. 
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When asked about careers B was ‗initially…looking for something that was more to do on the 

kinda the scientific side and the programming erm however throughout the past 3 years and 

seeing where my strengths lie I‘m becoming more attracted to like the arty side of things and 

the design side of things so that‘s probably the area I‘m going to look at but I‘m also interested 

in film production as well so for me its all around kinda the creative side of the industry‘ and C: ‘a 

couple of years ago when I first started my game..  my first games course I was like oh I want to 

become like a concept artist  I wanna work for big companies like Capricorn Square Enix but 

erm as I got on I thought well that‘s a bit of an impossible task so I may as well just keep it small 

for now and I just want to do game character design art but if that falls through its a case of well 

I‘ll just go back to my writing skills and see if I can come up with like descriptions and biographies 

so things like places and the characters and see what happens‘ therefore both retain the career 

focus which FE students showed in their study (section 5.1) 

 

Relevant to the study the students also discussed life in University as a female. C said ‘In the 1st 

year it‘s predominately males considering there‘s only 2 girls including myself on the actual 

course.  So it‘s a bit of a pain like we want..   so all the guys are like pushing their way forward like   

I just gotta stay quiet cause they‘re gonna laugh at me so I just keep quiet‘ and from B, ‗As [C] 

says I think it.. although its changing although the industry is changing quite a lot it is still quite a 

predominately male industry and particularly at this University I am the only female on the 3rd 

year in the games course so there isn‘t really any gender mix on the courses‘. As can be seen 

from these responses, as already discussed in Chapter 3, there are not many women on Games 

courses.  Consider what C said, that she has to „keep quiet‟ so the boys will not ridicule her; this is 

an extremely relevant point.  It seems to be an environment where the women have to „fit in‟ 

and accept if they don‟t want to be seen against the norm.  This links back to the study of 

engineers in Chapter 2 (Bagilhole, Dainty and Powell, 2009).  In an environment where females 

are the „oddity‟ in relation to the gender mix, then having to „fit in‟ with their male counterparts 

seems to be an extra restriction.  Perhaps this could be off-putting for future female students and 

why there are so few on the courses? 
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When asked about how things could change, B answered: ‗I don‘t want this comment to sound 

too sexist because there, there are women who are totally interested in the same games as men 

but I think looking at the work they‘ve [Nintendo] done with the differences that women are 

interested in maybe something could change around that or ya know certain modules on the 

courses to cater more to game design for the female population‘ and ‗you cant speak for, for 

every female but I think there is still a difference in the way men and women think and I think 

that‘s prevalent in games as well so maybe they could look at that‘.  B had studied this herself, 

‘One of the final projects I was doing it kind of came into my research…    the difference 

between how boys play games and how girls play games and there is a huge difference and I 

think unfortunately some of the Universities maybe arnt picking up on that yet and are just 

assuming if you are into games you are going to be in to the same types of games but there is a 

difference between what women are looking out of a game and what men are ‘.   

 

From her own experience, C said ‘in interviews I know when I went for my first games course 

there were quite a few women there but when it came to the actual individual interviews … 

they were mainly centred about what guys liked and it wasnt really what women liked at 

all‘…and I was sat there and I thought well you havnt really asked anything about like what 

women might like it was a case of is that all hard core stuff do you like shooting stuff and 

everything.  Its a case of fair enough women might like that but surprisingly its not a lot cause the 

amount of people  I‘ve spoken to who love games that are women they don‘t like shooting 

things all the time‘ 
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Considering these comments this shows that perhaps women are not being considered when 

Games courses are designed.  This could be interesting as if boys are playing video/ computer 

games and gaining their knowledge to go into the games industry; perhaps this trend is carrying 

on with the creation of courses.  If the games industry could perhaps be seen as a career in the 

same way as accounting or dentistry is at school; then it would be more about skills rather than 

linked to a hobby (as previously discussed).  Enjoying game play may be part of the industry, but 

in a lot of ways the consumer side.  A designer does not have to play games or even own a 

console or play PC games as long as they understand the parameters.  In fact if you are a 

concept or graphic artist it may be a long journey between your input and the final product.  

However as long as there is a strong relationship between the games as a hobby and the 

industry as a career then while girls do not play as many games or perhaps not see themselves 

as a „gamer‟ (Chapter 3) then they will not have the knowledge or rapport with the games 

industry the boys have (see results from section 5.1).  

 

Linking back to Chapter 3 and the studying of marketing for girls C commented on the use of 

„pink‟: „I know its like when it comes to the actual gaming market and its like well if we‘re asking 

a girl we‘ll give them pink and its like I hate pink I cant stand the thing‘ and ‗so if they seem to 

like pink or if it‘s a case of them being sexist its like go away and I think that puts people off 

mainly women. So its annoying‘.  In this case showing stereotyping of women is not the answer.  

It is finding the difference between what do women want and what are women told to want 

(Chapter 2 and the assumptions linked to gender); possibly taking away society‟s expectations. 
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5.3 TRIANGULATION- CASE STUDIES FROM INDUSTRY PROFESSIONALS 

 

Included are answers from 5 industry professionals.  All of the participants have a long history in 

the games industry and all 5 were given the same questions, immaterial of gender.  These 

questions looked at various areas such as education, childhood and career.  These can be 

looked at in terms of their relation to the games industry and the data obtained from Further 

Education (FE) and Higher Education (HE) students (sections 5.1 and 5.2).  They are referred to as 

D-H for anonymity in this study and highlighted by different colours. 

 

The 5 professionals: 

 

1. D- female(Senior Project Manager with EA) 

2. E- female(Education Liaison Manager with Blitz) 

3. F- male (Managing Director of Neutek Ltd.) 

4. G- male(Freelance Digital Artist, Animator & Writer) 

5. H- male (Software Director at Microsoft Game Studios, Rare Studio) 
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Included are quotes which look at the area of subjects from school, courses after 16 and career 

aspirations during that time. 

 

The subjects enjoyed at school by the participants, D: ‗I enjoyed all subjects in school!‘ ‗English, 

math, history, science, art, or something else‘, E: „English, history‘, F: „Art (of course), Maths and 

German‘, G: „I enjoyed Art...That was about it.‘ and H: ‗Computing, physics, design, art, biology.‘  

At school Art appeared to be the common denominator (4/5).  As F and G are graphic artists 

this is not surprising.  However both females chose English and 2/3 males chose a technical 

subject (maths/ computing).  This follows the trend through FE, HE and the studies in Chapter 3. 

 

 Next the study looked at courses studied after 16 (Further and Higher Education), D: ‗I studied 

many things in junior college (after high school, but before University in the United States). Art 

history, English, History…and Japanese‘ and ‗I am interested in the way that people 

communicate with each other‘, E: ‗English, French and History ‗A‘ levels, BA in Ancient History 

(University of ***), F:  ‗I left school at an early age to work in the games industry. I guess you could 

say that was my Further and Higher Education. Back then it was more important that you had 

talent rather than a degree. It was hugely competitive because the teams were smaller so there 

was more focus on the individual‘ and ‗I think I was lucky in being able to get in to the industry at 

such an early age. There were no courses around at that time, it was seen as quite geeky‘, G: ‗I 

went to college and did a years diploma in Art & Design. There weren`t any computer based 

courses back then so I had to make do with what was on offer‘ and H: ‗BTEC OND Computer 

Studies, BSc Hons Computing Systems, Mphil/Phd medical imaging research‘.  Of the 

participants questioned there does not seem to be any gendered difference, both female 

participants appeared to have an open choice and the males followed education (or career) 

as per the area they were following, this could link to the FE study in careers advice and the link 

between advice and career.  Could giving a wider range of careers advice and showing all 

school children IT/ICT be a means to gaining a greater number of students on Games 

Development courses at FE? 
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When asked about career aspirations, D: ‗I was always told that I could do anything I wanted, 

which made me feel a lot of pressure in choosing a career. I knew I wanted to do something 

that would help people, but in an abstract way (i.e. not a doctor but a researcher, not a 

fireman but a computer tech keeping the communications open during an emergency). I think 

being a project manager is an extension of this aspiration‘, E: ‗Originally I wanted to be an 

actress – I did a lot of drama in my early teens. Then I inexplicably dropped that and switched to 

archaeology – I started out doing a dual degree of Archaeology and Ancient History, but just 

found it too tough and dropped the Archaeology as it hadn‘t been as interesting as I thought it 

would be‘, F: ‗I pretty much always wanted to become a famous comic artist/painter, 

something creative‘, G: ‗First, I wanted to be an architect. Then a graphic designer...but after a 

while I realised computer art was my future‘ and H: ‗Systems analyst until the second year of my 

degree when I released I could do better, more interesting things‘.  Of the 5 participants: F and 

G both had art related aspirations which relates to the career they then following.  E‟s were very 

eclectic and seemed to have covered various areas.  However D wanted to ‟help people‟ 

(Walkerdine, 2007) which links to a traditionally feminine area.  H followed a technical side 

towards being a Programmer which is more the masculine career (Fisher and Margolis, 2002).  

However both of these options linked to the specific area of interest and both have been 

successful in their chosen career routes, so perhaps this is an area to explore, looking at success 

by gender rather than choices by gender.   
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CONCLUSION 

 

The findings from the data show several trends which correspond with the earlier chapters and 

map through the 3 „Steps to entering the Games Industry‟ (fig. 23) discussed in Chapter 4 

(Further Education, Higher Education and Career); this shows a path which could be used in a 

larger study at a later date by using this as a sample.  The main conclusions found were: 

1. That careers advice given at schools usually maps to the career path the student is on so 

advice is targeted rather than general. 

2. That there appears to be a direct correlation between those who enjoy playing games 

as a hobby and those who have had an interest in joining the games industry and as 

boys play more video/ computer games than girls it means inevitably boys consider the 

career option more than girls. 

3. That females choose „enjoy‟ differently to males in Further Education and show a more 

emotive view rather than males who appear more serious. 

 

The results from this study (and the relating triangulation) points towards areas which need to be 

explored further; however positively show openings which have the possibility to be solved, such 

as careers advice which includes subjects for both genders and linked to the discussion in 

Chapter 3, the definition of „gamer‟ could help girls and women see a view of what exactly 

gaming is.  There seems to be strong evidence that boys and girls make their choices for 

different reasons; however whether this is real or perceived, would need to be investigated with 

more in-depth interviews.   However the data from this research shows trends which could be 

developed in to a fuller and more thorough study.  The next chapter will conclude the study in 

general and consider ways forward from this study. 
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6 CONCLUSION 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

This study set out to find out whether gender stereotyping was having an effect on who joined 

the video/ computer games industry as a career.  In specific it looked to find out if the reason 

there are so few women in the games industry (Skillset, 2009) was linked to society‟s construction 

of gender.  It considered the literature surrounding both gender and video/ computer games; 

the context around the area looking at the games industry, Further and Higher Education and 

the video/ computer games market.  This led to a study of the methodology used to complete 

the research and then the research which consisted of a study of Further Education students 

triangulated with studies at Higher Education and games industry career professionals.  In this 

section are highlighted the findings from each chapter.  Then a look to further studies for the 

future. 
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The literature (Chapter 2) showed that video/ computer games were seen to be extremely 

gendered, especially in relation to female avatars, this stereotyping (Ray, 2004; Walkerdine, 

2007) linked in to the study of females in games (Chapter 3).  The „idealised stereotype‟ of a 

strongly heterosexual male was shown as prevalent in the west with the stereotype linked more 

to the characters portrayed by actors such as Arnold Schwarzenegger in Terminator 2 (1991) 

and Commando (1985), whereas in contrast to this from the east was the feminised male- the 

„bishounen‟ (Monnens, 2006) which was an accepted male protagonist in the east (Monnens, 

2006).  There was a difference between how girls and boys play video/ computer games and 

girls tended to be „passive‟ whereas boys were „active‟ (Walkerdine, 2007).  However this 

seemed to link into socialisation and perhaps show not that girls want to „win‟ less or are less 

violent but they are socialised to behave in such a way (Walkerdine, 2007).  There was also seen 

to be a difference in the manner girls and boys were treated (Pollack, 2008; Walkerdine, 2007) in 

relation to playing games; girls were not treated seriously as video/ computer games players.  

This linked to „gender‟ and how masculine and feminine were perceived (Okin, 1989).  By linking 

these studies to theorists such as Butler (2006) and Risman (2004 and 2009) societies view of 

„gender‟ was analysed as a strong force dividing masculine from feminine and creating a 

„constructed‟ (Butler, 2006) view of gender rather than a biological one.  In careers this showed 

that women had to become almost a „faux male‟ to be accepted in heavily gendered areas of 

work such as engineering and science (Bagilhole, Dainty and Powell, 2009; Etzkowitz, Kemelgor 

and Uzzi, 2000).  Therefore for a girl or woman to be in what was a perceived male environment 

they had to either remain a level of „feminisation‟ (Walkerdine, 2007) or be seen as a „flawed 

female‟ (Etzkowitz, Kemelgor and Uzzi, 2000). 
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In Chapter 3 figures from Skillset (2009) showed only 4% of the computer games industry was 

female and this was mirrored by looking at one production company (Blitz).  In Further Education 

A-levels showed a gendered choice when choosing subjects (JCQ, 2009) and at Higher 

Education computer games courses attracted far fewer women than men (HESA, 2010).  When 

looking at the video/ computer game market female avatars were analysed and it was shown 

how many female protagonists (Ray, 2004) were perceived in an overly sexualised way, 

however several newer games including Mirror‘s Edge (EA, 2008) and Bayonetta (Sega, 2009) 

showed that female characters were not all sexualised and so a positive role model; and it was 

seen female children preferred cute and cuddly (Walkerdine, 2007) and so this could be a way 

to include a female character who has these traits.  Males played generally games to a much 

higher extent than females, until PC games were included; when board games and simulations 

were included (Pratchett, 2005) then the playing of games became fairly balanced between 

boys and girls.  An important finding in Chapter 3 was that what is a „gamer‟ was not 

differentiated in many studies (ESA, 2009; ELSPA, 2006; KFF, 2005; Neilson, 2008; and Pratchett, 

2005) and were analysed as one „entity‟ and at times all those who play games termed 

„gamers‟ and at other times were split into „computer‟(PC) and „video‟ (console) games, so the 

use was unclear and changing in studies; this showed a need for the term to be defined and 

explained.  To confirm what is a „gamer‟ and also the type of game would seem to be both 

necessary and an important step to the analysis of games as well as those who play them.  It did 

seem clear from the studies (ESA, 2009; ELSPA, 2006; KFF, 2005; Neilson, 2008; and Pratchett, 2005) 

that girls play a significant amount of games even if not to the extent of boys.  However, the 

types of games girls played were not the same type as boys and were not those that would 

traditional be seen as „video games‟, such as pc board games.  This would seem to suggest a 

different avenue for games for girls, perhaps one which females in the games industry would be 

able to fulfil in the same way Sims 3 (EA Play, 2009) employed mainly female developers (MCV, 

2009).  Areas to take further could be to discuss participant‟s interest in video/ computer games 

and possibly create a specific terminology allowing for differentiating gender and the difference 

in „gamers‟ based on the genres of games. 
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In chapter 4 the methodology was discussed; the specific epistemology being constructivism 

and the philosophy being used was social constructionism looking at Liberal Feminism as a 

construct of society (Butler, 2006; Kerber, 1997).  The study was a purposive (Silverman, 2005) and 

convenience sample as it looked at a pre-determined set of variables and the specific sample 

was chosen due to the researcher‟s direct contact and availability.  In specific a 

„homogeneous‟ study (Robson, 1993) looked at a specific set of people in the study, in this 

instance Further Education students studying a level 3 course focused on studying one main 

subject such as Business, Media or Art.  An important factor in this study was that the students 

had „chosen‟ to follow the course, however whether they had been influenced by external 

forces such as peers, parents, teachers and careers guidance was important to consider.  The 

data was interpreted and therefore this was a subjective study and as „social‟ constructionism 

studied people (Lewis, Saunders and Thornhill, 2007).  The questions were created to answer 

whether there was gender stereotyping in careers and to ask about the games video/ computer 

games industry; however as the study looked to ask the „gender‟ questions indicatively they 

were asked implicitly rather than explicitly.  It also looked at language and how this was used 

and any gendered difference by the participants and so split the study into male and female.  

The method used was template analysis which took the qualitative answers from each 

participant and created separate „interviews‟, these were analysed in Chapter 5.  The 

quantitative answers were used to sort the qualitative answers or answered alongside them to 

determine trends.  These trends were searched using codes which found themes within the 

„interviews‟ and created subthemes to be studied.  The study was triangulated by adding „Steps 

to Entering the Games Industry‟ (fig. 23) and so included data from Higher Education and 

careers in the games industry using the same themes from the main study.   
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In Chapter 5 the study at Further Education did seem to show a difference in girls „enjoyment‟ 

both in career and hobbies (section 5.1) with their choices being linked to their „likes‟ and 

answers being more emotive as opposed to boys who seemed to be more focused on 

quantifiable reasons; whether this difference was due to gender naturally or due to social 

reasons such as schooling and societal pressure (Walkerdine, 2007) was unsure.  There was the 

possibility that girls chose „like‟ and other subjective words rather than the more objective 

findings from boys due to the “passive/ covert negotiation of power‖ (Walkerdine, 2007, p55) 

discussed in Chapter 2, thereby in this case it would have been not that the girls were less 

serious, but that they were taught to hide this facet of their personality.  There did appear to be 

a link between playing video/computer games as a hobby and then interest in following the 

games industry as a career.  This suggests that it would be beneficial to increase girls‟ interest in 

games and link those games to a possible career through a greater knowledge of the games 

industry being disseminated to school children regardless of gender, perhaps with games such 

as the Sims (EA, 2000) which need to be marketed to show girls how the games industry includes 

games for both genders?  This links back to the need for a terminology based on the different 

types of games and those playing them.  From the interviews with female Higher Education 

students (B and C) they felt isolated and not taken as seriously as they perceived the males to 

be.  Whereas the focus group (which was completely male) appeared to have no issues with 

women in games and showed some positive outcomes should there be more women involved.  

Does this mean that women were treated differently or that they perceive that they were?  This 

would be an area to explore further.  Also from the comments from the female students (B and 

C), it would seem the courses themselves could be at fault; that games courses are catering for 

a „male‟ audience where women either need to become a „faux‟ male or be seen as different 

(Bagilhole, Dainty and Powell, 2009;  Etzkowitz, Kemelgor and Uzzi, 2000).  Could this mean that a 

reinvention of games courses would attract more females? 
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To conclude looking at the studies from literature, context, methodology and original research; 

stereotyping does appear to cause females to act in a „feminised‟ way (Walkerdine, 2007) and 

this follows onto careers (Bagilhole, Dainty and Powell, 2009; Etzkowitz, Kemelgor and Uzzi, 2000).  

There are few women in both the industry (Skillset, 2009) and degrees (HESA, 2010) and whether 

this is due to this stereotyping is unclear however gender stereotyping did show a large impact 

within society and its use in the video/ computer games industry did seem to show an effect with 

the use of sexualised avatars (Ray, 2004) and far fewer females then males playing video 

games; although the numbers playing computer games appeared more evenly matched (ESA, 

2009; ELSPA, 2006; KFF, 2005; Neilson, 2008; and Pratchett, 2005).    What is clear is that females 

are a significant portion of the games market and need to be considered as a consumer as 

much as males, however females do not seem to be taken into account to the same extent as 

males (Ray, 2004; Walkerdine, 2007).  The results from this study show a link between those who 

play games as a hobby and those interested in a career in the industry and this meant that 

games are important as a possible „stepping stone‟ to attempt to include more females in the 

future.  There also seems to be a need to create specific terminology surrounding gaming and 

not rely on „gamer‟ as a „fit-all‟ word as this appears at times to both include and exclude 

computer games which females have been shown to prefer such as „Simulations and MMOGs 

[Massively Multiplayer Online Game] (Pratchett, 2005) which are both predominantly games for 

the PC.  Therefore this study has created a set of avenues to explore; the next section will discuss 

the further studies which could be taken from this research.   
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FURTHER STUDIES  

 

Considering the results and possible avenues of study there are 4 main areas of research to be 

taken to possible further studies:  

1) Discussions with a wider range of female students at both school level and Higher Education 

(HE) students on their perception of video/ computer games and the games industry.  This is an 

area which could also include studies by interviewing female students on HE Games course and 

asking how they „feel‟ on the course and reasons for this.   

2) Creation of a Games Development course which includes suggestions and feedback from 

female students to be tested at Further Education (FE)/ HE level.  Linked to this could be a study 

of games courses to evaluate whether the projects are more individual or group based as the 

study of children (Walkerdine, 2007; Castell and Jenson, 2005 and 2008) showed girls preferred 

working in teams.   

3) In-depth interviews with students at FE and HE to try to discern if the difference in language 

between males and females is due to nature (gendered difference) or nurture (how society 

expects the different genders to act). 

4) A study of the use of the term „gamer‟ and how the creation of a specific terminology 

including subsets of terms could work to differentiate both the „gamers‟ and the genres of 

games to show inclusivity in all types of games and those who play them.   
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APPENDIX 

 

The questionnaire which was given to Further Education students: 

Questions 

1  
Gender  

Male  

Female  

2  

Age 

16  

17  

18  

19 and over  

3  
What subject are you studying (pick one from the drop-down box)  

Choose...
 

4  
What reason did you pick the subject you are studying? (pick max 3)   

Creative  
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Technical  

Interesting  

Career  

Hobby  

Fun  

Other  

5  If you picked Other please clarify  

 

 

 

6  

At school what careers were suggested? 
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7  Do you know any reason/s they picked those careers?  

 

 

 

8  

What kind of job are you aiming for?  Examples- manager, admin, artist, 

programmer, soldier 

 

 

9  Do you think there is anything that needs to be considered when deciding on a career?  
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10  
Do you plan to take a degree?  

Yes No  

11  If Yes- What subject do you 

have in mind?  

 

 

 

Have you ever considered the 

video/computer games industry 
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12  as a career?  

Yes No  

13  
Why? - please clarify previous 

answer  

 

 

 

14  
Of the following careers in the computer/video games industry which interests you 

most to least -please rank 1 (highest)-5 (lowest).  Go to 

http://www.skillset.org/games/careers/profiles/ for information on each career.  

 1 2 3 4 5 

Animator  
     

Games Designer  
     

Producer  
     

http://www.skillset.org/games/careers/profiles/
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Programmer  
     

Technical Artist  
     

 

  Think of your highest and lowest ranked careers above. In Questions 15-18 add advantages and 

disadvantages.  

  (You can consider the following answers- it is your choice whether they would be advantages or 

disadvantages: Pay, Gender mix, Prestige, Work, Colleagues)  

15  Advantages  

 

 

 

1 Please clarify  
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6  

 

 

1

7  
Disadvantages  

 

 

 

18  
Please clarify 
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19  
Are any of the following topics something which you have ever been interested in? 

(pick max 3)   

Digital images  

Web design  

Digital animation  

3D design  

Multimedia DVD design  

Music Videos  

Computer Game Design  

Digital Camcorders  

Digital Cameras  

No  

20  If you chose No, which topics interest you?  
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21  
What appeals to you about the area/s chosen in the previous 2 question/s?  

22  
Is there anything about you as a person which you think helps your choices?  

 

 

23  
Is there anything you think can stop you from making the choices you want? (both in career 

and hobbies) 
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Data from FE questionnaires sorted by coded themes. 

themes- ambition no careers enjoyment (like, interest, want) not enjoyment competent financial personal 

attributes lack of ability (personally) issues re career comments in footnotes 

1. female   19 and over  5 : IT Practitioners (Business & IT) teacher or a job in ict i was 

good at computers. i am a carm person and like children i would like a job in ict, i would like to be a 

manager that it was something i knew how to do  i would like to do business and ict 

 i like to play games but i wouldn't want to work in the industry  i would like be a 

game designer out of all them because i like to designer things and i think i would make some good 

things.  i wouldn't want to a a programmer. i think it would take alot of time and effort. 

 in would like to do gamne design because i like designing and i like to play games. i would also 

like to make websites. i think if i don't like something i will not put as much effort in. i think if i don't 

like something i will not put as much effort in. 

 

2. female 17 4 : Games Development   i wanted to join the police force nope

 dont know dont know  because it seems interesting,fun,and a hobby 

 designing the images  having to make them   making things 

that are fun nope  

 

 

3. female 18 1 : Creative and Media   Primary school teacher because i was 

good with children and enjoyed helping people learn. A highly paid one that i enjoy maybe 

teaching but now i would like to work in the media industry aswell. yes i think theres is the pay that 

you get, and if you enjoy doing the job or not.  English literature  because i just do 

not think it will interest me. producer - enjoyment of job, pay technical artist - pay 

 producer - technical artist - not enjoying it, work   designing the way in 

which they are formed. no I think that if i try hard enough then no 

 

4. female 18 10 : Performing Arts  did not speak about it to teachers at school. no

 dancer,choreographer,actor,singer or teacher. You need to make sure you are pashionate 

about what you are doing.  Musical Theatre.  I'm not in to it.  The 

advantage of been a producer is, i find this the most interesting on the list.  I wouldnt like to 

be a games designer because i dont know anything about games.    I am 

interested in music vieos because in the future i wold like to be a dancer in one myself. I think i 

am a very outspoken person and know my career path. No 
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5. female 19 and over 8 : Fashion and Clothing   Fashion designer, set designer

 A* in textiles, good gcses in art and design etc Anything to keep a roof over my head.

 If I am going to be happy in the job. I dont like computer games, apart from Sega Mega 

drive :D  Dont know  Dont Know.  Nothing Artistic  

Government red tape. 

 

6. male 17  5 : IT Practitioners (Business & IT) N/A N/A Programmer, Network Admin

 N/A  N/A  Enjoy games, People enjoy the product  N/A

 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Hobbies may take priority over careers 

 

7. male 16  6 : Systems Support  all sorts of careers no something got to 

do with networking still not sure but im thinking og being a networking engineer no 

 networking  i dont no good becasause it is exciting animation is 

decent  it is stresful to much work on your head no game design because i 

play alot of games yes i am independent     sports like boxing or my islamic studies 

 

 

8. male  19 and over  4 : Games Development   Can't remember, i think it was 

administrative work and boring stuff.    Because they're boring. I think i want to get job as a Games 

designer, as in thinking of ideas and stuff that can be implemented within a game.   How interesting 

the career will be.  Games design  Because it's interesting to me and i spend 

the majority of my free time online gaming, and i'm awesome. Games designer - Fun, interesting to me 

and decent colleagues who are interested in the same thing you are.

 WOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO May have to move further away, perhaps even another 

country.  Fun and interesting, probably good pay too. I love to game online and i like to 

be creative and see my ideas implemented. Moving further away, from friends and family. 

Something i really do not want to have to do.   

 

9. male  18  10 : Performing Arts  They didn\\\'t suggest anything, they where useless actor

 yes, i think you need to consider if you enjoy it.  drama  i have never the 

oppertunity.  to be honest i\\\'m not sure i likje playing computer games but i\\\'m 

not that interested in making them You would have sit with computers all day i would annoyed 

with them very quickly  the topics that intere4sts me are drama,history,music and manga

 the fact they are actuuly real. A play is real music is real. Computer games are just computer 

ninformation and codes. i always choose what i enjoy   bad advice 
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10. male 17  8 : Fashion and Clothing   fashion designer hair dresser   They 

were my interests Fashion designer fashion stylist Afro caribbean hairdresser tv presenter

 Yeah, how long that particular field of work will be running for. How succesfull you will be able to 

become. How much you can earn.  Fashion design Fashion illustration Graphic design 

 Because i No interest in computer games. animator - get to draw and use creative skills 

techinal artist - drawing and precision  programmer - too much time at a computer  

 taking photos editing them catupring something and creating a seen. I like music videos because 

they are cool and fun I am optimistic ,go with the flow . no set plan for life . being held back 

by leck of self esteem , lack of enthusiasm 

 

11. female 17 : Creative and Media   I wasn't told. . artist that you're 

interested in it   i'm not into computers.  fun good creative it'll be fun 

animating things, which is a good thing, and being creative at the same time. boring maths long hours 

have to be patient takes a long time to make a game illustrating set design i enjoy doing it.

 creative bright. dyslexic don't feel comfortable around people 

 

12. female 17  1 : Creative and Media   Photographer Because i have an interest 

in it, Creative Director Your personal interests and enjoyments  Not really what i'd enjoy 

doing  Prestige and working environment  Pay?  Music is something that 

i'd enjoy because it would be with bands and you could design the video to match their song or band!

 I think im creative and musical, which is an advantage. Not really 

 

13. female 18  1 : Creative and Media  none no I\'m not sure but i enjoy all aspects 

of media , and am up for trying new things, but editing is something i would like to try professionally

 Enjoy what you want to do and be good at it  It\'s not very me i don\'t enjoy 

video/computer games  The pay would be good, but i think its the only thing i could do 

 The work load would be quite a bit  designing things evan though i are not very good at 

drawing and art but i love doing it on photoshop Passion and if i like doing something i will do 

anything to do it, and deadlines i like to have deadlines to get things done Not been able to drive, 

money and socializing 
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14. female 17  1 : Creative and Media  not many were suggested. ... I'm not aiming 

for anything imparticular at the moment ,I chose this course because it sounded to me like i would 

enjoy it. I think people should consider the reality of what the job entails. You have to work hard 

for a job you want to enjoy and love doing.  I don't have an interest in computer games and 

video games so i don't think i would consider it as a career.  I think the advantages of being a 

game producer would be it would be a very good experience in the industry. It would give a chance to 

experience more parts of the industry, not just film and television. The disadvantages would be i 

would not enjoy it as much as i would working on a a film or television set. I enjoy the thought of 

working on a film or television set because it would interest me more than going game technology. 

 Music videos interest me a lot because I have been watching them since as long as I remember 

and I would like to produce my own one day. I really like music, I listen to music everywhere i go 

and all day long. I'd love to produce my own music video for a band i have liked since i was little.

 the only thing i think could stop me from doing what i want to do in life is money. I don't come 

from a rich family and i am finding very hard to find a job. 

 

15. female 16   1 : Creative and Media   Actress, I was passionate about drama and 

confident when working onstage. producer, director, editor, presenter (tv, radio) if you 

will enjoy the job  I do not want to work with graphics ect  Pay enjoyment 

 less pay little enjoyment    the chance to be creative I'm very outgoing 

and confident exam results, qualifications, ect 

 

16. male 17   1 : Creative and Media  Photographer, ICT career, journalist  Excelled in 

English, CIDA and Media Film (e.g. director, casting director) Yes, pay, would I be happy, time 

off  Some sort of practical film course  Love to play video games and have had 

ideas of what would make a great game.  Lets you be creative, visit places for inspiration, good 

pay?  Lack of talent means no job I\'m no designer Free to be creative No, I\'m 

quite incapable of making final decisions Might not have enough talent 

 

17. male 19 and over  1 : Creative and Media   army  because i said rockstar  i want to direct 

films  yes   media or film production   because i want to make films  i have 

previous experience in animation  i make stop motion films  i\'ve never thought about how 

something is programmed, let alone tried it   i love music and producing videos  i like to 

think that i am very creative  no 

 

18. male 18  1 : Creative and Media   With my careers advisor we suggested jobs 

in the media such as Journalism and Film Critic. Because those were my interests. I am aiming for a 

job linked to the media, my two ideal career choices would be an Investigative Journalist or Film Critic.

 That you have thought about your decisions carefully.  Film Journalism 

 Because I am more interested in the Film and Music side of Entertainment.  none 

 none    Working in the media and exploring new avenues of the 

industry. My avid interest in the media  
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19. male 17   1 : Creative and Media   journalist, media journalist, media critic

 i told them about my interests and job interests. The recomended these. media journalist, 

media critic, journalist Whether i would enjoy the job, pay, etc.  media.  Its one 

of my interests. Although i has these thoughts when i was younger.  stuck in a room most of 

the day, stuck working on a computer most of the day, no fresh air stuck in a room most of the day, 

stuck working on a computer most of the day, no fresh air doing something you enjoy, improving 

computer skills all the time doing something you enjoy, improving computer skills all the time

 I have a big interest in music and the editing of videos. I have an interest in video games. personal 

interests and strengths No i think if i keep progressing forward with my studies, i will eventually reach 

my objectives in my career life. 

 

20. male  19 and over   1 : Creative and Media   Careers officer told every person in 

school to go into mechanics(all male school). Teachers never really suggested careers, was 1996 when i 

left though and career progression is probably more common now. No Behind the scenes TV 

work eventually progressing to Directing if possible. Location,Money,Progression possibilities, 

Climate of the industry i.e. is it a passing faze or is it a job for life. Something that follows on from 

what we are studying now. (Creative and Media). If i could get some sort of training contract i would 

also consider that.  I am in no way artistic in terms of drawing, ruling out games design. 

Also i do not really play video games.  Getting the chance to work with music artists i like.

 I am well versed on music videos and would like to make videos in the ilk of Aphex Twin, Unkle, 

Radiohead, Portishead. Finances 

 

 

21. female  18   1 : Creative and Media  many careers, of all different kinds such as beauty, art and 

design, cooking etc  because many in school many people have different preferences for careers  

either working in music and producing music videos  yes, if it is the right choice for you, and if 

you are interested in it and have the passion and determination for it   well i play alot of 

computer games and play station games, plus my my brother has a huge interest in the gaming industry 

and plays a lot of games, so he got me interested in more games.   animator is using creative 

skills to draw things from scratch using own ideas or influences   producer is a very hard 

and demanding job, deadlines and alot of creativity and authority are needed.   

  i am very intersted in music and media so i would liketo produce music videos  i am very 

musical person , music is mainly my life and i am quite creative.  maybe just money, and 

sometimes i dont have the energy to be determined. 
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22. female  19 and over    1 : Creative and Media  Web design, Business, Teaching

 Something I was doing well in Music production/DJ or Computer games designer

 Something that you will enjoy doing and something you will be good at and salary 

 Music technology or Games design  Because I like playing computer games and think I 

would enjoy working in the industry  Things I would most enjoy and be best at 

 Pay, Gender mix Designers and animators don't get paid as much as programmers and it may be 

mostly males
1
  I find them the most interesting and fun to do I am creative and like 

music Money, not having the right qualifications 

 

23. female 17  1 : Creative and Media  Not suggested any N/A Radio One 

Presenter or Producer. Hobbies and interests, making sure that your job wouldn't bore you. 

 Media.  I don't really play on any computer/video games, they don't interest me much. 

 It would be challenging and use your imagination.  It would be complicated on all the 

computer work.   I like photography and music. Im quite enthusiastic and 

good at working in a team. Not really. 

 

24. female 18 1 : Creative and Media  Journalism Vet Matched on a interest test Hobbies    

Journalism writing Interests , life goals  Journalism  Not of interest 

 Fun , interesting , always changing n/a Long hours , hard work n/a  n/a

 Fun , rewarding my own personal interests Finances 

 

25. female 18  1 : Creative and Media  i wasn't sure what options to pick and i picked media 

because i thought it would help me in my other subjects (english lit & land) school weren't really 

helpful in picking out careers see above working on documentaries or advertising pay, and 

future prospects, such as whether you would be able to move up (get a promotion)  media 

and film  it does not interest me  good rate of pay, rewarding n/a

 long hours n/a  advertising, magazines and documentaries all of it yes

 low pay 

 

 

26. female 18  1 : Creative and Media  fashion designer, artist/art teacher, im 

creative designer yes, everything from enjoying what you do, being passionate about it to finacial 

income.  fashion, media and promotion/ fashion design  not really my 

thing. - - - -   creativity. optimisn, being 

spontaneous and creative, and careers as such would keep me interested and inspired :) financial 

problems maybe if any. 

 

27. male 19 and over 1 : Creative and Media  no no  film and television editing  Further 

into a career that you enjoy.   Media Production 0  Does not interest me 

 N/A N/A N/A N/A    Digital Images  Can be Quite Creative 

 

  

                                                             
1 Gender 
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28. male 17   1 : Creative and Media None :D They didn't pick any. Couldn't tell you. The 

oppurtunities provided, ie. is there a ladder to climb and will you enjoy or tollerate working in this 

particular feild.  Not interested.  Don't want to do any.  Don't 

want to do any.   It's a hobby. Rationality. 

 

29. male 18 1 : Creative and Media Graphic design Art and design played to my strengths

 graphic/product designer possible income, promotions, areas of residence/specialisation, 

required skills/ qualifications  Fine art and Product design - BA honours  it has 

never appealed to me as a possible future Animator/Technical Artist- Enjoyable career 

Programmer - good money  Animator/Technical artist - constantly changing software to 

learn Programmer- constantly changing software to learn    the possiblities 

they allow certainty and decided for my future  

 

30. male  19 and over 1 : Creative and Media Never really had any suggested, was told to aim for 

what i wanted I think they tried to teach us to go for what we want Director How well you think that 

you are going to do  Film and Television production  I play alot of video games 

 Good pay  Alot of pressure to get things right   Film Televison

 Its what i want to do, and i think i work best in these areas. I have alot of fun while in my 

chosen areas, and i think that i can sucsseed  

 

31. female 18  10 : Performing Arts Health and social care Because my family looks after 

disabled children so i though i would be good at it. Not sure. My dislexia.  Because 

its not something i'm interested.  Not sure  Not sure    I just 

think it would be a interesing subject to study. No i'm very indisive about what i want to do.

 If i actually know what i wanted to do it might help but right now i have to many options. 

 

32. female 19 and over 10 : Performing Arts  music because its another one of my 

hobbies office jobs, marketing, teaching, police,councelling because you have to be intelligent 

and driven to do these jobs, there are lots of these type of jobs available and they teach students to 

want to be responsible. actor, plus size model qualifications and the amount of people that want 

the job  i understand you have to have a strong sense of how to use computers and 

maths which i arent too good at  producer-good pay and recognition, hard work and 

competitive games designer-creative but competitive field to get into animator-fun but aggrevating at 

times programmer-developes alot of technical skills but takea alot of brains technical artist-moves 

every other process along, but you might not get recoginsed for hard work see above see 

above see above  drama, modelling, directing fun and different to any other jobs

 im outgoing and liek to be different to the hum drum  ity wont stop me but its hard work 

and competitive 
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33. female 19 and over 10 : Performing Arts    Criminal Psychologist. Had an interest in 

psychology. Actor Qualifications needed, time it takes to get those qualifications, e.g. 2 years at 

college, 3 years at university.  Not interested.  Able to create interesting concepts 

and story lines for games, as well as characters and strategies, very creative career.  Hard to 

come up with an original ideas for games, most have already been done, so very competitive work 

place.    Creating and recording digital work, such as pictures and videos. Can 

be very creative and artistic. Nope. Nope. 

 

34. female  19 and over   10 : Performing Arts    physiothearphy because i used to watch the 

bradford bulls rugby team and i used to love been able to run on pitch and help the players Clup 

rep, bar work yes, you need to look into what is needed for the job and if theres and reason not to 

take that career i.e if u want to be a vet but dont like and animal.  because its something i 

am not interested in  not sure not sure not sure not sure   not sure no i 

keep choosing something new to do, i cant stick to one career. i have a lot of things i would like to 

do 

 

35. female 17  10 : Performing Arts  because its something ive always wanted to do

 something to do with art or drama because i was good in those subjects a job in the 

performing arts industry either on stage or working backstage in make up and wardrobe i think 

you need to have a good attitude towards the career you have decided on, also need to consider if 

theres any bad pionts to the job  Performing arts, Dance and Drama  because its 

something im not intersted in  Not sure  Not sure  Music Videos - i enjoy 

watching and listening to them and would like to appear in them Digital Cameras - i haveone athome 

and like takign good photos i am a good dancer and i like acting confidence 

 

36. female 17  10 : Performing Arts   A variety of different careers were suggested to me due to 

my academic abilities and i was informed that i would succeed in anything that would require hard 

work, determination and organisation. I was thought of as a highly skilled and highly academic 

student and in their opinion i had the ability to succeed in a variety of different careers. Actor or 

working within the Arts possibly as a stage manager or company director. How much determination 

you feel you will be have after a number of years within the career and how much you want to succeed 

at your chosen career and whether or not you feel you will have promotion prospects. Another aspect 

to consider would be how well you feel you would get on with other people in your chosen career. 

 BA Hons in Acting  I do not feel that it is where my area of expertise lies and I feel that my 

talents, abilities and creativity would be better used in a more profitable and more interesting job. 

 I feel that the advantages of being a producer would be that I would be overseeing a lot of 

people and I feel that I have the ability to motivate others and that it would be the most appropriate 

use of my skills  I feel that I would like the job of animator least because I do not like Art and do 

not like drawing.   I used to be very goodat ICT and have done some editing of 

DVD's of films we have created within the performing arts department and also in experiences outside 

of college. I think I am highly motivated and hard working by nature and I think that this has 

informed the decisions I have made in life because they have reflected these facts. I think that 

anything is possible and in my opinion if anyone tries to stop me they must have a very valid reason. 

Otherwise I am unlikely to listen to them. 
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37. female 17  10 : Performing Arts  none in particular as i was unsure of what i wanted 

to do for a career. as i said before, they didn't pick a career for me. the kind of job that I am 

aiming for is Teaching. I would love to be a Drama Teacher. And an author, and actress. i think 

you should choose a career path that is right for you. you ahve to consider payment because you would 

like to know what income you have, in order to earn a living, example, pay rent.  Drama 

and English/Creative writing/Media for 3 years Post graduate course in Teachinfor a year 

 because ive necver thought about it really.  not sure  not sure  

 Drama Creative Writing Maths they are what i love doing and thats that. im confident, 

fun, out going and love to learn new things. possibaly failing university. 

 

38. female 18  10 : Performing Arts  lawyer, doctor, accountant My intelligence, 

love/respect for life, justice and i love mathematics. An actor/writer- it is where i have the most 

enjoyment and where i gain my confdence and can really be me!! Many things including: whether 

one enjoys their job, knowledge, can it provide for a family, working hours meet social aspects 

(husband, friends, family)  I havn't because growing up my brothers played many games- 

indoor and outdoor- and i enjoyed most games that required more movement other than the thumbs! I 

didn't play on video games much because i would feel drained without any exceptional physical 

performance.   enjoy 1 5- pay  am an artist- i sketch and are somewhat of a good cartoonist. 

5- can provide 1- pay 5- work 5- would find boring 1- need to provide for BIG family- many mouths 

to feed   The motion. everything discipline love, joy, mildness, peace 

compassion, kindness, meekness, and dignity always dignity NOPE I DONT THINK SO! I KNOW 

WHAT I WANT AND IM LATCHING ON TO IT WITH BOTH HANDS AND A PAIR OF TEETH!!!! 

 

39. male 19 and over  10 : Performing Arts  ict that was my gcse actor in stage 

and tv/film disabalities, and what there good at  performing arts  because 

games r the new future  it would be great to see my work in use  vergf  

  to design something from nothing and put in on public sale would be great im a 

funutgoing person no, apart from financies 

 

40. male 19 and over 10 : Performing Arts  Business and ICT. At that point of time 

those were suitable in my interest. i am aiming for a professional acting career. for stage and 

film. In near future i also might take an interest in writing and directing. for example health 

problems can be considered or learning difficilities.  performing arts  because 

its fun  as producer because an an actor i may intend to near future set up my own 

production company. namely, productions set to tour around schools. programmer i dont 

have the skills to set a programme and i have never been interested in that field of work 

 - music videos/digital animation are two subjects i would have been doing if i was not 

acting. i have a sense of images n music. i am interested in something which would interest me. i 

would go for it then. not exactly... if i choose something i would finish it because i would have the 

experiance n the training, 
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41. female 16 11 : Art and Design non really they didnt give me career suggestion

 designer of some sort   yes  art & design i think  dont really like 

using graphics on computers  of what ?  of what?   

 nothing really im very independant and serious about what i want to do nope 

 

42. female 16  11 : Art and Design  hairdresser or beautician, i chose art at the last 

minute it was the first thing i was interested in undecided what you enjoy 

 dont know yet  not interested   pay  not much variety 

in what you can do very computerised   nothing digital nothing no 

 

43. female 17  11 : Art and Design  none suggested n/a artist/designer do you 

have the skill to persue the career you have decided on are you determined enough to work at getting 

that career is it a career you would enjoy  Fine art degree  i enjoyed video games and 

was interested in the design element. developing characters, settings etc.  #NAME? 

 #NAME?    i enjoy using art programmes such as adobe photoshop for 

digital editing and have use dit quite alot for my work #NAME? NO! 

 

44. female 18  11 : Art and Design  I didnt speak to someone about careers at school 

but im aiming for a career in art because i enjoy the subject Im looking for a job in media or a 

career along the lines of art lots of dedication and commitment to maintain a suitable career that 

you enjoy pick a career that you enjoy  special effects make up  because i find 

concept art and the production of a game interesting  Animator -work includes concept 

art, which is something i find interesting -not really sure on the pay -ability to work as a team with 

mixed genders 2Programmer -decent pay  Animator -cant really think of any Programmer -not 

something i enjoy    the ability to design and create your own ideas

 im a creative person nope :) 

 

45. female 17  12 : Beauty Beauty therapy thats what i wanted to do dermatolagist

 money,weather you enjoy the job  does not intrest me  games designer 

the rest are boring  none of them appeal to me as i would find them very boring  

 i like watching music vidieos but not to do them myself none of them i am good at 

what i do    nope....!! 

 

46. female 19 and over 12 : Beauty  english  design i was good at english i would 

like to work?áas a asian bridal artist just wat you ar? á  good at and wat you wud like to do 

 n/a  n/a  n/a    n/a n/a 

 

47. female 19 and over  12 : Beauty  Beauty Hairdressing Most suitable managerhow 

much you will enjoy your job, if you are capable for the job etc  beauty therapy 

 does not intrest me  n/a n/a N/a n/a  Salon Management

 Having my own business and progressing  Enjoy managing situations academic ability 

 
                                                             
2 Gender 
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48. female 18  12 : Beauty  can not remember no managerweather you enjot it or 

not  because it is not something i would like to do being able to play games   games

 sitting in front or a pc all day    nothing determind no 

 

49. female  19 and over  13 : Accounting  Accounting, Clerical, Admin anything really I was 

goog at maths, english, and business    Chartered accountant   If you have passion for the career 

you are c hoosing, whether or not there is a limit or if it is a career you can expenad on (continuing 

professional development)   Not really that interested in computer games, only 

really use computers at work and for collegue work.  not sure dont really know much 

about the career as above sames as number 15 as above  Accounting, business 

studies   The money can get from been chartered accountant, like working woth numbers

 Enjoy working in finace and advising clients on their financial position personal difficulties ie 

might not be able to afford the studying costs, could become pregnant, work may not give you day 

release so could be difficult to get to college. 

 

50. male 19 and over 13 : Accounting done remember n/a to become a chartered accountant 

and to run my own business yes financial backing, job satisfaction, job security 

 Accountancy and finance  enjoy the elimant of designing games.  the 

ability to design games as an hobby and also to tailor a game to meet specific user requirments. 

 being able to resolve problems if game doesnt do what it is suppose to do3.   

 just being able to design a game software or website to meet a user requirment. very 

articulate, enjoy designing things. career guidence, being able to see the job in real life to give 

me a real life experiance of doing that job as in theory it may seem really interesting but in practical it 

may not be as enjoyable. 

 

51. male 19 and over 13 : Accounting     none N/A Accounting Tachnition yes, such as if 

you would be happy presuing that career, and if it will earn you a good living.  because i 

thought it would be exciting to create games that other people would enjoy to play.  you 

would create animation that other people can love to watch.  you would have to learn 

new techniques as technolegy progresses, and would have to be up o date   the fact 

that you get to create something that not everyone can do. I try to follow my relegion as much as 

posible which then can effect my choices.  

 

  

                                                             

3 Although this was listed under a question asking for disadvantages, it is not clear from the answer whether this is 

meant as a disadvantage. 
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52. male 19 and over 13 : Accounting   Beause I would like to change my career    Igot my 

Degree in sogiology since 1990 and iI have a different job which is related my profession but since I 

came to Uk Ihave Decided to study Accounting I do not have any suggestion to anyone because 

when suggest something to someone he/she will do adifferent things No idea I would like to do 

what Ihave study No  Because I do not like it  The Advantages computer 

can calculate verything if it been Programmed good  Game are pushing young people to 

be violante    Multimedia are very good because can do repport on video 

links No No 

 

53. male 19 and over 13 : Accounting Accouting Not sure Accountant If you like 

it/interested in it?  Doesn't interest me  Interesting/creative 

 Time consuming    technical no 

 

54. male  17   13 : Accounting ACCOUNTANT BECAUSE I LIKE DOING MATHS CHARTED 

ACCOUNTANT WAHT YOUR STRENGHTS ARE  ACCOUNTING  JUST A HOBBY 

PLAYING COMPUTER GAMES  LIKE MAKING GAMES  TOO MUCH WORK 

   MAKING NEW GAMES FOR PEOPLE FUN. N/A 

 

55. female 19 and over 14 : Business n/a n/a managing director ejoying the work 

1 shall be doing as 1 will be taking this career for a majority of my life  business-unsure 

which sector at the moment  Not particularly interested in this as a career 

 n/a  n.a    I have a keen interest in digital photography

 keen interest business and stock market kids 

 

56. female 14 : Business  n/a n/a n/a want to do something along the lines of 

either marketing, accounting of maybe health inspection   whether i will enjoy the line of work i will 

be doing.  either marketing or finance and accounts  never crossed my mind to 

think of anything along those lines career wise.   good pay, good career, interesting, 

fun.  alot of work included, too much time sorting things and putting them right.  

 business, science, mathematics. i really enjoy doing maths science and business and i think 

they are things that i am good at. keen interest in maths and sciences.   No 

 

57. female 19 and over 14 : Business      business. childcare so that can make you choice something.

 to work in a solicitor form. not really  LLB  NO BECASUE NEVER GOT 

INTERSTED  IT IS EASY TO DO FUN MEET LOTS OF PEOPLE YOU GET PAYED LOT 

 IT TAKES LOT OF TIME. HAVE TO DO LOTS OF RESEACH    DONT 

KNOW   YEAH MY HOBBIES NO 
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58. female 18  14 : Business  school reccommended me to take up a level maths. It was difficult and 

i did not understand the language of maths. career advisors at my last school said that i would be good 

at a job related to accountancy. because of the fact that i had good maths results,  communication 

skills. i would like to get a managing job in aviation. yes, definately. a career should be based on 

the fact that you should enjoy it and have general interest in the career.  Aviation 

technology and management (BSC)  NO INTEREST! dont know what its about 

 ive heard animators and games designers make alot. they also get alot of discounts and offers. 

 working in small teams may be a disadvantage it more fun to work in a large, diverse team 

   creativeness and art. photography is quite fun.. self confidence about 

achieving set goals. wasting time not getting work done and spending it in the wrong way. 

 

 

59. female 18 14 : Business     Business I wanted to do business. Accountant; retailing Yes, 

 Retailing,  Because I am not creative enough.  Animator and games 

designer in my opinion is very interesting job, but you have to be very creative and artistic to do the 

job. Programmers are very highly paid.  To study those subjects is quite hard and the job 

takes much time. People have to be very enthusiastic to study those subjects.  

 I am not really into IT subjects but programming seems a bit intersesting to me.  I am more 

Science person. - - 

 

60. female 16  14 : Business None no manager or admin If you enjoy the job 

 not very intrested in that sort of career  none none none none  

 things that i use in everyday life. no, i just do whatever i enjoy  if i dont achive my grades 

 

61. female 19 and over 14 : Business  If I picked other Subject then I think it would not be 

interesting. Nothing Nothing Manager or Admin Nothing  Finance  I think 

its not interesting and I would not enjoy that. Do not prefer to say  Do not prefer to 

say    Nothing yes interest 

 

62. female 19 and over  14 : Business     if i pick another course, i would go for health studies, IT or 

Beauty. law and economics  thats only courses they had at that time   manager

 yes, i think you should choose what you are interested in.  business management or 

business and accounting  dont know  not sure  not sure  

  designing i am a creative person dont like it 

 

63. Male 18   14 : Business      business managment   because i was interested in this 

career path business marketing or managment/international yes the impact of the job and also 

if there is a high want for people in the job role.  business managment/HR  beacuse 

i dont want to go into this feild of work  none none none none  

 the entertanment yes i have a business mind no 
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64. male 17  14 : Business  there was a variety of jobs suggested in school. some of them were 

public services such as ambulance but others were apprentiships with the big name companies.

 because these kind of jobs are well paid and well respected. these people are there when other 

people are in danger and well help them. i want to be a ccountant yeah. choosing a career that you 

enjoy instead of looking at the wage.  accountancy or international business 

 i have always been interested in playing video games but never in making them. the 

advantages of this is that your job will be different every day and you will have a variation of jobs to do. 

 the disadvantage will be there will be a limit of ideas that you will have and towards the end they 

may get a bit boring.    the animation side of it and the way they can make a 

ordinary shoot into something cool. i am very creative and think if given the oppurtunity i can 

prove my self to do any job i want to. i think qualifications can stop me. 

 

65. male 19 and over 14 : Business  can\'t remember can\'t remember A manager

 Yes, there should be leaflets and thing that describe the career.  business 

 i am not interested in the games industry  there will be alot of people watching the 

animation. there will bve alot of students playing the games. there will be alot of people that will get to 

the producer. well each has it\'s own advantage and they all good in their own ways. they are linked 

with each other and have the same thing. to many anitmation to create. to many games that have to be 

designed and it is hard work. to many things on the head of the producer to do. the disadvantges 

for each are similiar because they all have the same amount of work to do for each.  anything 

that is linked with business well they are not linked with business well i am intrested in 

business, so my aim is to keep my head stuck in business. no there is nothing that make me stop me 

from making my choice 

 

66. male 18 14 : Business   useful in life  accountancy business related jobs  because 

i am good with numbers and did quite well in my business and maths gcse  accountant  job 

security? job satisfaction? do i enjoy the job?   business and accounts   because 

i enjoy playing computer games and it gives me great enjoyment   Games designer 

advantages if the game is produced and put on the shelves there would be huge job satisfaction when 

the finshed product comes out it would be your ideas that are put into place, so all the other jobs are 

based around your ideas   Disadvantages of a programmer programming seems like a 

complex thing to learn and i think it would be a hard thing to grasp. i wouldnt enjoy the job as much 

because a lot of it would be to do with code.    playing computer games online 

and keeping good fitness levels at the gymim no  once i set my sight on something i am quite 

determined  no 

 

67. male 17  14 : Business   Business and IT Because i was interested in them

 Manager or admin or maybe an artist you never know :P Errrrmmm yeahhh ... u have to 

consider if you will enjoy the career  Law  Was interested in it 

 pay, work , interest in work  Time consuming, alot of comupter work  

 Boxinngggg Enjoy desighning Enjoy working with computers 
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68. male 18 14 : Business  business ICT Scieence People like them and they\'re good 

for your career as it will get you a good job. Human Resources Manager No 

 Business management, Business Law.  Not interested in computer games. 

 Games Designer Like the design of the games, the way it looks. Technical Artist

 Sometimes it has technical faults.  Sports, Law, Business. I\'ve chosen them topics 

becuase i\'m really interested in it and its my future. I love competing therefore in business i\'ll 

be a good competitor. Love playing cricket but have problem with transport sometimes. 

 

69. male  19 and over 14 : Business  didnt really have anything else in mind

 ermmmm footballer becasue im really good at football footballer if not manager of 

business ermmm location  business management  dont know really to be 

honest  i can make my own game and include explictit material tbh dont know 

anything else about the topic so dont know what to right about see question 16 see question 17 

 footballl i lovve football and im good at itt nopeee nahhh 

 

70. male 16 14 : Business   army nhs police business enterprise health care

 i guess it was easy to gain people to present lawyer education and quailifactions 

 law  because that has nothing to do with lae and business which i would like to go 

into  none none none none  none none 

 

71. male 18  14 : Business   i am also doing accounting N/A N/A   my own decision

 Accountant. this could be accounting assistant to start up with, then hopefully i am going to open 

up my accounting firm. will i be able to co-op with it?  Accounting  i really 

want to be an accountant and i am doing two courses at once therefore i have not got time. 

 interesting, creative, sounds technical. they sound interesting as you can develop new skils 

and the future will be good as most of the work is computerised dont know   

 i like music and want to make music videos with my freinds as we like to rap. i like music

 time 

 

72. male 17  14 : Business  non-other media studies such as games Because 

that was what I was interested at the time  The CEO of a large corporation What a person is 

interested in, What is a persons hobbies, how motivated they are  Something in business 

such as; International business or business/law  Because it was all based upon being 

creative and technical  dont know dont know dont know dont know 

 no dont know dont know no 

 

73. female 19 and over 2 : Interactive Media   graphic designer because i was 

intrested in art designer my skills with computer  interactive media or graphic designing 

 not much intested in it  working as a designer would be an advantage because of the 

work and pay intresting work to do alot of work to do will get tried alot and less time to 

socialize   the desinging and the creativity am a good drawer family 
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74. female 17  2 : Interactive Media  social care concept art constructive art ??? no    

concept art for games, game designer but my mind is changing to animation yes  cant 

agree yet  because i think it will be most fun and i enjoy it loads  drawing, 

learning, experience  time, etc??? dont really wana say sorry  everything

 childlike attitude, attitude towards art/design/etc my confidence 

 

75. female 16  2 : Interactive Media  Artist and Vet. Because I'm good at art and for 

work experience I worked in a veterinary place. Not sure You have to consider; how much you're 

going to get paid, how many hours you're going to have to work, if you'd be suited for the career etc.. 

 I never thought I'd be good at it.  As a games designer you would get high pay and It'd 

be something I like doing, and as a producer you'd be able to get recognition for your work. 

 If I get stuck with something like being a producer then It would be difficult to keep up with the 

long hours. As a games designer there isn't that many jobs available because many people want the 

job.    It's interesting. I'm a creative person. 

 

76. male 18 2 : Interactive Media   They didnt say anything about them    No 

they didnt do anything  I want a job maybe asa a level designer  What i enjoy and what i can do 

best   Games Design   Because i enjoy the area and would like to get into a career 

that i enjoy   The advantages, that i want these jobs for is the pay and that i would enjoy the 

job   The working hours could be the biggest part as could be long hours   

  The reason these appeal to me is because you can be creative in them and do what you want in 

the creation of them,  I can be very creative at times even though creative thoughts i have are very 

random 

 

77. male 17 2 : Interactive Media  Teacher, Artist, Graphics Designer  I am a visual person, and 

am very creative  Artist, primarily 3D Artist/Games Developer    Personal interest and talent 

  studying concept art or 3d art at *** University - Sweden   I recognize it as a fast 

growing marketing, My skills in the area are developed, and I play a lot of games   I feel I 

can bring something new to the gaming market  I am already very advanced with 3d modeling 

software and character design.  I am a creative, visual learner, and would not enjoy programming  

I feel I might be able to do it however, math is not my strong point    Career 

opportunities and I am already very familiar with the software used, so it would be more like being paid 

to do a hobby for me  Humorous, hard working, can always meet a deadline  Not really no, I 

have already got a full plan of action, and am achieving my personal goals and grades with high 

performance 

 

78. male  19 and over  2 : Interactive Media  Chemical Engineering at school At *** 

college Business analyist Studying math Physics Chemistry Alevel at school Now studying alevel 

Media & Business studies Admin Pay & my ability to do the job  Masters in 

Business studies  Not interesred in computer/video games  Pay Prestige 

 Type of work   Taking and manipulating photos enjoyment of 

photography Apathy 
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79. female  19 and over    4 : Games Development  tis the dawn of the technical age, I must 

prepare for the coming tide! the overlords were not forward in making suggestions, they resent 

the competition to govern the lives of the many as oposed to be governed by the few the 

position of my lord and master, he is unworthy of his status my rivals, i will smite whoever 

may opose me where they stand. They will be stuck n bled dry in their sleep. 

 overlordology  i can control?ápathetic minds through the use of media, they will fall 

under my grasp before you can say DIE SCUM DIE!!!! MORE POWER!!!! GIVE ME MORE 

POWER!!!!!!!! THE SCUM CRAWLS BENEATH MY FEET MOOOOOOOOOOOOOOORRRRREEEEEEEE 

PPPPPOOOOOOOWWWWWWWEEEEEEEERRRRRRRR!!!!!!!!!!!  overlordology a power 

level over 9000!!!!! my supreme divinity and overwhelming power, kneel before me pathetic 

fool!!!! choose your words wisely!!!!!
4
 

 

80. male  19 and over 4 : Games Development   None. no Artist, Or Level 

Designer. Your strengths and weaknesses, what you find interesting and if you would like doing 

the job.  Games Development.  It interests me, and i believe i will do well in 

it.  For technical artist, i would be good at it?ábecause i enjoy drawing, and have a good eye 

for detail.?áIt would also mean my ideas would help shape the game.  Disadvantages of 

being a?áprogrammer is that i have no interest in it whatsoever.   

 Creativity. Creativity, as well as enjoying creating stuff (models, levels, etc)

 weaknesses, and no interest in certain areas (programming etc) 

 

81. male 17 4 : Games Development  artist  pc programer  ict teacher money/fun

 game maker skills  game divelopment  i like games 

 make the game how thay wont it can be more creative ?á thay still have to work to a bref

 have to do things some one elses way   you can be creative i'm 

creative lack of money 

 

82. male 18 4 : Games Development  business, system controls,IT or geography. I was 

good at those subjects.   I had very good grades in those subjects and I was very good in IT technically

 animation yes, what the job invovles, how to get to that chosen carerr e.g. quiliafications, 

is it intreesting for you, will you enjoy and will this be the job you will do and enjoy for the rest of your 

career.  animation or Computer Animation and Digital SFX (BSc (Hons)) 

 it is a very interesting career path for me, I hoping that the world would create a course for 

games and I have always been named by animation so it has been a definte choice. ?á  i think 

being an animator would be a defintie advantage becuase, ive studied quite a bit on thwe subject, but 

my brain needs refreashing! --- working with a team of idiots and workings hours! ---- 

 i love 3D, anyhting digital, i love desgined new computer games (ones i have come up with) and 

ive laready said i love animtion becuase to me they are all interesting factors of media. no not 

really grades 
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83. male 19 and over 4 : Games Development   Information on all careers were 

available To show how many, supposed, ""open doors"" were available to us. 3D Modeller  

Level Designer  Game Producer Location of Employment  Salary  Self-Employment  Enjoyable? 

 Game Design  3D development course or whatever course covers these areas  Im an 

avid gamer and have a creative mind - I believe the industry offers careers I will enjoy and gain success 

in. Games Designer  Creative control  Valued Input  Good Salary  Ability to experiment with new 

ideas The position of Games Designer may come with a high level of responsiblity, but the creative 

freedom involved in generating game concepts and moulding ideas, whilst working with like minded 

individuals. Programmer  Difficult and challenging workload Programmers face high levels of 

work when creating a game. Having to write mass amounts of coding in short spaces of time it is a 

highly pressured position.   The creative element and the skill required to 

succeed at generating 3D work or games etc. Not really Conscience  Society  Government  

Misery  Chaos/Causality  Desire  Specifically the desire for unregulated and unmediated FREEDOM! 

 

84. male 18  4 : Games Development  IT soppourt i was really good with computers

 level designer  animater  moldeler  owner of a game company. what you like doing.  will 

you enjoy the job when you are doing it.  game?á develpoment  play games are 

all i ever do and i find the video/computer games industry intersting.  ??? pay ??? 

intersecting ??? college work ainmators get payed alot of money. it is somwthing that i have always 

wanted to do. and at college it is really what i am doing as a course. ??? cant draw ??? hard to 

understan codes ??? cant lead a group of people and tell them what to do. i have never been able to 

draw in my life. i hate when i have to codes to make thing to work and then try to rember them.?á and i 

am very shy and a cant make desicion.   ??? Digital images ??? Web design ??? 3D 

design ??? Computer Game Design i really like to play vidoe games and i enjoy ainmating things.

 No 

 

85. male 18 4 : Games Development  ?á Ict in general was suggested to me. Because 

Ict was my stongpoint at school..ie: spreadsheets, presentation and other documents. Although i 

enjoyed gaming and games development. I am aiming to be a games designer or 3d modeller, 

aslong as i enjoy my work i dont mind Whether you enjoy it in the long run, the income and the 

hours.  Games development  Because i have a strong and enthusiastic 

approach to creating games.3 Animator - Create what you want and how you want it. Work closely 

with 3d modelers.  Producer - The producer would get bigger income than the rest of the job 

descriptions. Animator - Would be very good pay as it is a major?ápart to play in creating a game. 

Until the completion of the game the hours may be stressful and long. Producer - You get to overview 

the whole project and guide other doin thier particular jobs. Producer - If something goes 

wrong then you are the person to take the fall for it for not doing the job correctly.  Animator - Until 

the completion of the game the hours may be stressful and long.    The 

creativity of the subjects my creativity and attention to detail on models. Lack of money 

and time. 
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86. male 17 4 : Games Development something to do with computer?á because i was doing very 

well in my ICT leasons creating 3d players on the computer or making a level no 

 i find it fun and i?áfind it Interesting?á  Animator?áis something i find fun  Games 

Designer. it would be cool to see a game on sale in the shop that you made. if i know what i am doing 

then i find it fun. if i walk in to a shop and see the top salong game is something i desined

 Technical Artist. i am not a very good at drawing  Programing is a very hard job to do  

  Computer Game Design, Web design, 3D design?á ?á?á ?á i love games it takes 

me a long time to come up with an idea 

 

87. male 18  4 : Games Development  Apprentership in either Plumbing or Electrical

 Because when i left school at first i wanted a more hands-on job and did not want to be sitting in 

an office  I am hoping to go to universtity doing Criminology or Criminology and pschology  

Whether you will enjoy it as of course you are going to be doing it for many more years   

Criminology, Criminology and Pschology or Criminal Justice  Because the computer games 

industry has always interested me but after studying this course i have realised that it is not for me 

  I enjoy digital graphics editing photography especially using programmes like photoshop and 

illustrator  Not sure..  Medical and also the amount of money you need to spend to go 

through university 

 

88. male  19 and over  4 : Games Development  nothing in particualer n/a 3d 

modeller what your natural abilities are.  3d modelling  i spend all my life 

playing video games and would love to make video games  producer- love to be in charge of 

producing a game you have full control of what happens.  cant think of any   

 making games  designing models n/a no 

 

89. male  19 and over 4 : Games Development  i was suggested to work in a nursing home 

being a kitchen assistant it was because i said i liked caring for elderly and i loved cooking   

 to be honest im not sure what part of games development i want to do yet yeah?áweither 

your going to 100% like that career path  story line  its because i like playing 

games   adventage is that it maybe sometihng you like  ?á 

 adventage is that it maybe sometihng you like  disadventage could be you wont get paid as much 

has they job you dislike    thye look fun to do and with the music video i have 

exsperience like being in a band yeah on what i do in my spare time like playing video gamesandbeing 

in a band nope 
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90. male 18 4 : Games Development  did not recieve much carrers advice at school. Mum 

suggested Horticulture but i changed to computer games as I was better at it and have played games 

since i was young Creative and enjoy it Level editor something creative hours of work, 

pay, if you have the skills knowledge,  games design  I enjoy it and have a good 

knowledge of subject. I would be doing something I would enjoy doing and making money 

 I might end up worrying about it and would have to work long hours. Rushing to get games 

completed in time.    I like computer games and all those things would be 

interesting to make my own movies which i could make in to a game. I try ato have a good 

imagination which helps. I might find something else I enjoy more I may also not like coping 

with the long hours. 

 

91. male 18 4 : Games Development Pet groomer, prosthetic limb maker, scaffolding putter upper.

 Because they\'re asses. Not sure yet hoping during the time i\'m on the course i\'ll decide.

 Income,income,income!  Not sure.  Because it would rock. 

 Game Designer: Because your are the drive in creative force and because you get to take 

responsibility and initiative.  Pressure and time consuming.   

 It\'s something that has always interested me. I\'m charming and I hafve ideas. TIme 

and money constraints. 

 

92. male  19 and over 4 : Games Development  Teaching thats about it because they 

have no imagination of life Games developing or teacher. make sure you get the right idea of 

what you want before you go for your dreams.  Games Developement  Because 

it is creative fun and a good challenge.  Creative. I want to try and do the most 

creative subject. hard The hardest things like programming are too time consuming.  

 Design because i have so many good ideas and i know lots abots about drawing i can draw and i 

can plot ideas easily. No 

 

93. male 18 4 : Games Development  nope games devleopmetn  doctoring course  

lawyers course nope a job that i can get me?áinto a games development company nope 

 btec first deploma in games development  becasue i have always been interested in 

games and how they are created  good pay  fun to do  easy to create a game if you know what 

your doing  boring at times  to tired to work after doing it a last day   

 nothing nope nope 

 

94. male  19 and over 4 : Games Development   No careers were suggested.

 My school was rubbish. Manager. Interests, Skills.  3D modelling, 

Programming.  I'm interested in games.  Pay. Pay is an advantage. Work.

 I'm not very good at art that's why the artist is the least.   I enjoy computer 

games so games design is something i've always wanted to do and am interested in. Since starting the 

course i am interested in the 3D design/modelling aspects of the course. Being interested in games.

 I'm lazy. 
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95. male 18 4 : Games Development  the ones i desier most. i.e. i made my choise without 

listen to advicers wasnt listening to them Animator thoughtfulness 

 3Danimation or something relevant  because i am game addicted 

 my own prerogotith ( spelling mistakes ) my own prerogotith ( spelling mistakes ) my own 

prerogotith ( spelling mistakes ) my own prerogotith ( spelling mistakes )  my interests

 my hobbies my grades 

 

96. male 17 4 : Games Development  I wanted to become more familar with the kind of 

software I would need to know about to obtain a job in the media industry. Nothing in particular was 

suggested however the Idea of magazine designer, or any kind of designer does sound appealing.

 N/A I am aspiring to become a designer, hopefully putting my creative abilities into any kind 

of visual (be it still or moving) media. The only main factor is what you want to become, money etc 

need no consideration, because as long as you enjoy your job you are trully successful. 

 Any media related course, by achieving a degree I've got an increased chance of getting the job I 

want, I have already applied for some media degree's for next year which include, New Media and 

Television and Media.  I have thought about how this course can pull me into a more 

technical side of the media industry, but this course was never supposed to take me that was, only to 

aid me as one of the step to my dream job, however I would consider working with computers 

(something I wouldn't of done before my course) I understand computers more then I once did. 

 Games Designer  Advantages -?áControl, Pay, Creative Outlet.  Programmer Advantages -

?áRecognition (Via Credits), Good Pay.  ?á Games Designer  Been a games designer mainly 

appeals to me, because I understand most aspects I would need to, and love to be incontrol, one might 

argua that the producer has similar control, but in certain means of thinking surely they're just allowed 

to think they're in charge.  Programmer  Been a programmer could be appealing to some people 

because of its standardness, what I mean is if you know how to do it, you never really have to learn 

anything else, it there and has to be done, so for someone who doesn't mind doing it, I can see the 

appeal. Games Designer  Disadvantages - Responsibility, Big Task.  Programmer ?áDisadvantages 

- Complex Work, More Thinking Based (Rather then Creative) Games Designer  I have had a 

previous tutor warn us that the Games Designer doesn't quite get the recognition that they deserve, 

however I take that with a pinch of salt. It's an important job and so your left with alot of deadlines and 

responsibilities, however if you can handle it.  Programmer  I wouldn't properly know how to do this 

task, I imagine that you need to be a patient and uncreative, I'm not saying this job is beneath me, but 

the idea of sitting on a computer all day doing 'Basically' the boring work, is somewhat gruelling. 

 The main appeal from all of the selected above derieves from control and creative outlet, I've 

always loved showing off my creative potential, which is why I couln't imagine working behind a desk.

 I have always been somewhat of a control freak, since the age of five, I've craved the desire to 

boss people around, my motivation (for me) is always switched on, and once I have a deadline nothing 

else matters until it's finish before the due date if so be it. I believe this quality is passed on through my 

leadership status, and hopefully it help other people to be around it. Quite Frankly nothing 

short of a meteorite falling from the sky is going to stop me from achieving the things I want from my 

life. 
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97. male 18 4 : Games Development   Did not have any suggested  ---------  Admin  

nope   ComptureNetworks   ------  ------  -----------  

   Games  ---- 

 

98. male  19 and over 4 : Games Development   too long ago for me to remember

 n/a admin maybe hours and pay    cause i thought it was 

good till i started this course  not sure  not sure   they seem fun

 lol lol 

 

99. male  19 and over 4 : Games Development dont know cant remember no i dont

 designer / soldier grades and inthusiasem  i havent had the chance to good as 

working in a team working with others and making decisions together dont like be the boss as a 

team telling them what to do and how to do it   creating games, designing the 

levels and charactors everything else no i dont yes, my grades 

 

100. male  18 4 : Games Development  music tec  games deveolpment i like music and 

play guitar  games interested me producer yes, money, the facilites and how far away from 

home it is  music tec  it sounded fun but now i have changed my mind 

 all of them will be?áhigh pay  programme will, not be as interesting as the rest 

   digital animation will be very fun whatever, interests me the most grades 

 

101. male 19 and over 4 : Games Development   ICT guy ICT was my best subject

 Something in media and entertainment Many things  Dont know 

 Cause it sounded interesting  Stuff  Things  Creativity n/a Being 

pessimistic 

 

102. male 18 4 : Games Development  Admin, Acounting, IT, business finance in 

school my strongest subjects were science, maths and business, because of this careers most suitable 

and achievable based on my GCSEs were sugested graphics designer, game designer if what you 

desire to do is realistic  either graphics design or game design  games have been 

a hobby of mine for along time so I have often thought about making the games I play better so in this 

industry I can get a chance to do so  being apart of a fast developing industry, the jobs for 

this industry can be found in many different countries giving a a great deal of opertunates 

 the course itslef is difficult to grasp and takes quite along time to?ábe good enough?áto?áwork 

for?áa top range games company    they two are closely tied to my 

hobbies music, movies and games no I have other hobbies besides these 3 so the only reason for 

me choosing what I have for my career plan is because I think I have a better chance in the media 

industry than careers involving my other hobbies my GCSE grades arent at the level I want it to be but 

i had no career plan back then so the results I have limit me in the A levels I can take and the 

Universitys that I can apply to 
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103. male  19 and over 4 : Games Development Computer Analyst, Construction, fitness & health.

 My choices aswell QA Testing Money, Working enviroment,  Its 

something I enjoy doing and would like to do it as a career once I've finished the course 

 Pay, Enjoyable, mostly males probably5, colleagues would have some of the same intrests as me 

 travelling, cost of travelling    games   I'm a very progressive 

person and I know what I want. Family 

 

104. male 18 4 : Games Development  I told them that I was intrested in ICT and working on 

cars. So they told me that I can join for a media studies course or a mechanics course. Becuase?áI told 

them what my intrest\\\\\\\'s were. Something in ICT and something I like for example I enjoy 

Graphics Design Yeah you need good qualifications, good all round skills for any job. 

 Graphics Design or something in ICT  Pay, Work The pay should be good 

and the work should be enjoyable Not Sure Not sure  Not Sure Not Sure Yeah I agree with 

this Strongly : P   Noot Sure 

 

105. male  18 4 : Games Development  none nope 3D Modeler, or Musician the right 

informantion  Games Design or Games Technology.  because i have liked 

games since i was young. and i like 3D modeling. Pay, Prestige, work.  Colleagues 

   i like to subjects. nope education, time, money. 

 

106. male 17  4 : Games Development  Study Law, Acedemic Courses They say I have 

the ability and knowledge, etc.. to do these. Digital Art Anything to do with console repair / 

programming (Nintendo mainly) Company Founder.. Ability, relevance, opportunity. 

 So much fun - It's the kind of thing I would enjoy and Like to do.  1. Get to use my OWN 

ideas and influences and become a figure of authority.. 2. Again get to use my own ideas, etc.. But this 

time get credited for the game. 3. Opportunity to expand knowlegde of how games work and more 

importantly WHY. 4. Learn how the link between graphics and programming comes into play, get to use 

skills to create some extra effects, etc. 5. Get to show off skills and demonstrate your own ideas as well 

as working to a set project. Good money..  1. Not as much credit for your efforts, if problems 

arise, it i usually yo who it all falls upon. 2. If the game is not a hit and is slated by the press/consumers, 

your reputation will be at stake - not a good thing. 3. Long and strenuous work - can be quite boring at 

times. 4. again, can be long and tiring work but also you have little say in what images look like and can 

be hard to adapt/ link into a sequence. 5. Set work - must stick to set guidelines whilst being creative - a 

very hard thing to do (but a great skill.....)    I'm good with digital imagery and 

as such like having a 'play' with images, etc.. Am highly skilled with PS and with a Camera and can do 

things well.. Have a good understanding of how things work and can apply my own ideas to see what 

would work out best for me at the end of the day. Grades... Physical Fitness? (Hobbies - Rugby) 
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107. male 19 and over 4 : Games Development   I wasn\'t advised on any careers  N/A  

Games Designer  Where you will live and family   Games Design   Because 

it is interesting and Iwould like to have a creative job   Creativity, Being able to have my 

ideas made into something, having teams of people to work with   Long hours  

   They are all creative and require specific skills  I like to create things and have a 

vivid mind    Family issues, pay 

 

108. male 19 and over 4 : Games Development  graphic artist. i have a huge interest in 

art and things of a creative nature. artist your personal interests have to be considered and 

the opportunities that are available to you without stretching ones abilities too much or to aim to high 

with realistic consideration.  the games industry is highly creative and produces some of 

the most inspiring artist work to date. the industry utilises a series of mediums to translate to the 

players of the games. this wide range of mediums and the limitless creativity.  working with 

other people in a creative situation as a techinal artist or even as a programmer would be an 

advantage.  the pay rate would be less for my highest job choice and my lowest as these are 

lower ranking jobs in the pay rate heirachy within the games industry. and also the hours would be a 

disadvantage with long working hours.   i like the creativity that computer game 

design would allow, i also feel that this would allow me to take an artists approach which i am much 

more comfortable with. i have a very artist outlook on all projects and i always strive to be creative and 

as original as i can be. no. 

 

109. male 19 and over  4 : Games Development  None N/A Engrineer, designer

 do you like the area and do you enjoy it.  Civil and structure engineering, 2d and 3d 

animation  i like the animation and 3d modelling that is involved in creating a game 

 pay is advantage  N/A N/A  i like the tecnical detail that is needed to 

create a 3d model and the to animate the model i think that because i like detail and that i like using 

computers this is a great advantage no 

 

110. male 19 and over 4 : Games Development  dealer more money any no 

 i am doing it now  money and make games  dont no... ..................

 ................ ...............   ... ........ ....... 

 

111. male 16 4 : Games Development  what ever u are good at no like those

 yh if you will enjoy it  dont no  becuase?ácould be good at it 

 dont no dont no dont no dont no   no no no 

 

112. male 17 4 : Games Development  Computer Programmer  I expressed interest in the area.  

Programmer  Interests   Computer Programming   Interest   

Interesting, challenging   Long hours, stressful     Creative work

 n/a  Personal ability and intelligence, motivation 
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113. male 16 4 : Games Development Computer technichian  Games Designer N/A Story 

developer Grades  Work load  I have always had an intrest in the games industry?á 

ever since i played games on the playstaion1 to the xbox 360 and?ái hope?áto submit a story that goes 

into a game and hopefully that game would become popular and big companies would recognise my 

talent and offer to hire me.  The pay for most games industry jobs is more than suitable  I 

would hope to meet loads of new people who have the same intrests as me male or female  The work 

could be hard but worthwhile if the game is popular when it is complete  Work hours are 

sometimes long    The graphics and music blend together to create a 

cool and fun animation/game/video I am very cooperative and have a very powerful imagination  

 

114. male 18 4 : Games Development  Chemical Engineering   I picked this carrer 

before I started games Deveopement because I was liked doing Chemistry and ICT. I then changed my 

mind because I enjoy doing this type of career more. Games Designer, Story Development

 You need to be good and satisfied?áat the particular area you want to do and most of all you 

need to enjoy it.  Games Design, Sotry Development, Computer Science 

 Because i like playing games and I am really intrested on how it is being created in the industry. 

 Good Pay, Travel around, good work hours, enjoy working The reason I picked Games 

Designer as my first choise is because I like designing on the computer and also the pay?áis very good. I 

am currently looking out for a sandwish course at *** University. Competetion The only 

disadvantage I can think of is that there will be?áa lot of competition in the industry in this particular 

area.   Intresting, something new to me, creative, imaginative I like being 

creative and imaginative and also enjoy working on the computer. No 

 

115. male 16 4 : Games Development  Jobs such as banking and such that sounded boring 

and I had no interest in they were easy to describe and understand, most the teachers were not very 

good I'd like to be a story writer for games you'd have to remember you'll do be doing it for the 

rest of your working life so it would have to be something you enjoy  Its a subject I've been 

interested in for some time  pay  good demand for them  get to be creative 

 maybe long hours  May have to work a story for something you have no interest in/dislike 

   they are interesting personal interest in the subjects If I'm not 

motivated my working pace pretty much grinds to a stop, I get bored easily and I have a short temper 

with people 
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116. male 18  4 : Games Development  Dentistry/Medicine Because i was interested 

in those areas for a couple of years Games Designer make sure its the right career that i want to 

go into  Games Designer, animator or story development  because its a 

career that i would very much enjoy and be very interested in  (highest) Games Desginer 

- enjoy designing game concepts with story , when getting a job as a games designer the money would 

be good. also the gaming world does seem to be not affected by the current currency crisis  (lowest) 

Technical Artists - im ok in drawing but to drawing. if i wasnt able to get the preferred job, this would 

be the last thing i would like to get into games design - i do this unit in games development and i 

really enjoy this unit more than any other units. i also seem to be doing much better in this unit than 

others  technical artist - also linked with games design because there has to be some sort of art when 

designing a game. also i dont have to be a good drawer to be an artist Games Design - less 

chance of getting the job  Technical artist - not my strongest area games designer - lots of poeple 

seem to head into that area so there would be a lot of people applying for this profession so less 

chance of me getting a job as a games designer  technical artist- because it isnt my strogest area and if i 

did get a job as a technical artist i wouldnt enjoy   its something that i would enjoy 

doing and also getting a job as being a gamnes designer or 3d designer determined to do the job 

and also enjoyment in those areas main hobby is sports so thta could interfeer in career wise 

there may not be any companies that would want to empoly peole in those areas because there are 

too many people in that area 

 

117. male 17 4 : Games Development  i told them what i wanted to do, they just gave me 

advise on how to reach it. because they were fools that i had to tell what to do! story developer, 

director. skills and interets  because its what i enjoy doing.  ll l

 l l l l l l 

 

118. male 16 4 : Games Development  it becouse i enjoyed it managerno 

 it  theres a lot of money involved pay colleagues  work  

  im interested in games design i enjoy computer games location and pay 

 

119. female  19 and over 5 : IT Practitioners (Business & IT)  IT Good job Good Pay

 ICT Consultant. Working in the IT department/Manager Yes. Where your career is going to 

take you in the future and how well it works.  ICT Management  Do not want to 

go into that industry  Producers-Good Pay , Hard working job Producers-It is good to get 

a good pay when working. Hard working job- Working as a producer you would work hard. Games 

designer-Not a very good pay , Boring job   - - Yes. I like to work on 

computers and would like a career in IT. No there is nothing that would change my mind about my 

future career 
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120. female 17   5 : IT Practitioners (Business & IT)   ict physical eductaion they 

were they best subjects or me as i was good in them manager/adim what would you like doing 

24/7 if its going to be your career in the future beacuse if its not then there no point in doing it unelss 

its something you enjoy doin 24/7  ict business  beacuse i dont find this 

subject interseting and i think that its boring. i would not want to do this as a career. 

 animator- creative very interseting on how animations are made fun  games designer- i 

find it boring and complicated wouldnt like this as my future career. not very good pay  

  music videos appeal to me beacuse i enjoy listen to music and i like to music industry its 

very interseting digital animation would be very creative job to do. digital camcorders would also be an 

intersting subject to pick. no no i dont think there is i would like to do this as an career. 

 

121. female   19 and over 5 : IT Practitioners (Business & IT)  i came from Pakistan, where tutors 

really don't suggest career for students but studying at the *** College i got proper advise to make 

future brighter. at the college, they suggested the IT courses as i already done some of courses 

before and i was still interseting doing futher studies in IT section. i would be looking for banking jobs 

or teaching in schools as these are my focus areas. no  IT  i am not very 

interseting in video/computer courses.  wage position prestige firstlly, programmers get 

good wages and position to work within a company. secondlly, i like to establish my future wihtin the 

same subjects whihc i studied. disadvantages for producer and programmer are that i don't like to do 

anything matching wiht these choices, secondly, i will not be able to work in these feilds as a good staff 

memeber because i don't like doing that kind of work.   N/A i choose web 

desinging as in the future if start my own business i can easily create website for my comapny. 

depending on the business, other two choices can help me to develop my skills. i need to 

continue my studies to make my future from better to best. nothing really stopping to achive 

my hobbies and career because i have full support from my family. 

 

122. female  19 and over   5 : IT Practitioners (Business & IT)  computer teacher i think, 

because i am good in computer and also good skills to explain things to others. admin,IT teacher

 which subject you: like ,interested or enjoy.  IT  because i don\'t like 

games.  Programmer: good pay, states  people can go the wrong way like 

haker    i like to be a web designer. teacher money or family condition 

 

123. female 19 and over  5 : IT Practitioners (Business & IT)  Fine Art Travel and tourism 

Accounting I went to the career advisor for advise and they asked me about my intrest then i have 

chosen IT for my career. because i was intrested in them. Admin, i think we have to 

consentrate on what we want to do and what we are best in so we can chose better career for 

ourselves.  At the moment i am doing IT so i would like to do degree in any field of IT. 

 because i am not really intrested in games.  animator: intrest in working by practicels 

 lack of confidence doing some of the courses and also dont really have intertest.  

 i like to do practical work and i am intrested in doing work by using images and create some 

thing. i have chosen IT as career because i think i am better in IT then any other subject. finance. 

it would be problem if i have to travel to any other city and live which is far from my home to fulfil my 

choises. 
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124. female  19 and over 5 : IT Practitioners (Business & IT)  when i was at school i was told 

that i wouldnt be able to have a career in any special area and i was told i would just do normal work.

 i thinl they told me that because i needed support as i found school life difficult and constantly 

being bullied affected my school work. i am aiming to be a concept artist i think that if you have 

your heart set on a career and you are determined to reach that goal you need to consider what you 

need to have and do in order to be prepared for any situations you may find yourself in. 

 if i decide to go to university i have an idea of going back to art and design because i want to be 

able to perfect my drawing skills. but i am also thinking about a games dev degree  at the 

beginning of this course i was nervous that i wouldnt be able to do the work as i didnt have a clue 

about games
6
 and i was so close to quitting but now i know as much as my brother does and games are 

my hobby and past time.  being an artist gives you the chance to be creative and helps 

you to develop your skills and also your understanding of art and the world around you. it also lets you 

change the way you think about art in genral and also how you can define your own work. basically 

being an artist can mean wether you are cut out for the job or if you dont fit. you need to be creative 

and have a wild imagination and the ability of observation the disadvantages of being an artist are that 

if you have a lot of scenery and plot to sketch and develop in a certain amount of time then you might 

find it hard to finish for the deadline   well i love to listen and watch music videos 

and because i can sing i have always had a passion for music. if i could become a professional singer i 

would do that instead but i feel more useful to the games industry. i believe that if you make a choice 

you should stick to it no matter what and i also believe that you should never take for granted the 

things you have so this has an impact on me and i use the heads or tails format. if i flip a coin then the 

winning side is my decision. for me its the health part that stops me from doing the choices i want 

because i for the last couple of years i have been ill tso much that i have had times where i have nearly 

had to leave college i somehow overcome hings to be here and i have had to sacrifice so much in order 

to stay here but i suppose they have been worth the risks. 

 

125. male 17  5 : IT Practitioners (Business & IT)  Pharmasist Engineer Police Officer 

Accountant IT Technician Probably because they were interesting to me. Administrator 

Technician What you enjoy doing and what you dislike, os that way you wont regret anything that 

you done in the past.  Information Tachnology - Systems Support  I find it an 

interesting career, but i takes alot of time out of you because you need to edit things that go wrong 

which usually takes long.  Interesting  Takes alot of time out of you, 

which means you'll get more stressed and tired.    watching music videos, 

how all the video have the effect etc i explore this alot advice from others 

 

  

                                                             
6 Possibly games development student who chose wrong course on list? 
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126. male 18 5 : IT Practitioners (Business & IT)  I don't know. I.T. Because I told 

them I would like to do I.T. Office job. I reckon you'd have to like what you were doing but 

not really liked as it will become too common to you and it will turn boring.  I.T. 

 I was looking in the college course book at all the I.T. courses and this was one.  Highest 

(Producer): Pay, work. Lowest (Technical Artist): Pay, work.  Highest (Producer): 

Gender mix, colleagues. Lowest (Technical Artist): Gender mix, colleagues7.   The I.T. 

involved. Yes, I like computers. 

 

127. male 17 5 : IT Practitioners (Business & IT)   IT, Business, Webdesign no

 Admin, manager no  IT and Business  because it sounded good, i thought 

i might be able to get more experience.  i would prefer to be a programmer because i got 

much knowledge in this.  i wouldn't really prefer game designer because i have never 

looked into it for real, i always have been just guessing what it is    Web 

design no no 

 

128. male 17 5 : IT Practitioners (Business & IT)   teacher professional footballer ICT and 

Business  i had skills to succeed in all the departments mentioned above. an technician, 

admin, programmer choosing the right subject. theres no point getting a degree in certain subject 

and not continuing the subject futher.   ICT  not intrested  pay, 

mix, colleagues if you want a job you have to make sure that you can work around the people 

around you. you have you make sure you mix, and the pay is good enough for you to accept the job.

 work, ,colleguages. the work load could be too much to handle with the deadline set. you 

might not be able to work with the colleagues.   the thought used in the images 

and the videos, also in the websites. Not sure. not having time to pursue the career you 

want, or not being able to get the career you liked. 

 

129. male 18 5 : IT Practitioners (Business & IT)  Plumbing, Joinery, Painting and decorating

 Because the trades were in demand at the time. Office job whether you are going to 

be totally commited?, whether it's the right choice for you?    I like playing 

games and have always been intrigued in how the development of games happens.  highest - 

pay, opportunties, collogues the pay for games designers at a good company would be rewarding 

and the prestige of being a games designer would help in future job opportunities job opportunties.

 could well be offered jobs at companies that are not worth your skills   the 

chance to create a video which can be used for a music star and to say you actually created it. great 

imagination. confidence in my decisions 

 

  

                                                             

7 Repeats possible answers for every question so no usable answer 
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130. male 18 5 : IT Practitioners (Business & IT)  army games development i.t and business 

music because i wanted to do them and they helped choose the right things to do. Admin or 

programmer pay, work place, friendly staff  I.t  Because im addicted to 

games. what can i say^^)  work because i find it very intresting. timing work 

would probably be on a time scale and i might fall behind:(   web design because of 

having something that you have created for the help of another person. Computer game design 

because i loooooooove computer games^^) Digital cameras because i like taking photos, and editing 

them is fun to. Not really yeh, actually being able to do them. 

 

131. male  19 and over 5 : IT Practitioners (Business & IT)  motor mechanics because of my 

capability and intrest to work manualy and my intrest towards mechanics admin consultant or 

maneger for a related busniss Yes reserch and support and also the passion towards the career that 

you have chosen  System Support  because I have an intrest in computer 

games and also have an intrest in how graphics on games are produced  Fun to do and 

intresting n/a n/a n/a  n/a n/a My abillity to work under pressure 

and meet deadlines n/a 

 

132. male  17 5 : IT Practitioners (Business & IT)  IT Practitioner   Enjoy working on 

computers Admin Are you capable of the desired job?  Something to aim for and 

to show  Enjoy workin with games and testin them out  dont know =[ 

   Working on developing games and creating animations enjoy playing and 

testic games ... also creative nope 

 

133. male  19 and over 5 : IT Practitioners (Business & IT)  Teaching and Business Because 

i am a very business minded person, and i like sharing information. Manager, or teacher.

 Wage/Salary, Hours worked, Location.  Business.  Because gaming 

is a very large part of my life, and i would like to take part int he creation of great games. 3

 Highest - Pay, Prestige, Colleagues. The pay for Games Designers can reach high levels at a good 

company, and the prestige that come with being a great games designer is almost celebrity, the 

colleagues at a games company would also be interesting as far as being a good influence on my choice 

of games, and would also have the same interests as me and and would probably make good friends.

 Gender Mix The gender mix of the gaming industry is not great at the moment, as the 

industry seems to be fronted by mainly male stereotypes8.   Digital Animation 

- Since i was very young i have been using flash animation to create video games and movies, i find it 

quite simple and interesting. Multimedia DVD design - I\'ve been creating multimedia DVDs for years, 

because me and a friend have been making DVDs of our various exploits over the years, and i have 

become quite adept at creating excellent looking DVD menus, with hidden easter eggs and different 

menus for each topic. Computer Game Design - I\'ve been making amateur games for quite some time, 

using programs such as flash and RPG maker, but i would love to give real games design a try. I\'m a 

very creative and broad minded person, who enjoys a wide range of video games. Procrastination. 

 

                                                             
8 Gender 
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134. male  19 and over 5 : IT Practitioners (Business & IT)   Plumbing, JoineryBecause 

it was something I wanted to do at first n/a Grades Doesent interest me  Good 

game play  Gets boring    Things to do with computers   

Not really  

 

135. male 16 5 : IT Practitioners (Business & IT)   it technition because i was 

interested in computers managerwhether you're interested in the career  not sure 

 because i play a lot of games during my free time  pay, freedom, ideas because 

the game designer has a lot of responsibility so they are sort of in charge of the operation very bad 

at drawing may prove to be a disadvantage due to the poor artistic skills in drawing  

 Games. my interest and knoledge of games and computers 

 

136. male 18 5 : IT Practitioners (Business & IT)   IT Engineering Photography

 interasting and good jobs something in IT If the careers matches you personality or what you 

can cope with or even which you think is most interasting.  IT  because I enjoy 

working on computers and aslo i have good computer skillls  pay work fun colleagus 

interasting  to much work not enough time at home with family hard work need lots of 

pactice    web design i like to go on the computer in my social 

time and also i like to play computer games If i fail my course or get fed up with it 

 

137. male  16 6 : Systems Support a career in P.E. as a teacher or assistant a career in ICT.

 they was the subjects that i shown potential in. and did well. I aint too sure about that yet and 

am hoping that this course will show my strengths and weaknesses. You need to make sure you enjoy 

doing the carrer at stake. and also make sure that it is the right choice for you.  ICT 

System Support  I enjoy the idea of making and playing games, i think they are an 

import part of the future and are developing at a drastic rate, this shows that this would be a decent 

career to get into  The enjoyment of doing the job and also the amount of pay beeing 

received  not beeing skilled, not enjoying the work that i am doing.   

 i love doing practicle work, so beeing involved in music, 3D and game design sounds like i would 

enjoy this type of job. i get along with people and love working aside of people. family issues, 

location. 

 

138. male  18 6 : Systems Support    ICT based jobs  because i am good at ict 

and i have a passion for it   ict technician or professional hacker  the effect on my lifestyle 

 never found it interesting   the pay and the type of work   the hours would 

not be suited to me its requires alot of personal time     the idea of being 

able to capture images of daily life and make them look good  i have a keen attention to detail  

the stupid mistakes that i have made in life 
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139. male 18 6 : Systems Support  no careers was suggestin in this subject n/a

 hardware / software technition the type of job and what is involed within that job position in 

important to look into when applying for a job  computer hardware / software support 

 i have always been interested in gaming and how they work but i would not like to do this as a 

career. although i would like to learn about this subject, i would not make it my full time activity. 

 cant think of at this time  cant think of at this time   again, i have 

always been interested in gaming and the design work that goes into them 

 

140. male  18 6 : Systems Support  Either goig into a carrer with ict or english literature 

and language. this is because i did well in my ict and english subjects. im aiming to have some 

kind of job to do with ict either on the technical side of a computing job. You need to decide 

weather you are interested in the carrer you would want to be in, do some work experiance before 

hand to see weather you would like and enjoy working in the career you would like to choose for 

yourself.  I would want to choose a subject to do with ict or english literature and 

language as i am good in these areas.  This is becasue i think i would enjoy ding something 

different but still using a computing side of it.  animation is interesting and would be 

exciting to learn, games designing would be great becasue i enjoy playin games and would like to see 

the designin part of it all.  technical artsist doesnt really come accross as something that 

sounds exciting and that i would enjoy doing.    what appeals to me is the 

designing side of each subject. weather i would like to do that kind of work, if i would enjoy it, if i 

would be interested in it. either if you choose to get into a sports carrer, that could stop me 

from doing the ict carrer that i may want to persue. 

 

141. male  19 and over 6 : Systems Support   Nothing to be honest.  N/A  

Software Programmer  Everything. Whether or not you have an innate interest in the subject/area 

you\\\'re aiming to pursue a career within; money isn\\\'t necessarily everything.   

Computing / Computer Science  Doesn't interest me   Work satisfaction  

Something I\\\'d enjoying doing on a daily basis, as long as the superiors were flexible with the work. 

I.e. letting us code how we want to.  Working to tight deadlines.  Can become stressful 

  Programming (software, not game software) and networking  Interesting and technical!  I like 

the technical side of things  No 
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142. male  19 and over   6 : Systems Support  n/a I was given a few options, futher 

education, working and apprentiships. I could stay on at school or go to college for my futher 

education. They asked me what i would like to do in the future. and these were what was availble 

to me. As a computer tecnician and progress up the ladder. Yes, you need to decide to do 

something in the future that you will enjoy doing, rather than being stuck in a job that you dont like or 

isnt going to get you anywere.  ICT System Support (networking)  I find it an 

interesting career, but needs alot of time and patience to progress in this career. 

 Intersting Everything is different when programming. Takes alot of stress and time with 

long hours If something isnt done right, alot of time and effort has to be put in making it right, this 

will mean working late hours.   Watching a music video, how all the videos have 

been made with the backgrounds and effects and colours. I like to explore and try different things. 

sometimes i may make a mistake, but learn from it in the future. Just with the advice from my 

parents. 

 

143. male  18 6 : Systems Support   Politician, Computer Administrator, Model. Cos i'm beatiful 

and clever Network Administrator Money  Computer Networks  Would 

be fun, i'd enjoy playing/testing/creating games.  Pay, Not much work to do Once everything 

is set up, i'll spend the majority of the time monitoring systems that basically do my job for me.

 boring Sitting around doing nothing will do my head in.  Seems fun.

 Intelligence. Lazyness. 

 

144. male 18 6 : Systems Support   CAD design for a design firm. Website design. Also 

local work such as office work.  They picked thoes job because the subject that i did i was good at it.  

Networking and communications.  Abcak up if i cannot get into the field of my particular 

criteria.   communications enginering.  Im not really into thoes areas of 

computing.   Well paid job. Well know for you work. Some good perks.   Not 

very well paid jobs. Not in the area you can travel to everyday.     Digital 

animations are very creative and well known. Computer games design is very popular and there is a lot 

of work avalible.  Im technical, and like to explore different areas of hardware and other 

products.  

 

145. male  19 and over 6 : Systems Support  Pay, Gender mix, Prestige9, Work, 

Colleagues The careers that were suggested during my time at school were mostly apprenticeships 

and A\\\' levels Pay, Gender mix, Prestige, Work, Colleagues Network security specialist

 Make sure you enjoy it  Networking  hard work   Pay, Gender mix, 

Prestige, Work, Colleagues Please clarifry Pay, Gender mix, Prestige, Work, Colleagues

 Pay, Gender mix, Prestige, Work, Colleagues  Pay, Gender mix, Prestige, Work, 

Colleagues Pay, Gender mix, Prestige, Work, Colleagues Pay, Gender mix, Prestige, Work, 

Colleagues Pay, Gender mix, Prestige, Work, Colleagues 

 

                                                             

9 Majority of answers simply repeat of part of a question asked and n/a 
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146. male  18 6 : Systems Support  n/a n/a System Administrator, Network 

Engineer. Salary, Future prospects  Computing, Networking  Because I liked 

games when i was a kid, i grew up playing games.  Doing the work you enjoy, decent salary, 

flexible working times  boring    working with graphics, enjoyable 

work My interest 

 

147. male  19 and over 6 : Systems Support   At school, no such careers were suggested, 

it was more to continue with education within a specific field.  I suggested i wanted to continue 

my education within ICT.  Management  Who you are working for and with, job security, pay. 

  business/ computer management   Tough place.  none  to be frank, none of the 

careers appeal to me  i wouldnt want to do any of the jobs  read above  

 ---  My brain  Failing my studies. 

 

148. male  18 6 : Systems Support   Acconuting Architecture they thought it was the 

best choice for me.  Manager admistrator  if you interested in that subject area, the demand 

on that career in the working environment   Computer networks   not 

interested in developing games, just like playing them   pay work colleagues  good 

money, work that you enjoy and good colleagues to work with  gender mix  it will probably 

be all male workers10    like taking pictures  not really  yes there is. 

 

149. male  17 6 : Systems Support   System support technichan, network admin

 typical ICT careers based on the course i wanted to do Admin or manager The 

hours, the pay, the company, the benefits, the drawbacks  Computing and information 

technology  As i have been interested in computer games and how they are made and work 

for a long time  More interesting would be able to use imagination and be able to work with 

creative people as well as be paid well Not highest wages and would not be as involved as much as 

programmers Programmers would be able to get more in depth working on creating the game or 

producers would be able to change what they want about the game   in depth creation 

and customising no Grades from high school 

 

150. male  17  6 : Systems Support   Games developer Network administrator IT 

Technitian High pay Interesting career paths Not sure yet Yes  Not sure yet 

 High pay Popular industry  High pay Meet different kinds of people Video games are 

very popular so it come to sales the revenue will be in the million margin. Gain more popularity if meet 

different kinds of people Need to have alot of differnt skills and knowledge There may be too 

much to learn and could end up forgetting important things   Qualifications

 Enthusiasm 

 

  

                                                             
10 Gender 
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151. female  18 7 : 3D Design  N/A I wasn't given much advice/guidence with regards to 

careers. N/A I'm aiming for a career in Interior Design and 1 day will hopefully own my own 

design company. I think when deciding on a career you have to consider whether you enjoy it 

enough. If you enjoy cooking that doesn't mean that you with see it as a career it might just be a hobby. 

When choosing what you see yourself doing in the future i think you really have to consider if you see 

youself going?áfar it that career.  N/A  I have not considered it as, i don't think i 

find it interesting enough to make a career out of it.  If i was to consider a career in 

computer/video games industry i would choose to be an animator as, i think it would be the most 

interesting part to me. I find what they do with regards to computer games etc with animation amazing 

and would love to be the person behind it! Also as it is quite a techical job i think it would be fairly well 

paid! :-)  I think of all the careers above i would least like to be a progammer because, i don't think i 

would find it very interesting! N/A I think with all the careers mentions that main disavantage 

would be that i might not find it interesting enough to see myself going far with it! N/A 

 N/A I am interesting in 3D design as, i find the subject interesting. 3D design is such a 

mixture of things with Interior Design, Window Designs, Set Designs etc. I find it interesing as there are 

many things involved. I am interested in Web Design as, i use the interenet (a lot :-)) and think that i 

could put my opinion and ideas forward and create some really good ideas! I'm quite outspoken and 

fairly confident so don't really have a problem with talking about things in front on people 

(presentations etc) No :-) 

 

152. female  19 and over 7 : 3D Design   Graphic Design/Product Design/3D Design  

P.E. Teacher Because my chosen subjects?áwhilst at 6th form?ámatched those careers.  I chose 

General Studies, Geography, Sport, Product Design. An Interior Designer/3D designer The 

actual enjoyment of it rather than the money aspects i feel is most important. I would hate to be stuck 

in a job i despise!  3D Design  Its not my main interest as a designer and i 

dont think im creative in that area.  Working as an Animator, there?áwould be a fun 

environment to work in and i doubt the work would never get boring. It would be fairly challenging and 

creativeness is needed.  As a producer, you would get highly credited and paid well which is a high 

point. People would aspire to your work which would be a good feeling.  Being an 

animator could be limiting in the sense of cartoons for children and not very true to life which could be 

seen as a disadvantage.  Im not sure what is meant by a producer which is why i put this last but it 

soudns much more demanding and to be having to work more independantly and as a more of a team 

player and?á i dont think i would like this.    They are very arty areas?áand you 

can show true creatviness and some can inspire your work. I am very indecisive but when it comes to 

choosing on my careers, i take in to consideration where i can show my creative flare and passion. I am 

a quite bubbly person so a rarely think negatively. 
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153. female  18 8 : Fashion and Clothing   not sure not sure not sure wage, location, 

can you aford to get there and back if you live a few miles away  textiles  i enjoy 

playing games but i dont have an interest in the industry  not sure not sure not sure not sure 

  not sure not sure not sure 

 

154. female  18   8 : Fashion and Clothing   cant remember not sure to either work in 

aboutique or a bridal shop location, money and also friendly people  not interested in 

that aspect  not sure not sure not sure not sure not sure im open minded money 

 

155. female  18 and over   8 : Fashion and Clothing grave digger they told me to do a text on the 

the computer and thats what it came up with . Kudos i think it was called. desginer stylist buyer   

money time  fashion, styling  I dont like looking at computer screen its, messes 

with my eyes and bad for you.  pay  work    music 

videos see how you look good in them and see how they are made and brushed up. Digital cameras - I 

like looking around and seeing taking photos relaxing. erm dont understand question money 

issues free time 

 

156. female  18 8 : Fashion and Clothing   stay at 6form or come to college because 

i wasnt sure what i was gana do dont know yet i would like my opiations to be poen no 

 am not very good computer person  . i would go for the thigs that i 

would like to do 

 

157. female  18 8 : Fashion and Clothing  6th form at school or going to college or not carry on 

with futher education thats the only opition i was given something in the fashion industry yes i 

think that people should be given more opitions because it depends on the rest of your lives 

 fashion and textiles  ive never been interested in computer games

 something parcitcal in fashion industry weateher its designing garments for the fashion industry 

or working in retail  i always want to learn more and by doing a diploma and in degree in 

fashion i think i am achiving my goal it depends on what i have to make a choice on 

 

158. female  17 8 : Fashion and Clothing  Fashion Design, textiles Because i wanted to do 

something related with fashion. I want to become a famous fashion design and have my own brand.

 What subjects you like doing the most and what ever isrelated to that.  Fashion design 

 because i think that it takes alot of creative skills to achieve the end product also planning is 

required and i also like playing computer games  Its high pay and you meet alot of creative 

people  Working long hours and spending a long time drawing the same thing  

  I like ho people can us a camera and turn it into art, also i like music vidios and i think 

that the more exreme ones are better I am creative No only if i dont get into uni beacuse that 

will be a big set back! 
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159. female  18 8 : Fashion and Clothing   psychology, sociology, business studies

 i your personal interests was interested in it at the time aiming to start at the bottom (with 

fashion design) then end up having my own label some day the qualifications that are required and and 

if you think you\'d be able to handle the career you have chosen  fashion design marketing 

 ive never been interested in computer games games designer because its like another 

form of designing like fashion you could create what ever you want then see if it works out right. 

 because im not too keen on the whole computer games i would hate all the marketing and 

business side of producing a game   the music and how creative they can be 

with the videos providing it relates to the music other wise it just looks messy. digital cameras because i 

like posing for the camera personal opinions NOPE!!! except if i know that its bad for me 

 

160. female  18 8 : Fashion and Clothing  medicine law army jobs more intellectual i think 

thats what they think   fashion designer something that you will put up with for a very loong time. 

something you love and enjoy and everyday is different and you will wake up in the morning looking 

forward to everyday  fashion and designing womens wear... but looking to also do a 

menswear course  not really good at them... don not catch my interest a much 

 producer probably the highest pay and in control gamedesigner- probably the best fun in the 

work techinical artist- will know how to play it best programmer.... dont even know animator- fun 

 techinal drawings- not so good at them but i try producer- if anything goes wrong, its all on me 

programmer- too much computer work animator- too much detail and specialised.....   

 seen work of other and absolutely fascinates me and would be very interesting to do. absolutely 

love the camear so i couldnt get bored who i am ,,, where i am and how i been raised,.... i want my 

personality to be visulalised in what i do nothing should really if i really want it to happen but 

sometimes there is limitations, money and sometimes the access to be able to do what i want is not 

availabe. 

 

161. female 19 and over 8 : Fashion and Clothing no careers suggested   no careers suggested

 no careers suggested   designer for own design company being good at it,  fashion 

and textile printing  not interested ion the area  being able to see the 

process of creating a game fun! not interested in the area i get headaches from computer 

screens  fashion     myself beiong artistic and being able to create designs hard 

working and dedicated being able to do so much in such little time 

 

162. female 18  8 : Fashion and Clothing   I can't remember, mostly only 

further education were suggested i decided to do fashion design on my own, i didnt get advised 

to do it I am not thinking of careers just yet, i will know when i get to the end of the course

 The convinience, the money, the prospects, i would think of the fun involved aswell 

 Fashion and clothing  Because i am not interested in that sort of thing 

 none  I aren\'t really interested in all the careers above I arent interested because 

i havent been told about these careers also i wouldnt enjoy them.   I like taking 

photographs I have to be interested money, and enjoyment 
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163. female  16 8 : Fashion and Clothing   further education they told us that so we 

could develop our learning fashion designer money, capability  fashion and clothing 

 i dont think i would enjoy it  more interesing i like animations not my thing

 im not very interested in the subject   i like music and videos can explain 

the music i have a small attention span i have a small attention span 

 

164. female  17 8 : Fashion and Clothing   performing arts fashion because they 

noticed my talents in drama and dance designer money holidays interest  fashion design 

 its not for me  n/a  n/a   drama performing arts 

design   none of them    creativity money 

 

165. female  17 8 : Fashion and Clothing   nothing no a cornershop owner

 if you could cope with the mad hords and elderly folk  fashion or photography or 

fashion photography  because i'm not too keen on gaining because i grew out of that phase 

as a child  because with out them it wouldn't go from a drawing to a game would it now

 because with out them it wouldn't go from a drawing to a game would it now..no no it wouldn't

 it looks very dull, skilled but dull..it wouldn't be my idea of a forfilling job it looks very dull, 

skilled but dull..it wouldn't be my idea of a forfilling job..barcodes pfft   i either 

wanted to be a 3d designer of do fashion so..i chose fashion obviously but..i think it may be something i 

could do in the future my mind questionnaires!! 

 

166. female  16 8 : Fashion and Clothing   None were suggested specifically, but main 

subjects like english, maths and science were more suggested than others. Because they are seen as 

most important Fashion Designer If it is practical.  Fashion and clothing 

 Because it does not interest me.  Because i enjoy drawing cartoons. And it peaked my 

interest.  Im not really that interested.    I like music.

 Whether or not id be good at it. Whether it will keep my attention. NOTHING!!!!!!!! 

 

167. female  17 8 : Fashion and Clothing  / / I do no, but i think they trying to 

help us in everything. Designer Do no  Studing more about Fashion & clothing 

 I have never heard of it  I think it helpful / nothing much / 

 Web design, it great it make me want to no more / i dont no but i try to go on the 

computer design and see not really 

 

168. female  17 8 : Fashion and Clothing   Wern't Suggested. No Fashion 

designer/Shop owner. If you think you will actually get there.  I don't know. 

 Because I am not Interested in that kind of thing.  The advantages are that it is the 

colosest to the course I am on and what I am intrested in things like art and things.  I am not 

interested in the subject. I like watching it though.   Fahion  I love music and the 

videos interest me. I would love to be involved in one. Nothing. I have to have something to spur 

me on otherwise I just lose interest and I get distracted very easily which doesnt help when my friend 

gets distracted. I just need to sit in a room by myself. But then I would get distracted by like a picture or 

even a plain white wall. I would imagine what I could draw on it....So yeah. I get distracted a lot as you 

can see.. what was the question even about? 
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169. female  18 8 : Fashion and Clothing   nothing too specific, displayed general jobs 

on a power point. because they were probably most ideal/popular fashion designer that it 

should be something that you yourself are interested in and that you know that you can do that career 

for most of your life    the same/similar  i'm interested in video/computer games. 

and play them often  highest - drawing lowest - you get to set out the game and check/see if 

it works it is one of my strong points so i think that it would be suited better to me than the 

others. you can see it in action? you might get a 'block' preventing you from getting ideas of what you 

draw/come up with you might get a 'block' preventing you from getting ideas of what you 

draw/come up with  zoology it is another area of which interests me that once i've 

chosen what i want to do, i'd probably set out my path so i can reach where i want to be   not 

being able to get the experience from a work placement 

 

170. female  16 8 : Fashion and Clothing   There was different kind of career options 

you could do. They were more students who wanted to them. My own boss as a fashion designer.

 yes.  To have a degree in fashion design.  Maybe im not sure. 

 none none none none   nothing im fashionable i knowns what is in 

and what isnt in fashion today. No nothing can. wel i hop they is nothing. i hop i become what i want 

to become. 

 

171. female  17 8 : Fashion and Clothing   None we didn't do careers. No.

 Not sure but something important. Whether its the right thing for you, they pay and hours. 

 fashion and clothing.  I like computer games but i have never thought abouthow 

there designed.  pay  alot of work    not sure

 Am hard working and punctual so i would try hard at it. 

 

172. male  19 and over 8 : Fashion and Clothing  textiles, designing ect. no. dont 

know yet, havent desided. wither you can stand it for the rest of your life?  not my 

thing.  Pay. I like money. It\'s boring. Sitting round with computer geek is not my 

cup of tea.  engeneering and fashion. Years of paractice and skill are used to perfect the 

art. I was brought up around mechanics and other technical skills, which are involved in this line of 

work. effort on my part 

 

173. male  18  8 : Fashion and Clothing  n/a n/a I am hoping to take other courses 

after my current one sich as dance. But i would hope to become a free lance designer or a professional 

dancer. Pay, If the person has an interest in the jobs subject and job satisfaction. 

 Fashion Design  I used to love games when i was a child but now i have different 

interests but do sometimes still consider the job.  n/a n/a n/a n/a 

 n/a n/a my own personal identity would best be reflected through a creative manner 

so a job within the artistic industry and making things from nothing. Money issues and also availability. 
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174. male  19 and over 9 : Photography  something creative i was creative glamour 

photographer how much will u get paid and will i be happy in the job  i love to game 

 pay  not alot of time to play games properly    just 

cause i love games so much playing games all the time  

 


